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Abstract 

Understanding and predicting coastal cliff retreat remains a challenging field in coastal 

geomorphology. Efforts to link process drivers to erosion are confounded by the complexity of 

processes operating, slow rates of morphological change, and the difficulty of direct field observations. 

Waves are generally considered to be a principle driver of cliff retreat, but few studies have conclusively 

shown how waves actually drive erosion. This thesis contributes to the field by improving understanding 

of how individual wave impacts interact with coastal cliffs. Wave impacts are classified based on the 

stage of transformation they have reached at the moment of impact; wave impact type falls on a 

continuum from broken to breaking to unbroken waves. Theoretical framing for the research is provided 

by  an extensive history of engineering studies (laboratory experiments and numerical modelling) 

describing wave impacts on vertical coastal structures, as well as the relatively new field of cliff-top 

seismometry, which describes direct measurement of the amount of energy transferred from the wave 

into the cliff from the direct impact .  

The thesis describes a short-term (45 minute) set of field observations of wave impacts on a 

cliff in California, and a long-term (30 day) set of observations of impacts on a cliff at Onaero Bay in 

New Zealand. Analyses focus on wave impacts at the individual wave scale. Pivotal in facilitating this 

level of detail was the use of video recording to enable direct, real-time observations of the wave impact 

and resulting cliff response. By observing individual wave impacts with video and concomitant seismic 

response, the thesis ascertains the influence of wave impact type on peak ground motion magnitude. 

Wave impacts were initially divided into broken, breaking and unbroken waves at the moment wave-

cliff interaction takes place. Results highlight the dominance of wave impact class type in controlling 

cliff ground displacement. Interestingly, incident wave conditions are not the dominant control on cliff 

ground motion: the largest wave heights (Hs = 3.7 m) did not generate the highest peaks in ground 

motion. Instead, breaking wave impacts generally forced higher peak ground motion, regardless of 

incident wave height, when compared to broken or unbroken impact types. Breaking waves produced 

peak velocities in ground motion up to 7559 μm/s, compared to broken or unbroken waves, which 

produced maximum velocities of 1101 and 395 μm/s respectively. 

To further investigate the influence of wave impact class, 7447 individual impacts were sub-

divided into eight classes (WC1 – WC8) according to the stage in breaking transformation. The 

classification scheme was based upon an extensive body of engineering studies that have identified 

the primary controls on wave impact type on vertical coastal structures. The scheme incorporates an 

indication of the energy dissipated prior to impact, as well as the way the wave interacts with the cliff. 

The shape of the wave at impact is crucial, because it controls whether there is a pocket of air entrapped 

and compressed by the overturning wave. Analyses showed that breaking wave impacts (WC3-WC6) 

produced the highest ground motion compared to broken (WC1-WC2) and unbroken (WC7and WC8) 

impacts. Breaking waves that entrapped a gas pocket at impact (WC4 and WC5) generated an average 

peak in ground displacement of 38 μm and 36 μm, whereas completely broken and unbroken waves 

produced peak displacement of around 2 μm on average. The variability within breaking, broken and 

unbroken impacts was attributed to the amount of aeration in the wave impact from bubbles or the size 
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of the gas pocket. For the largest 1% of peak ground displacement values (>75 μm), 64% were WC4, 

32% were WC5, 27% were WC3, and only 3% were unbroken or broken impacts (WC1-WC2, WC7-

WC8) conducive to breaking impacts generating the most violent shaking events compared to broken 

and unbroken impacts. 

Spectral analysis was undertaken for each of the eight wave classes and distinctive spectral 

signatures for each class were revealed. This analysis was the first of its kind applied at the individual 

impact scale. The power spectral density for breaking wave classes is orders of magnitude higher than 

broken and unbroken impacts. WC4 impacts reached a peak of nearly 9 dB/Hz, compared to WC8 

which reaches a maximum of 0.01 dB/Hz. Breaking waves (WC4 and WC5) also had the highest total 

integrated sum of energy transferred over a wave impact event: the median total energy transferred by 

WC4 and WC5 impacts was 117 dB/Hz and 121 dB/Hz, compared to 12 dB/Hz and 10 dB/Hz for WC1 

and WC8 impacts. The highest energy peak for WC4 is nearly four orders of magnitude greater than 

for WC8. 

The thesis highlights the important and sensitive role of the ratio of wave height and water depth 

(H/h) in controlling wave impact class. There are time periods of dominant impact regimes where the 

H/h relationship is more conducive in producing a certain wave class or group of classes. The 

implications of this are that even relatively modest increases in future sea level are likely to 

fundamentally shift wave impact regimes at different cliff locations. In locations where sea level rise 

facilitates a greater number of breaking (WC4 and WC5) impacts, higher peaks in cliff ground motion 

are expected and this may increase rates of cliff recession in the future. In contrast, in some locations 

sea level rise may lead to a greater proportion of unbroken waves, decreasing erosion rates. 
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 Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
Coastal cliffs are a common feature of the coastline globally, frequently cited as occurring along 80% 

of the world’s coast (Emery & Kuhn, 1982). A more recent analysis put this estimate closer to 50% of 

the global coastline likely being cliffed (Young & Carilli, 2019). The popularity of cliff top development 

means that cliff recession poses a serious hazard to human populations, property, and infrastructure. 

The study of coastal cliffs is complex owing to the lack of connection between drivers of landform 

evolution and observed cliff failure in time. The observed planform and profile shape of a cliff at present 

is the result of a culmination of processes operating over different scales in both time and space. It is 

therefore difficult to extract the cliff response to any single specific forcing agent. Accurate predictions 

of future erosion rates remain difficult and that challenge is exacerbated by changing driving conditions 

in the context of sea level rise (SLR).  

The impact of waves on cliffs has been widely linked to cliff erosion through hydraulic and 

mechanical action (e.g. Trenhaile, 1987, Sunamura, 1992). In particular, high shock pressures 

associated with wave breaking at the moment of impact on the cliff face are thought to be important. 

Trenhaile (1987, p 17) remarked that “…considering the millions of waves which break on storm wave 

coasts each year, it is probable that high shock pressures are occasionally produced in the field.” He 

believed that infrequent, high magnitude impact pressures could potentially be important agents of cliff 

erosion. To date there has been no attempt to document wave impact pressures in a natural coastal 

cliff setting.  

A prominent field in coastal engineering design concerns the way in which a wave interacts with 

a vertical structure (e.g. Bagnold, 1939; Blackmore & Hewson, 1984; Bredmose et al., 2009; Bullock et 

al., 2007; Hull & Müller 2002; Peregrine, 2003). A wave impacts on a vertical structure as broken, 

breaking, or unbroken, depending on the relationship between the wave height and water depth which 

controls the onset of breaking relative to a vertical structure. Broken wave impacts have broken prior to 

reaching the wall or structure, breaking impacts are undergoing breaking during impact, and unbroken 

impacts have not broken. The mechanics of how wave impacts can lead to failure was an important 

question in coastal structure engineering as they need to be able to withstand high magnitude impact 

forces from wave loading (Bullock et al., 2007). From this, it became apparent that breaking wave 

impacts are capable of producing high magnitude impact pressures, relative to impacts of waves at 

other stages of transformation, i.e. broken and unbroken waves. Investigations into wave impact types 

have been carried out via both physical and numerical modelling experiments, and this literature forms 

a sound theoretical base for this thesis. However, the dynamics of individual wave impact interactions 

with a natural cliff using field observations has not previously studied. An exploration of cliff response 

to single wave impacts may shed some light on the process of wave-cliff interaction, including wave 

energy transfer into the cliff. 

A second source of theoretical framing for the thesis is found in the growing literature focussed 

on cliff-top seismometry (e.g. Adams et al., 2002; Earlie et al., 2015; Vann Jones et al., 2015; Young et 
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al., 2016). These studies clearly show that micro-seismic ground motions are generated by wave 

loading on shore platforms and cliffs. Ground displacement has been shown to be a reliable proxy for 

the amount of energy that is transferred from a wave into cliff rock, and it seems likely that this is 

proportional in some way to rock damage and therefore erosion, although the extent to which ground 

displacement provides a proxy for cliff erosion is yet to be demonstrated. Previous studies of cliff-top 

ground motion have typically been conducted at the scale of hours or longer. No study to date has 

focussed on the seismic signature of individual wave impacts. 

1.2 Research Aim 
The aim of this research is to determine the role of individual wave impacts in driving cliff 

response, using cliff ground motion as a proxy for energy transfer. Key objectives of the thesis are to 

observe and classify the wave breaking conditions against a natural coastal cliff, quantify the differences 

in cliff ground motion that result from different classes of wave impact, analyse the spectral 

characteristics of different classes of wave impact, and asses wave impacts on a natural coastal. 

1.3 Research Design 
Fieldwork was used to provide an accurate representation of the complexity of a real wave field 

and variability in cliff ground motion. Fieldwork was carried out at two study sites; a pilot study in 

California, USA, and a 30-day deployment in Taranaki, New Zealand (NZ). The NZ fieldwork involved 

direct measurement of the waves and water depth at the cliff toe and on the beach fronting the cliff to 

capture nearshore wave conditions. Seismometers were placed at the cliff top to detect ground motion 

in response to direct wave interaction. Crucial to this research was the use of a video camera recording, 

at high frequency, each wave impact at the site where instruments were located. Qualitative 

categorisation of impact type based on the shape of the wave is common in engineering studies (e.g. 

Hull & Müller, 2002; Kisacik et al., 2012; Oumeraci et al., 1993) and cannot be gleaned from the 

seismometer or pressure sensor records alone. The goal of the fieldwork was to enable direct 

observations of wave impacts, and to precisely align datasets from multiple sources without time drift. 

It was crucial that the same wave impact could be confidently identified in the video record and 

seismometer record, so GPS time was used for both measurements. Classification of wave impact type 

followed the convention of engineering work wherein impacts are divided by stage of transformation 

into broken, breaking, and unbroken impacts. Videos of wave impacts were analysed frame-by-frame 

to categorise impact type to generate a database of impact events of various types. These impacts 

could then be linked to the associated wave conditions which produced them and to the resultant cliff 

ground motion it generated. 

1.4 Thesis Structure 
The main body of the thesis begins with Chapter 2, which is an extensive literature review that 

covers both cliff processes and wave impact mechanics. The methodology and study sites used in the 

research are described in Chapter 3. Three results chapters follow. Chapter 4 investigates the influence 

of incident wave conditions on energy transfer. Chapter 5 focusses on wave impact type as a result of 

changes in wave height and water depth. Chapter 6 provides spectral properties of the ground motion 
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for different impact types. A discussion of all results and their implications is provided in Chapter 7. 

Finally, an overall synthesis and concluding remarks are given in Chapter 8.   
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  Literature Review  
 

 Introduction 
The evolution of rocky cliffed coastlines has been the subject of scientific study for decades, 

however uncertainty remains around the driving processes and mechanisms of change that operate on 

these landforms as change occurs slowly, episodically, and evidence is often removed. Unlike 

depositional coastlines rocky cliffs can only recede landward and have a limited capacity to dynamically 

respond to external forcing, like that of sea level rise. According to Young & Carilli (2019), ~50% of the 

world’s coastline is likely cliffed, and the recession of rocky coastlines poses a risk to infrastructure and 

livelihoods that are situated at or near the cliff-top as coastal areas are often densely populated. As 

such, it is vital that coastal cliff processes are better understood for appropriate and sustainable 

management, and for better accuracy in predictions of future change.  

The complexity of the way in which these drivers interact to force recession makes it difficult to 

isolate the direct response of a cliff to the dominant control. Cliff recession is dependent on a range of 

factors, yet prediction of future response will need a more robust understanding of how a cliff will 

respond to changes in external drivers. Erosion can be caused by both subaerial weathering and 

mechanical wave action processes. T he relative importance of each dependent on the site conditions, 

this balance will dictate the morphology of the cliff (Emery & Kuhn, 1982). There is also an element of 

landform inheritance that influences whether the same set of forcing conditions result in similar cliff 

response, including the geology, lithology, and timing between events (Woodroffe, 2002). There is little 

doubt that future change in sea level as a result of global warming will also alter the mechanism and 

rate of change that occurs along rocky coasts (Brown et al., 2014). These changes in marine conditions 

will directly affect how mechanical wave action drives cliff recession, including how the nature of direct 

wave impacts on cliffs will be altered.  

Direct interaction between waves and the cliff-face results in a transfer of energy that can be 

considered a proxy for cliff recession (e.g. Young et al., 2016): more energy transfer can be assumed 

to lead to increased recession rates. Unfortunately, little is known about how this process actually 

occurs. Filling this gap is necessary to improve the understanding of the different roles of erosive forcing 

processes, which will in turn improve model predictions of future change in cliff recession. Wave impacts 

on coastal cliffs have received very little consideration in the geomorphological literature. Hence, this 

review considers different modes of wave impacts on vertical structures from the extensive engineering 

work in this field, which can be applied to coastal cliffs. The focus of this research is on impacts on a 

wave-by-wave scale to identify which impacts are most important in driving energy transfer, as well as 

the marine conditions that are most conducive to producing them in order to better link wave-cliff 

interaction and cliff response. 
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  Coastal Cliff Erosion 
 The rate of cliff recession and mechanisms of cliff failure are controlled by a combination of 

subaerial weathering processes and hydraulic and mechanical action imposed by waves. In its simplest 

form, cliff erosion can be described as the result of assailing forces of waves exceed the resistance of 

the rock (Sunamura, 1977). In order to understand the primary drivers of cliff erosion or change, it is 

first necessary to examine the long- and short-term mechanisms of cliff erosion drivers and first order 

controls on morphology such as lithology, climatic conditions, bathymetry, and tectonic setting. In 

Sunamura’s (1977) conceptualisation, cliff erosion failure events and the mechanisms that drove the 

events are assumed to be connected in time, but this is not always the case. Often, the episodic failure 

is a culmination of the effects of multiple processes acting on it over variable lengths of time meaning 

scale is very important in understanding cliff erosion (Cambers, 1976). Rock coasts are erosional 

landforms so reconstructing their evolutionary history is particularly difficult because historic evidence 

of cliff evolution mechanisms is washed away (Griggs & Trenhaile, 1994; Sunamura, 1992). Cliff 

settings that are more susceptible to wave-driven erosion and will be increasingly vulnerable in the 

future can be better identified if there is improved understanding of the process of wave forcing on rates 

and mechanisms of cliff failure.   

2.2.1 Environmental Setting Control 
 First order controls on rocky coast morphology are the marine setting and the geologic setting 

the cliff is situated within. The marine setting of a rocky coast controls the relative sea level, tidal range, 

wave climate and bathymetry, determining the exposure to direct wave action. Spatial and temporal 

variation in these factors, together with rock type and structure, are responsible for coastline adjustment 

on rocky coasts. In terms of relative sea level, tectonic activity can also play an important role in 

geomorphic work as it can adjust local water depth and expose new rock surfaces to erosion processes 

(e.g. Wolters & Müller, 2008; Stephenson et al., 2019).  

The tectonic context is also important for the planform configuration of rocky coasts on a broad 

scale in relation to development of coastal features. Inman & Nordstrom (1971) distinguished between 

coasts in this way and found three classifications using large-scale landform relief and continental shelf 

width - collision coasts; trailing edge coasts; and marginal sea coasts. Collision coasts, or longitudinal-

type coasts are concordant coasts, which run parallel to the geological structure of the hinterland at the 

edge of colliding continents or island arcs (Inman & Nordstrom, 1971; Trenhaile, 2016; Woodroffe, 

2002). Trailing edge coasts are the non-collision edge of a continent (Inman & Nordstrom, 1971). 

Marginal coasts occur within plates and are transverse as the discordant coastline cuts across the 

geological structure (Inman & Nordstrom, 1971). Consequently, this determines planform configuration 

of the coastline wherein concordant coasts are typically straight and regular, whereas discordant coasts 

are highly embayed (Trenhaile, 2016). Unlike other morphological classification schemes, Inman & 

Nordstrom (1971) focussed on the first-order features of development, rather than observed 

morphology at the coastline that relate more to describing a beach or shoreline.  

Recent studies have suggested that the contribution of large-scale structural controls have a 

first order influence on cliff evolution as the inherited tectonic setting controls coastal morphology 
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(Andriani & Walsh, 2007; Giuliano et al., 2013). The spatial variation in regional tectonic setting controls 

coastline orientation through fault orientation and lithology, as well as the presence of fractures, faults 

and joints (Giuliano et al., 2013). Lithology determines rock type, structure and strength. Local lithology 

plays an important role in rocky coast morphology through erosional efficiency, primarily in terms of 

rock resistance (Stephenson, 2015). In turn, this means that the geology controls large scale 

configuration and planform profile (Stephenson, 2015) as the material strength causes major variation 

in cliff response (Bray & Hook, 1997). Local erosion processes depend on both these intrinsic rock 

properties, and the amount of forcing that acts on it (Giuliano et al., 2013). The convexity of cliffs is 

dependent on the relative balance of marine and subaerial processes, with marine dominated coasts 

tending to result in vertical cliffs (Trenhaile, 2002). 

Local changes in lithology laterally can override the broader tectonic control on orientation, for 

example where weaker layers are present, highlighting the importance of looking at long-term history 

of cliff retreat to demonstrate the dependence of the erosion processes on its inherited structures 

(Giuliano et al., 2013). Similarly, Andriani & Walsh (2007) found that in addition to wave action and 

human activity, lithology and rock strength are fundamental controls on coastal development in SE Italy 

wherein porous and soft calcarinites are more susceptible to erosion than limestone cliffs with a greater 

number and complexity of joints. The different lithological conditions on Lord Howe Island also influence 

rock shore morphology, with the basaltic remnants of a shield volcano formed of resistant rock featuring 

plunging cliffs on one side of the island, whereas softer eolinates formed a fringing reef and lagoon 

leading to a shore platform on the other side of the island (Dickson et al., 2004). Kennedy & Dickson 

(2006) found that differences in the homogeneity of lithology between shore platforms in southern New 

Zealand controlled local elevation wherein rock structure controlled the platform geometry. For jointed 

rock, the platform elevations were lower than sections of the same platform with higher elevation but 

unjointed rock (Kennedy & Dickson, 2006).  Geological inheritance was also an important factor in 

coastal complexity at the mesoscale (1-100 km) when comparing adjacent coastal regions of Australia 

(Porter-Smith & McKinlay, 2012). Using the quasi-3D SCAPE model, planshape evolution of soft rock 

cliffs was found to depend solely on material strength in the absence of beach sediment supply and 

produce constant retreat rates through time (Carpenter et al., 2015). On sediment-rich shorelines, 

coastal retreat depends on sedimentary feedbacks controlling longshore transport so that longshore 

retreat rates balance over time independent of rock resistance (Carpenter et al., 2015). The control of 

lithology and longshore transport was also highlighted in Valvo et al., (2006) using a numerical model 

to illustrate the formation of indentations in softer sediments if a shoreline is infilled by sediment 

transport. Acceleration in sea-level rise was found to lead to indentations in the coastline of larger 

amplitude resulting in the formation of headlands and pocket beaches rather than a more uniform, 

continuous cliff with a sandy beach shoreline (Valvo et al., 2006). The homogeneity of lithology will 

determine whether wave action acting on the cliff results in a straight (homogenous) or complex 

(heterogenous) coastline meaning that the interpretation of cliff morphology must take the inherent 

nature of the cliff into account, as well as the external forces acting on it.  
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2.2.2 Rocky Coast Recession 
 Coastal cliff settings can be generally divided into three broad types: a cliff with a sloping shore 

platform with no defined edge; a cliff fronted by a subhorizontal shore platform and vertical seaward 

edge; and a plunging cliff which drops straight into deep water (Sunamura, 1992). Whether subaerial 

weathering or wave processes are more important to the development of shore platforms remains one 

of the longest standing debates in rocky coast evolution (Kennedy et al., 2011). It is, however, accepted 

that previous mechanical wave erosion is a crucial control on development, and that this process is 

tidally modulated (Lim et al., 2011; Sunamura, 1992; Trenhaile, 1987; 2002).  

Failure of a cliffed coast varies from small scale grain by grain abrasion to large deep-seated 

landslides (e.g. Emery & Kuhn 1980; Hutchinson 1969; Rosser et al., 2005; Young 2015). Hence, 

failures can vary from near-continuous granular removal to episodic mass movements of steep unstable 

slopes (Lee & Clark, 2002). The variation in spatial and temporal failure processes make cliff recession 

rates difficult to measure historically as well as difficult to predict (Hapke & Plant, 2010). Mass 

movements can occur in certain rock lithologies in the form of rock topples, rock falls, landslides, and 

landslips depending on the rock type and structure (e.g. Davies et al., 1998; Rosser et al., 2013). Deep-

seated coastal landslides are large-scale mass movements along planes of weakness that result in a 

deep slip surface, and displacement is typically small and relatively slow (Young, 2015). The subaerial 

landslide can also produce tension cracks which lead to further failure (Young, 2015), as well as 

secondary rotational slides on the seaward margin and rock falls and topples of the rear scarp 

(Hutchinson, 1969). Accelerated displacement may be triggered by factors such as increased rainfall 

and groundwater (Young, 2015). Small-scale changes in the cliff face cannot be captured by looking at 

the recession of the cliff line alone, but are still important to understand. One way this can be achieved 

is the use of terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) of the cliff face (e.g. Dickson et al., 2016; Rosser et al., 

2005; Vann Jones et al., 2015).  

 Erosion Processes 

2.3.1 Subaerial Weathering Processes 
Cliff retreat via subaerial weathering processes relates to the internal failure of a rock structure 

by physiochemical from corrosion by seawater, or physical weathering from ice freeze thaw, clay 

expansion, or salt weathering (Sunamura, 1992; Stephenson, 2015). Bioerosion from biological 

organisms on the rock surface can also contribute to cliff retreat through biomechanical and biochemical 

processes (Trudgill, 1987a; 1987b; 1987c). Subaerial weathering in these terms is different to the 

processes which drive subaerial slope failure. For soft rock or unconsolidated cliffs subaerial weathering 

can be a dominant driver of erosion, especially at sites where wave-cliff interaction does not occur 

(Savigear, 1952; 1962). The contribution of these processes will depend on the site lithological and 

climatic conditions, and the tidal range. Freeze-thaw weathering, for example, wherein ice on a frozen 

rock surface thaws due to the rising tide which can form or widen cracks in the surface will only occur 

in highly saturated fine-grained rock in cold coastal areas (Trenhaile & Mercan, 1984). Similarly, salt 

weathering is more common in drier climates such as the Mediterranean as it needs high temperatures 

and low rainfall to evaporate sea water and produce salt crystal growth which can widen cracks in the 
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rock surface (Trenhaile, 1987). A number of chemical reactions including oxidation and solution also 

result in chemical weathering but need water and soluble rock, bioerosion from marine organisms can 

also remove the rock substrate (Stephenson, 2015).   

Reduction of rock mass strength from subaerial sources through time results in the cliff 

becoming unstable and failing (Duperret et al., 2005). Subaerial processes act over the entire cliff-face, 

and beneath the surface (Hutchinson 1969, Pierre & Lahousse 2006), unlike wave action which only 

affects the cliff where there is wave-cliff interaction (Robinson, 1977; Carter & Guy, 1988). An analytical 

solution was developed to describe the geomorphic evolution of cliffs incorporating rock weakening 

from subaerial weathering, earthquake loading, seepage, and the formation of tension cracks to assess 

their relative influence (Voulgari & Utili, 2017). It was found that weathering and groundwater seepage, 

along with seismic action, were stronger controls on failure than tension cracks (Voulgari & Utili, 2017). 

This suggests that the degradation of rock from weathering has a control on morphology of a cliff due 

to failure, rather than degradation from crack formation due to a reduction tensile strength (Voulgari & 

Utili, 2017).  

Some studies have identified subaerial controls as the dominant process of erosion (e.g. Lageat 

et al., 2006), have also indicated that marine processes can play an important role. In coastal chalk 

cliffs in Normandy, France, marine processes were found to be more erosive than subaerial ones and 

not just an agent of removal of sediment after falls as was previously thought (Letortu et al., 2019). In 

coastal chalk cliffs in Normandy, France, Letortu et al., (2019) used repeat terrestrial laser scanning to 

compare the retreat rates of two chalk cliff sites and found increased erosion at the site affected by both 

subaerial and marine processes compared to the one that experienced only subaerial weathering. 

Hence, marine processes were found to have a greater role than merely an agent of debris removal, as 

the research theme had originally thought (Letortu et al., 2019). Similar to previous laboratory and field 

experiments by Trenhaile & Mercan (1985), Kennedy et al., (2010) showed through fieldwork on shore 

platforms in New Zealand that platform elevation was not controlled by the rock saturation level, i.e. the 

water table. Bartrum (1916, p134) had previously proposed that subaerial processes act on rock which 

is not saturated with water producing a layer of weathered material overlying unweathered rock for any 

exposed bedrock, leaving a shore platform as an unweathered remnant layer. This would mean that 

wave action does not actively erode the rock surface, but would remove degraded material. The lack of 

consistency in elevation of shore platforms in the study area of Russell, New Zealand imply that forces 

beyond weathering-induced rock removal are likely in play (Kennedy et al, 2010). Subaerial weathering 

is no doubt a fundamental control on rock coast evolution, for example, in Kaikoura Peninsula, NZ, 

shore platform evolution is argued to be the result of subaerial weathering rather than wave energy 

(Stephenson & Kirk, 1998), but it is important to also understand the role of wave action processes in 

driving cliff evolution.  

2.3.2 Coastal Cliff Landsliding 
Landsliding of coastal cliffs arises when the weakening of tensile stress or increase in saturation leads 

to a reduction in gravitational stability, especially in weakly lithified or loosely consolidated material 

(Hampton, 2002). The geological processes that are important in facilitating landsliding processes may 
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not be as influential for cliff settings not comprised largely of weakly lithified sediment (Hampton, 2002). 

Landsliding events are often triggered by storms or heavy rainfall, in combination with the cliff slope 

meeting gravitational instability criteria, such as profile steepening via undercutting from wave action 

(Lee et al., 2001). This landslide process is therefore often highly episodic, with periods of inactivity in 

cliff recession following a landslide event, and the same magnitude of trigger event may not result in a 

cliff failure (Lee et al., 2001).   

In a study on coastal landsliding in northern California, Collins & Sitar (2008) categorised failure into for 

main modes; undercutting and oversteepening of the cliff-toe, wave action or groundwater seepage 

leading to rotational failure, stress relief or soil strength loss fracturing, and seismic shaking. Using field 

observations and terrestrial laser scanning, they found that most cliff failure events were the result of 

two main processes, the dominance of which depended on local lithology (Collins & Sitar, 2008). Weakly 

cemented cliffs were prone to failure from wave-action altering the geometry of the slope (up to a 

maximum inclination of 65°, while moderately cemented cliffs fail from ground- and surface-water 

seepage following rainfall (Collins & Sitar, 2008). Gravitational failure is commonly associated to periods 

of high rainfall which results in an increase in groundwater, as increased saturation leads to a reduction 

in cohesion (Hampton, 2002). Wave action was also important for in removal of debris at the cliff toe to 

facilitate further failure events, but this process was not important for notch formation (Collins & Sitar, 

2008). Another study on cliffs, this time in southern California, using airborne LiDAR by Young et al., 

(2009) showed a correlation between rainfall and the magnitude of erosion events. Although wave 

action was also important for accelerating cliff erosion as sections of the cliff also exposed to wave 

attack experienced erosion rates five times higher than cliffs not exposed to waves (Young et al., 2009). 

In this study, rain was the triggering factor for a large erosion event, but wave-action also had to have 

caused the slope to become instable due to steepening (Young et al., 2009). In assessing the disturbing 

stresses for cliff retreat in Suffolk, England from 1993-2010, Brooks et al., (2012) found that periods of 

high rainfall, still water level, and wind (the disturbing stresses) coincided with high-magnitude events. 

Differing magnitudes of the disturbing stress reached varying thresholds and resulted in low, medium, 

or high retreat rates (Brooks et al., 2012). Both marine and subaerial processes are important for cliff 

erosion and there are complex feedbacks between them with changing forcing factors and magnitudes 

of response in both space and time. 

2.3.3 Hydraulic Wave Action 
Mechanical wave erosion from direct wave-cliff interaction is an important mechanism for cliff 

development, even when subaerial weathering also occurs (Trenhaile, 2002). Further, erosion 

processes are assumed to be the most effective when wave pressures are high (Trenhaile, 1987). Wave 

action is assumed to remove the material from rock falls, lower the horizontal platform, steepen and 

eventually undercut the cliff. Abrasion from sediment in waves, hydraulic action from wave breaking, 

and quarrying all contribute to erosion of the cliff (Wolters & Müller, 2008; Stephenson, 2015).  

A common view in rocky coast evolution literature is that the mechanism of erosion by wave 

action, including abrasion, at the cliff base causes undercutting leading to mass failure of the slope 

above (Sunamura, 1992; Hackney et al., 2013). Wolters and Müller (2008) used a Finite Element Model 
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(FEM) to determine the stress distribution of a cliff face as a function of geometry, slope, and the stage 

of undercutting. Results showed that highly localized stresses are generated at the cliff base after a 

vertical face is established; as the cliff steepness increased, the stress trajectories focused at the cliff 

base. Wave-induced changes of the cliff geometry were shown to produce the necessary conditions for 

failure. Cliff undercutting only results in small changes in stress magnitude so the importance of 

undercutting may be overstated in previous literature. In many instances, cliff instability is probably more 

reliant on steepening than undercutting. Similarly, Hall et al., (2008), in a study of a hard rock headland 

in Scotland using ground mapping and photo interpretation to identify recent block removal, found that 

erosion takes place at any part of the cliff face, including the middle and upper part of the face, and the 

cliff top and cliff-top platform. This differs to classic models of erosion where it is focused around the 

cliff base, requiring the formation of a basal notch that promotes cliff failure. This indicates that erosion 

from hydraulic action is not simply a function of the presence of water at the cliff-toe, or from mechanical 

action from abrasion from sediments in the water. Instead, the process of waves interacting with the 

cliff face itself is a mechanism of erosion via energy transfer. 

The mechanism by which direct wave impacts result in cliff failure is due to the pressure loading 

from breaking waves, water hammer and the compression of air in rock joints which exert shock 

pressures that break and remove rock fragments; with events such as quarrying and shock impacts 

being highly effective but difficult to measure (Trenhaile, 1987; Lim et al., 2011; Stephenson et al., 

2014). Hydraulic action from wave impacts involves both a dynamic and hydrostatic component from 

the direct impact of the water and the weight of the water column respectively (Masselink & Hughes, 

2003).  When waves break directly against a cliff, shock pressures and water hammer occur. The direct 

wave impact compresses are into any cavities in the rock face, followed by infilling with water that 

produces the maximum pressure at or around still water level (SWL), the position of which is controlled 

by tides (e.g. Trenhaile, 1987). This compression of air in rock cavities by wave impacts and sudden 

release after the wave recedes can dislodge rock fragments and joint blocks, as well as widen the cavity 

if sand is also washed in (Robinson, 1977; Trenhaile, 1987). This process was demonstrated by 

Robinson (1977) in a study of erosion mechanisms at the foot of a cliff in Yorkshire, England using 

micro-erosion meters. Wave quarrying contributed most to the erosion of a cliff in terms of retreat when 

there is no beach at the cliff base, primarily by removal of large blocks rather than the ongoing micro-

quarrying of shale fragments (Robinson, 1977).  

The discontinuities, or cavities, in the rock face that form cracks and fractures are considered 

to be a necessary condition for wave pressure forcing that leads to failure (Trenhaile & Kanyaya, 2007). 

Discontinuities are visible fractures within the rock which reduce the overall rock strength, with repeated 

stress from cyclic loading of the rock, known as fatigue, initiating and propagating cracks (Sunamura, 

1992). Previous studies have demonstrated that under cyclic loading a range of rock types (e.g. Bagde 

& Petros, 2005; Li et al., 2001; Rao & Ramana, 1992; Ray et al., 1999) show signs of progressive 

fatigue through the development of micro-fractures. The number of cycles required to eventually cause 

failure of the rock depends on the amplitude of the loading. In the above context, rock failure is 

analogous to erosion of platform rock, and loading amplitude is analogous to wave energy. Tensile 
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stress that exceeds the tensile strength of the rock results in tensile cracks (Baker, 1981), which are of 

primary importance in ongoing slope evolution, over pre-existing cracks from processes such as 

tectonic movement which are only important in the initial failure (Voulgari & Utili, 2017). The importance 

of wave impacts in driving cliff erosion was identified in Hall et al., (2008) through the presence of 

fractures in the upper cliff which extend towards the cliff top were suggested to be the result of high-

pressures in discontinuities of the cliff face propagating these cracks upwards. These studies have 

inferred the role of impact pressure from evidence on the cliff face, but the exact process by which wave 

impacts lead to failure remains uncertain.  

 Wave Impacts on Cliffs 
Detailed observations of wave impacts on cliffs are needed to link individual wave 

characteristics to cliff failure. Rocky coasts, unlike soft sedimentary coasts, do not dynamically respond 

to changes in marine forcing. This means that even relatively modest changes in sea level and incident 

wave conditions may result in very different cliff-toe wave regimes (Ogawa et al., 2015). Cliffs are 

erosional features of rocky coasts; rising sea level is likely to increase the efficiency of erosional 

processes that act on them owing to an increase in water depth that reduces wave attenuation through 

breaking resulting in a greater amount of wave energy reaching the cliff-toe (Walkden & Dickson, 2008; 

Naylor et al., 2010; Ashton et al., 2011). The morphology of the cliff setting influences energy delivery 

to the coast, as it will influence the attenuation of wave energy prior to reaching the cliff face (Young et 

al., 2013).  

2.4.1 Wave Energy Dissipation 
It is first necessary to understand nearshore wave processes, especially for wave breaking 

processes, that control the wave-cliff interaction and thus energy transfer. For waves approaching a 

rocky coast, breaking onset is dependent on water depth which depends on nearshore topography, 

local tidal ranges and deepwater waves, resulting in breaking or broken waves reaching the cliff 

(Trenhaile, 1987).  The transformation of waves on rocky coasts, including those involving shore 

platforms, has only been studied in the field in recent decades (e.g Marshall & Stephenson 2011; 

Ogawa, 2011; 2015). These field studies have shown that the depth on water on the platform surface 

has a strong control on the wave height, as is the case in the surf zone. The control of water depth on 

breaking means that tidal levels have a strong influence on wave breaking as it affects the location of 

breaking onset and the wave shape at impact on the cliff (Marshall & Stephenson, 2011; Ogawa et al., 

2011; Trenhaile,1987).   

Dissipation of wave energy occurs when the potential energy of the wave is converted to 

turbulent kinetic energy and heat, as well as loss due to friction at breaking, whilst the momentum is 

conserved (Thornton & Guza, 1983; Battjes, 1988; Banner & Peregrine, 1993). Wave breaking involves 

the steepening of the wave face as it becomes asymmetric due to a steepening of the crest and 

flattening of the trough, this reaches a limiting condition and leads to overturning as the velocity of water 

in the crest exceeds that of the wave (Thornton & Guza, 1983; Banner & Peregrine, 1993). This 

asymmetry can be caused by the wave entering shallow water as the wavelength shortens and 

amplitude increases. Wave breaking involves two types of motion – irrotational during wave steepening 
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and jet formation, and rotational motion following jet impingement which leads to bore development 

(Battjes, 1988). The jet plunging into the lower surface of the wave (plunging breakers) creates vortices 

of jet-splash cycles that rotate in the same direction of the wave. As these waves degenerate and 

become disordered, the wave becomes a turbulent bore. As the wave motion transforms to turbulence, 

energy is released, the total momentum of the wave is conserved resulting in a positive horizontal 

pressure gradient which causes setup of mean water level (Battjes, 1988). Turbulence is maintained as 

the bore approaches the shore despite the energy dissipating due to the decrease in depth.  

The location of the breakpoint will vary with tidal stage as the water depth oscillates, and with 

incident wave height; shallower water and higher wave heights will break further offshore (Sunamura, 

1992). As such, a range of wave impacts will occur at a cliff, which will affect cliff erosion as the type of 

wave reaching the coast will determine the magnitude and distribution of forces on the cliff (Trenhaile, 

1987). The morphology of a rock platform, its gradient, width, elevation and roughness, influences the 

breaking onset location and subsequent energy dissipation as waves move over the platform to the cliff 

(Marshall & Stephenson, 2011; Ogawa et al., 2011). Ogawa (2013) highlighted the dissipative effect of 

shore platforms using energy flux data over a platform; wind-waves were removed at the platform edge, 

and infragravity wave energy dominated the inner platform. This indicates that the morphology of the 

platform, as well as the incident wave conditions, is a key control to energy reaching the cliff toe. 

Marshall & Stephenson (2011) found that the highest energy transfer over a shore platform occurred 

during the tidal peak when waves reached the inner platform without breaking which is usually caused 

by wave-bottom interaction with the platform. This prevented waves breaking further offshore and 

dissipating energy over the platform. Ogawa et al., (2015) recognised the existence of a depth threshold 

on shore platforms that must be exceeded in order for waves to propagate onto the platform without 

breaking. They further noted that on the platform surface, the platform energy spectra is dominated by 

energy at infragravity frequencies when (<0.05 Hz) when the water depth to water height ratio is less 

than 1.1, and gravity waves dominate when that threshold is exceeded. 

The focal point of the impact on the cliff occurs at approximately still water level (SWL), and 

tidal modulation of water depth has been shown to increase the energy reaching the cliff at high tide. 

The rate of dissipation reduces with increased water levels as an increased proportion of gravity waves 

reach the inner platform (Sunamura, 1992; Oumeraci et al., 1993; Ogawa, 2013). The response of a 

cliff to this predicted sea-level rise is uncertain; though the extent and location of impact pressure forcing 

is anticipated to rise with the sea-level, exposing higher points of the cliff to erosive work (Naylor et al., 

2010; Lim et al., 2011; Ogawa et al., 2011), although this will also depend on wave height platform 

geometry (Dickson & Pentney, 2012).   

2.4.2 Wave Energy Transfer 
Wave transformation prior to reaching the cliff base dissipates energy, but when the wave 

interacts with the cliff, some of its energy is transferred to the cliff face. The modification of wave energy 

due to dissipation because of the morphology also affects the relative dominance between marine and 

subaerial processes on subaerial shore platform evolution (Kennedy, 2016).  Rising sea level is likely 

to increase the efficiency of erosional processes that act on them owing to an increase in water depth 
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that reduces wave attenuation through breaking leading to a greater amount of wave energy reaching 

the cliff-toe (Walkden & Dickson, 2008; Naylor et al., 2010; Ashton et al., 2011). Tidal modulation of 

water depth has been shown to increase the energy reaching the cliff at high tide as the rate of 

dissipation reduces with increased water levels as an increased proportion of gravity waves reach the 

inner platform (Sunamura, 1977; Oumeraci et al., 1993; Ogawa, 2013). 

The mechanism by which this energy leads to erosion is not fully understood. Whether high 

frequency, low magnitude events are more important for triggering failure, or vice versa is uncertain. 

Changes in sea level and extreme wave events in the future which will change this frequency-magnitude 

relationship may alter the mechanisms off failure that are forcing cliff recession. How the transfer of 

energy from the wave to the cliff results in failure is unknown, and energy dissipation in front of a cliff is 

different to a beach setting where surf similarity parameters, such as the irribarren number can be used 

due to reflection (Oumeraci et al., 1993). Other methods of linking wave forcing to erosion through 

comprehensively understanding the wave dynamics and energy transferred to the cliff is therefore 

needed. Little is known about how these wave processes erode the cliff as erosion rates can be 

measured, but the processes which have caused the events then need to be identified, with events 

such as quarrying and shock impacts being highly effective but difficult to measure (Trenhaile, 1987; 

Lim et al., 2011; Stephenson et al., 2013).   

 Detecting Cliff Response 
Cliff failure is the combined result of a multitude of processes, making the response to one driver 

difficult to extract from the response of the whole system. Traditional methods of estimating cliff retreat 

measure the average rate of recession of the cliff line through time using aerial imagery. However, this 

fails to capture the episodic nature of failure making it difficult to link the response to its environmental 

driver, and retreat rates are too slow compared to the accuracy of rectified maps and aerial imagery. A 

number of models have therefore been developed to hindcast and predict cliff evolution. Detecting the 

cliff response to wave forcing and energy transfer has also been done directly in the field using 

seismometers. These two approaches are described below.  

2.5.1 Seismic Detection of Cliff Response 
A recent development in the study of rocky coasts has been the use of seismometers to 

measure the cliff response to marine forcing in an attempt to directly record the cliff response to wave 

impacts. Coastal cliffs respond to forcing processes, such as wave impacts, at different frequencies, 

making cliff motion a useful proxy for energy transfer. Cliff-top seismic measurements provide a 

convenient proxy for wave energy delivery to coastal cliffs. The first of these studies was carried out by 

Adams et al., (2002) in Santa Cruz, California. Cliff shaking, or ground displacement, as a measure of 

energy transfer to represent the influence of wave impacts on erosion is often used as a proxy in field 

experiments. The wave-cliff interaction results in ground displacement from shaking or flexing of the 

cliff (Adams et al., 2002).  

Sea swell waves breaking on the foreshore, and onto the cliff, and infragravity waves all result 

in cliff displacement, but in different frequencies (Young et al., 2013).  High frequency shaking (>0.3 
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Hz) is generated by waves directly impacting the cliff or the edge of a shore platform, whereas low 

frequency flexing (0.01 – 0.l Hz) is generated by individual sea swell and infragravity waves load the 

foreshore and cause pressure fluctuations with gravitational attraction of the ocean wave mass (Adams 

et al 2002; Young et al., 2011; Earlie et al 2015; Vann Jones et al 2015). Cliff sway is downward and 

seaward as waves approach the cliff and decrease with amplitude shoreward from the cliff edge (Young 

et al., 2011). The direct result of wave impacts is difficult to measure in the field, although some studies 

have illustrated the mechanisms of cliff failure following impacts. A study by Hall et al., (2008), 

mentioned previously, which identified the upward crack propagation on the cliff face was suggested to 

be evidence of these direct wave impacts.  It has also been suggested that microseismic displacements 

themselves could create strain within the bedrock of the sea cliff in wave loading cycles, which fatigues 

the cliff bedrock through microcracking, lowering the bedrock failure strength and making it more 

susceptible to erosional processes when exposed to wave attack (Adams et al., 2005). However, Brain 

et al., (2014) found that microseismic cyclic loading weakens rock strength incrementally and permits 

fracture to occur more readily, but it needs an extremely high number of effective load cycles as each 

load cycle has a small effect that cumulatively acts as a geomorphic process.  

Several studies in North Yorkshire sedimentary cliffs have provided datasets of cliff erosion 

rates, rockfall activity and microcracking, and energy delivery using seismic ground displacement 

measurements (e.g. Lim et al., 2011; Norman et al., 2013; Rosser et al., 2013; Brain et al., 2014; Vann 

Jones et al., 2015). Lim et al., (2011) attributed cliff shaking to triggers caused by breaking waves, and 

found distinct water levels were associated with elevated cliff response. In a study in New Zealand, 

Dickson & Pentney (2012) measured cliff-top ground motion but found that motion was highest at low 

tide when waves break at the seaward edge of the shore platform, rather than at high tide. At low tide, 

when the most significant ground motion was detected, the waves broke violently at the edge of the 

platform, whereas at high tide, the waves reaching the cliff toe had broken and dissipated much of their 

energy before interacting with the cliff (Dickson & Pentney, 2012). Norman et al., (2013) observed 

elevated cliff shaking signals (1.1-50 Hz) only during combined elevated water levels and waves. Vann 

Jones et al., (2015) found that the magnitude of cliff shaking (~9.6 Hz) was positively correlated (multiple 

regression, R2 = 0.53) with modelled cliff base water level and wave height. Earlie et al., (2015) 

measured cliff recession during an exceptionally stormy period (10 storms with Hs >6 m) in the SW of 

the UK. They observed that failures were triggered by a combination of wave impacts and overtopping, 

with vertical cliff displacement increasing with wave height and tidal elevation and documented an 

erosion volume over the two-week observation period exceeding the long-term rate by two orders of 

magnitude (Earlie et al., 2015). In Southern California, Young et al., (2016) found coastal cliff top 

microseismic shaking in a 20-45 Hz frequency band was well correlated with hourly wave-cliff impact 

metrics including cliff base significant wave height and hourly maximum water depth at the cliff base 

(R2 = 0.75).  

2.5.2 Linking Response to Wave Forcing 
Variation in cliff-top ground motion has always been analysed in the context of metrics of 

incident wave conditions, usually at the scale of hours, and usually reporting maximum wave height 
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(Hmax) or significant wave height (Hs) over a storm or tidal cycle. Peak shaking events are generally 

associated with selected metrics of the wave conditions (e.g. Hmax or Hs) over a sampling period, rather 

than directly linking individual shaking events with the individual wave events that caused the observed 

shaking. For example, Earlie et al., (2015) found that although high frequency ground displacement 

peaks generally coincided with periods of successive wave overtopping, not all overtopping events 

caused elevated seismic signals. This discrepancy may be because the largest shaking events were 

not always driven by the largest waves: instead, a key control on the magnitude of ground motion may 

be attributed to the nature of the wave impact itself.  

The break point of a wave, relative to the cliff face, is fundamental for understanding the amount 

of energy the wave transmits into bedrock. This breakpoint dependency on energy delivery from wave 

impacts is identified by Young et al., (2016), who observed that at the same tide level, small waves with 

depleted beaches (higher water depths) can cause more shaking than larger waves on elevated 

beaches. Earlie et al., (2018) found that wave energy delivery, and therefore degree of wave-impact 

and erosion volume, was controlled by incident waves and water levels relative to the height of the 

junction between the beach and cliff. This shows that the difference in morphology in front of the cliff 

affects the wave transformation and dissipation. 

To date, there has been no comprehensive published direct observation of wave-cliff 

interactions using video to reconstruct the impact completely. This makes it difficult to link the cliff 

response to wave forcing as wave impacts can be highly variable due to dynamic wave breaking 

processes in front of the cliff. Small variations in wave height and water depth between waves can 

modify the breakpoint location, and even small changes in breakpoint location can completely alter the 

type of impact that the cliff receives. This situation is further complicated by incident waves interacting 

with waves reflected from the cliff. Existing models of wave-cliff interaction usually consider offshore 

wave data and model the wave transformation to the nearshore, often using linear wave theory (e.g. 

Trenhaile, 2000, Walkden and Hall, 2005, Vann Jones et al., 2018; Earlie et al., 2018). These models 

cannot account for highly complex bathymetry and all the complexities associated with reflected waves, 

so they have little prospect at present for predicting the type of wave impact at the cliff toe. Further 

progress understanding rocky coast erosion by wave action requires consideration of wave impacts at 

the individual wave scale to accurately link the cliff response (i.e. cliff ground motion) to its cause, and 

subsequently infer wave induced erosion processes in more detail.  

2.5.3 Models of Cliff Retreat 
Predictions of future rocky coast erosion using models are useful in the context of management 

decisions to protect people and infrastructure at risk of cliff retreat hazards. Models of cliff retreat can 

be two-dimensional plan view or cross-shore models of development, or a one-dimensional model of 

retreat due to wave forcing or sea level change using analytical, statistical or empirical data (Limber et 

al., 2018). There is little comprehensive historic data and the complex interactions that operate within 

the system make it difficult to constrain process relationships well enough to model accurately. Models 

can take two approaches; aiming to replicate all processes in detail that can be computationally 

expensive, or more simple models that focus on first order controls but run quickly (Limber et al., 2018). 
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Process-based models have been the focus in recent development in order to try and understand the 

mechanisms of retreat, and how this may change in the future as the drivers change. Adams et al., 

(2002) is an early example of this wherein seismic data of cliff motion was compared with two models 

of wave power. The first used deep-water wave energy linearly scaled to what would be delivered to 

the cliff which did not align well. The second accounted for wave shoaling, refraction, and dissipation 

from bottom friction and reproduced the core of the signal of wave energy delivery at the scale of hourly 

ground shaking (Adams et al., 2002).  

Ensemble models can be used to combine available knowledge to represent a range of 

processes whilst reinforcing common behaviour between all models. Limber et al., (2018) took this 

ensemble approach to predict future change in response to sea level rise during the 21st Century and 

found that increased exposure to wave impacts would likely increase vulnerability and retreat rates for 

the California coastline. Models of future change also assumes instantaneous response and constant 

sediment inputs, so recession projections should be treated as the maximum response likely (Bray & 

Hooke, 1997). The SCAPE model of cliff recession was applied to the northeast coast of Norfolk, 

England using a systems model and compared to results from a modified Bruun rule (Dickson et al., 

2007). The SCAPE model produced more complex responses to sea-level rise than simplified versions 

due to longshore transport of sediment from erosion along the coast enabling progradation at some 

parts of the coastline (Dickson et al., 2007). The future response of a cliff to changes in forcing will also 

depend on the subaerial versus wave dominance in drivers at that site, which may change through time 

(Ashton et al., 2011). Hapke et al., (2009) analysed coastal cliff retreat alongside shoreline change 

along California’s coast and found that the feedbacks between the cliff and the beach varied between 

sites. For high-relief cliffs prone to deep-seated landsliding that adds material to the beach can slow 

erosion or cause accretion (Hapke et al., 2009). Low- to moderate-relief cliffs, were associated with 

higher shoreline change and cliff retreat rates as there was little sediment being added to the beach 

(Hapke et al., 2009).  The complexity of responses to sea-level rise using a more systems- and process- 

based approach in prediction illustrates the complexity in response and variability in space and time. 

Due to our limited understanding of how waves interact with cliffs, parameterising this process 

for modelling is simplified and often coarse. Hurst et al (2016) used a numerical model coupled with 

cosmogenic radionuclide estimates of retreat rates for chalk cliffs on the south coast of Great Britain 

over the Holocene and found that retreat rates were slow and relatively stable and recently accelerated. 

However, it did not model wave forcing, instead they attribute the acceleration to thinning beaches at 

the cliff-toe, which reduces protection and increases retreat (Hurst et al., 2016). Hackney et al (2013) 

developed a model of (soft) cliff erosion based on accumulated excess energy (AEE) of energy 

delivered to the cliff toe above an erosion threshold. The model accounts for energy as a function of 

total water level at the cliff-toe as it assumes that hydraulic action drives recession if there is excess 

energy available to do so (Hackney et al., 2013). This assumption means that only mesoscale 

environments where wave energy delivery is unimpeded (i.e. has a large fetch) are suitable to model, 

and that all energy available is transferred to the cliff-toe. Local spatial and temporal variability is often 

not accounted for in models that use the Bruun rule, which only represents sea level. Instead, 
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probabilistic models like Hapke and Plant (2010) have been developed which use Bayesian networks 

to account for the episodic and nonuniform nature of cliff retreat in space and time. Models of cliff 

recession as a function of SLR also require good historical data, and assume constant sediment inputs 

and outputs (Bray & Hooke, 1997).  The shoreline response is also assumed to be instantaneous in 

these models, therefore projections of future recession need to be treated as an endpoint maxima 

without detail of change through time (Bray & Hooke, 1997). Probabilistic methods require detailed 

information of prior behavior of the cliff in order to accurately predict the most likely outcome; the model 

performed poorly in areas lacking long-term erosion rate of the cliff to represent prior behaviour (Hapke 

& Plant, 2010). It is also important to consider recent changes in erosion rates due to human 

interventions along the coast, such as engineered coastal structures, when interpreting historic records 

of erosion for parameterising models. Hapke et al., (2013) conducted regional-scale analysis of 

shoreline change on the East Coast of the US, finding shoreline change strongly correlated to human 

development levels that has resulted in different averaged rates of change than what would be seen in 

the long-term record.   

Given the timescales involved in cliff evolution, models which predict cliff retreat behaviour are 

required to treat hydraulic forcing as an averaged metric of forcing. This is required for computational 

and feasible expectations of model performance, however, one avenue which can be explored more is 

how models treat this hydraulic forcing. The scale which it is currently applied may smooth the nuance 

of wave-cliff interaction variation as a result of energy dissipation prior to impact. One model which has 

attempted to incorporate wave forcing at this scale was developed by Matsumoto et al., (2016). This 

numerical model does include a wave forcing parameter by way of pressure distribution from the shape 

of the wave at impact as an indication of breaking stage, and therefore energy delivery. It is important 

to have a better understanding of the variation in wave-cliff interaction as a function of the type of impact 

as, alongside the available energy from incident wave conditions and stage of breaking transformation, 

the way in which the wave itself interacts with the cliff can control the forcing of an individual impact 

event. Forcing as a function of wave impact type as discovered in extensive engineering research on 

impacts on coastal structure damage is described in detail below. 

 Wave Impacts on Vertical Structures 
A crucial aspect of wave energy delivery and erosional work is the shape of the wave as it 

impacts a cliff face.  The wave shape, or the stage of transformation at the moment of impact, on a cliff 

will vary with changes in wave climate and tidal stage as the onset of breaking relative to the cliff 

changes. For some coastal cliff settings, direct interaction of breaking waves with the cliff face may 

occur more frequently than others; this will depend on local bathymetry, water depth (a function of tidal 

stage and morphology), and incident wave height. The association of energy delivery to tidal stage and 

incident wave height has been demonstrated using seismometers, but subsequent variation in impact 

pressure due to wave shape at impact has not been incorporated into the analysis of energy transfer to 

the cliff. One way to fill in the gap between wave forcing and cliff motion is to apply knowledge of wave 

impacts on vertical structures which have been studied extensively in the engineering literature but has 

not been applied to a cliff setting. 
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2.6.1 Impact Types  
There have been numerous studies carried out on the various types of wave impact shape and 

the difference in pressure forcing attributed to impact type, mostly through laboratory experiments or 

numerical models (Bredmose et al., 2009; 2015; Bullock et al., 2007; 2009; Hattori et al., 1994; 

Peregrine, 2003). The focus of this research has been coastal engineering of structures such as 

seawalls and breakwaters with a goal of understanding structural failure due to wave impacts. The types 

of wave impact that have been identified as important for hydraulic wave action are generally divided 

into four main types. As breakpoint distance from the wall increases, the impact type transitions between 

flip-through; breaking with a small gas pocket; breaking with a large gas pocket; and broken waves 

(Bredmose et al., 2009). Unbroken waves slosh against the cliff face and are reflected without breaking 

(Bullock et al., 2007) and are not considered capable of inducing impact pressure peaks high enough 

to damage coastal structures.  

Flip-through impacts are produced when the wave is near breaking but does not start to 

overturn before impact as the vertical jet rushes up the wall and prevents direct wave front impact (Hull 

& Müller, 2002). This impact is of short duration and produces the highest peak pressure magnitude on 

the wall, but it is focussed on a small area. Impacts with a small pocket of air between the wave and 

the cliff are due to the wave slightly breaking and starting to overturn before impact, then the wave mass 

compresses the air pocket (Bullock et al., 2007). This compression of the small lens of air has also been 

found to cause high impact pressure magnitudes, which act over a longer time and over a larger area 

than flip-through impacts (Bredmose et al., 2015). Breaking with a large gas impact as the breakpoint 

moves further from the wall involves a larger air pocket and a higher level of aeration within the wave 

as it impacts. The air pocket is compressed but the aeration acts as a cushion which reduces the impact 

pressure magnitude (Bredmose et al., 2015). Broken waves that impact as a turbulent bore have broken 

before impacting the cliff and produce low pulsating loads which are not considered to be as important 

to erosive action (Bullock et al., 2007).  

2.6.2 Wave Impact Pressures 
A shock pressure, which is short with high intensity, may occur at impact but are difficult to test 

in field experiments (Trenhaile, 1987). The shock pressures exerted from breaking waves are difficult 

to measure in the field but have been investigated in laboratory experiments (Chan & Melville, 1994; 

Kirkgoz, 1995). The relationship between shock pressure intensity and the wave and boundary 

conditions that produce it has not been well defined; it is also not possible to derive a single expression 

for this due to the pressure difference between wave impact types (Trenhaile, 1987). A number of 

studies have been carried out on this relationship but cannot be easily compared owing to the range of 

techniques used; moreover, it is difficult to corroborate results from laboratory experiments and 

numerical models with field data (Peregrine, 2003; Trenhaile, 1987). Models of the different wave types 

impacting a cliff generally estimate the highest impact at or slightly above the still water level, decreasing 

abruptly above and below this location (Bullock et al, 2007; Sunamura, 1992; Trenhaile, 1987). 

Research commonly focuses on the pressure measurement rather than the shape and impact 

processes that produce it (Hull & Müller, 2002). Consequently, the shape that causes the largest impact 
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pressure is uncertain, with some literature finding breaking waves with a small amount of air to be 

highest, whilst others identify flip-through impact.  

 Wave Impact Mechanics 
The kinematics involved in breaking wave impacts on vertical coastal structures have been the 

focus of research into understanding wave forcing on engineered structures. Two types of pressure 

loading occur from wave impact: one from impact of the wave front (impulsive), and an oscillatory 

(quasi-static) load from trapped air (bubbles, aeration, gas pocket) (Cuomo et al., 2010). The quasi-

static load varies in accordance with water surface elevation, interpreted under incompressible flow 

assumptions, whereas slamming is from a sudden stop in the wave velocity components by a wall, or 

by jet-like slipping flow (flip-through) without actual impact on wall (Dentale et al., 2017). Quasi-static 

loading is a slow-acting load that acts for durations longer than twice the natural period of vibration of 

the structure (Cuomo et al., 2010). These can be predicted using empirical formulae, such as the 

Morison et al., formula (1950), which can predict loading for a non-breaking wave (Bullock et al., 2007). 

The impulsive force is much higher in magnitude (Kirkgoz, 1983) and is of short-duration so can be 

difficult to measure. Impulsive forces are important for causing damage and failure of coastal structures, 

and violent wave impacts have been the focus of considerable work (e.g. Oumeraci et al., 2001; Cuomo 

et al., 2010).  

The quasi-static force and impulsive wave force together make up the total force generated by 

the wave impact. The geometric properties (shape) of the impacting wave and the kinematics and 

pressure gradients involved in the loading control impulsive forcing from breaking waves (Bihs et al., 

2016; Cuomo et al., 2010; Larroque et al., 2018). Expansion associated with the decompression of air 

following breaking wave impacts leads to negative (subatmospheric) pressures in the air pocket 

(Bredmose et al., 2015). Much work has gone into the development of predictive formula for impact 

impulsive forces (e.g. Cuomo et al., 2010), yet there remains large variation in results even for similar 

wave impacts. A common feature of breaking impacts on vertical walls is a double peak in impact 

pressure measured by a pressure transducer (e.g. Cuomo et al., 2010). Kirkgoz (1983) observed 

secondary, or double-peaked impact pressure signals, consisting of a high and short initial peak (shock 

pressure) and second lower peak of longer duration.  This double peak is characteristic in loading of 

steep waves for both breaking and non-breaking impacts (Peregrine, 2003). This differs from the loading 

pattern generated by a “purely pulsating” standing wave. Cuomo et al., (2010) therefore consider the 

quasi-static force as both the “pulsating” and the relatively (with respect to the dynamic characteristics 

of the structure) “long lasting” component of loads induced by steeper waves.  

Impact force cannot predict impact force from a wave impact because of turbulence and 

reflection which dictate aeration in wave. These processes are too dynamic and variable to be able to 

predict. Instead, the estimate of the range of impact pressures felt for certain wave impact types can be 

measured, as estimated by the empirical formulae developed for this purpose (Cuomo et al., 2010). 

This level of detail in wave impact on cliffs has not been addressed and there is no inclusion of the 

effect of aeration in the wave on the impact forcing. This is important as aeration is key in regulating the 
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impact pressure (Guilcher et al., 2013), the mechanics of this will be described in the following 

subsections.  

2.7.1 Physical Experiments 
Bagnold (1939) provided the first laboratory study that looked in detail at the effect of individual 

wave impact types on short-duration impact pressures. This experiment was carried out in a wave flume 

to measure impact pressure on a concrete wall, with photographic records of the moment of impact. 

Impacts where the wave was breaking and trapped a small thin lens of air between the wave front and 

the wall produced what was referred to as shock pressures (Bagnold, 1939). If there is enough air 

entrapment, the aeration acts as a cushion and lowers impact pressure rather than generating high 

magnitude peaks like gas pockets. Impact pressure measurements taken on a seawall in the UK also 

showed the influence of air entrainment as measured impacts were generally lower than those 

measured in full-scale laboratory experiments due to aeration from interaction with preceding wave 

(Blackmore & Hewson, 1984). Bullock et al., (2007) commented that there is no clear demarcation 

between gas pocket size types, and no ability to measure the size of the gas pocket.  

The ‘perfect’ breaking impact produces the maximum possible impact pressure which acts 

almost simultaneously over the wave-wall boundary (Kirkgoz, 1982). A perfect breaking wave can be 

only produced by specific conditions, namely as a function of the depth at the wall relative to the wave 

conditions (Kirkgoz, 1982). In a series of laboratory experiments on breaking wave impacts on vertical 

and sloped walls, Kirkgoz (1990; 1991; 1995) found that high magnitude impact pressures were 

produced when a wave breaks directly onto the wall. The water depth at the wall was chosen to 

maximise the possible impact pressure for analysis. Findings shows that high magnitude impact forces 

with very short durations have only a minor and local influence on the wall ‘deflection’ histories (Kirkgoz, 

1990), where deflection refers to the amount the wall is displaced under a load, which is comparable to 

cliff ground motion. Kirkgoz (1990) recorded greater wall deflections for low impact forces of longer 

duration, and cautioned that these impacts should also be considered in the design of vertical walls. 

For sloping walls, for perfect breaking impact water depths, impact pressures also act simultaneously 

along the height of the wall, and as such the dynamic load for sloping walls is similar to that of vertical 

walls (Kirkgoz, 1991). Kirkgoz (1995) performed statistical analysis on the results from both the vertical 

and sloping wall experiments and found that the maximum impact pressure can be assumed to occur 

at SWL. Deflection (displacement) which could exceed a critical limit of a structure from breaking wave 

impacts which could be produced by a range of water depths rather than a specific depth (as for perfect 

breaking) (Kirkgoz, 1995). Oumercari et al., (1993) carried out tests in a wave flume to identify different 

wave shapes and the corresponding impact loads using video records and impact pressure 

measurements. Oumeraci et al., (1993) demonstrated that the change in wave shape is dependent on 

the ratio of the water depth at breaking to the still water depth at the wall, and of the horizontal velocity 

of the breaker to the vertical velocity of the water surface at the wall.  

A set of experiments in the Grosser Wellenkanal (GWK) in Germany was carried out in order 

to better understand the characteristics of wave impacts, and how this controls impact pressures and 

forcing, with particular focus on aeration affects (Bullock et al., 2007; Bredmose et al., 2009; 2015). 
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Bullock et al., (2007) carried out laboratory experiments of waves impacting a vertical and sloping wall 

using pressure transducers to measure the wave height. The relative parameters of wave height to still 

water depth at the wall was a good indicator of the loading produced due to difference in wave shape 

(Bullock et al., 2007). Very small incident waves caused sloshing as the waves did not break. Increasing 

the wave height increased pressure until slightly breaking, so flip-through violent impacts occurred 

(Bredmose et al., 2009). Further height increase resulted in a drop in pressure as an air pocket is 

trapped: more air is trapped as wave height gets bigger and breaking initiated further from the wall 

(Bredmose et al., 2009). Bredmose et al., (2009) then used these results to develop incompressible 

flow and compressible aerated flow computations to model wave shape at impact by increasing offshore 

wave height. Hofland et al., (2011) also found that the largest forces were created by a flip-through type 

impact by changing the focal point of the wave to produce different impact types, although flip-through 

was only produced by a small range of focal points so it may be rare in a random wave field. Focussing 

specifically on the effects of aeration in the impact, Bredmose et al., (2015) found that maximum impact 

pressure and impact force decrease with increases in aeration. Aeration acts to reduce impact pressure 

through cushioning (Bredmose et al., 2015). Aeration in this study referred to the size of the entrapped 

gas pocket by the overturning wave; high aeration entrapped a large pocket of air (Bredmose et al., 

2015).  

In other physical experiments, breaking impacts with a small amount of air entrapment was 

found to be more important than flip-through impacts. Hattori et al., (1994) found that breaking impacts 

which trapped a thin lens of air produced the most severe impacts on a wall, not flip-through. In these 

laboratory experiments on different breaking impact types, the entrapment of a small amount of air as 

a lens or a small volume of bubbles produced a high peak pressure which was of short duration (Hattori 

et al., 1994). Hull and Müller (2002) carried out flume tests on wave shapes and took photographic 

records to visually determine and categorise shape. They found that different wave shapes at impact 

were produced when offshore wave height was varied. Although, flip-through impacts produced highest 

local pressures above SWL, the largest overall forces occurred for breaking waves with a large gas 

pocket as the impact lasted longer and over a larger portion of the wall (Hull & Müller, 2002).  

2.7.2 Numerical Models 
Replicating the natural environment in physical modelling experiments is often difficult due to 

the effects of scaling. Turbulence and aeration are difficult to scale; moreover, physical model 

experiment usually use freshwater which does not entrain as much air as saltwater, which influences 

peak pressures (Bullock et al., 2007; Lafebar et al., 2012; Peregrine, 2003). Mathematical theory can 

be used to help understand impact kinematics and to approximate impact pressures. This requires less 

time and money than physical experiments, and modelling techniques have improved in recent years 

with increasingly efficient computational capabilities and development of codes that can replicate fluid 

motion.  

Pressure impulse is integrated pressure forcing over the duration of the event. This assumes a 

flat free surface, inviscid and incompressible flow and does not account for the presence of air which 

makes applying this theoretical model difficult (Chan & Melville, 1994).  The pressure impulse depended 
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on wave steepness, celerity, and period for all impacts (Blackmore & Hewson, 1984). The pressure 

impulse may therefore be a more consistent indicator of wave impact loading than peak pressure alone 

(Cuomo et al., 2010; Peregrine, 2003). The pressure impulse metric is an important metric to have been 

identified with mathematical theory. Cooker & Peregrine (1995) developed a mathematical solution for 

impacts of an incompressible liquid on a solid surface which can result in high peak pressures and 

sudden changes in velocity of the fluid. The impulse is the time integration of the pressure field of an 

impact event and is useful as it only needs estimates of the basic properties of the wave just before 

impact, rather than details of the wave prior to half the water depth distance before impact (Cooker & 

Peregrine, 1995). Chan (1994) tested this impulse pressure model on wave impacts on vertical 

structures in deep water in laboratory experiments for comparison to impacts in shallow water. Chan 

(1994) found that the there is limited application in the Cooker and Peregrine (1994) model as it did not 

account for trapped air in the impact.  

Meshless numerical models of fluid flow, such as using Monte Carlo methods, particle finite 

element method (PFEM), and smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), are preferable to Euralian-

based models, such as the finite volume technique, which are expensive as they require mesh 

generation (Altomare et al., 2015). Guilcher et al., (2013) used SPH to produce four types of breaking 

wave on a vertical structure. Three different phases of loading called elementary loading processes 

(ELP) were identified; ELP1 from direct impact, ELP2 from a building vertical jet, and ELP3 from the 

compression and expansion of gas (Guilcher et al., 2013). The overall forcing was similar for breaking 

impacts with gas pockets of different sizes and flip-through, but the peak pressure within different ELP 

types differed. Flip-through corresponded to an over-development of the hydrodynamic load from the 

trough (ELP2), whereas smaller gas cavity impacts have a large load from the trough run-up (ELP2) 

and maximum pressure in the gas cavity (ELP3) is larger (Guilcher et al., 2012). Altomare et al., (2015), 

tested types of impacts on breakwaters for engineering design using a numerical model using mesh-

free SPH to test the applicability of DualSPHysics for wave impacts. Results agreed with empirical 

formulae and physical models initially, but re-reflected waves in the physical model data led to 

differences meaning it was only useful for a short timeseries of impacts. Bihs et al., (2016) looked at 

different types of breaking wave impacts on two cylinders in tandem using a computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) model called REEF3D. They validated results from the model with GWK physical 

experiment results on impacts on one cylinder. CFD is useful as it needs few assumptions about fluid 

physics and can still gain detailed insights (Bihs et al., 2016). The maximum impact force on the first 

cylinder occurred when the breaker tongue impacts just below wave crest level (a slightly breaking 

impact) (Bihs et al., 2016). If the wave breaks on first cylinder, the force on second cylinder is lower, 

but If breaking happens on the second cylinder, this experiences higher forces than the first cylinder.  

Carratelli et al., (2016) used compressible Navier-Stokes equations in both Eularian and 

Langrangian approaches to compare the complexity of wave-wall interaction in the different 

approaches. They identified three different time-scales of pressure phenomena which occur at impact. 

A weakly compressible SPH model illustrated the formation of a pressure wave similar to the affect of 

water hammer from slamming at very short time scales (i.e. in the order of 10 -3 s) , and short-term 
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peaks of high pressure at SWL from sudden vertical acceleration as a jet forms with little influence of 

compressibility of the flow (Carratelli et al., 2016). Longer-term events (a few tenths to a few seconds) 

correspond to nearly hydrostatic pressure fields formed from the reflection of the wave. This work 

suggests that the very short-term pressure may not be able to be captured by the sampling frequencies 

used in physical model experiments: laboratory experiments may superimpose these signals (Carratelli 

et al., 2016). These three loading types are similar in nature to those identified by Guilcher et al., (2013).   

A drawback of meshless methods, like SPH, is that it may not accurately quantitatively capture 

impact loads as it cannot replicate air entrapment (Cologrossi & Landrini, 2003).  One approach to the 

aeration problem in SPH methods is to incorporate air entrainment and bubble break-down in the 

numerical model based on two-phase air-water flow to better reproduce impact dynamics (Deike et al., 

2016). Another approach is to use Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes/Volume of Fluid (RANS/VOF) 

models which can model turbulence alongside VOF surface tracing to give a 2D computation of energy 

and momentum flux (Dentale et al., 2017). Results from Dentale et al., (2017) show the applicability of 

this type of numerical model as results of the pressure and force on the structure in the from the model 

were comparable to existing and well proven empirical models. In a validation of the SPH method for 

free-surface flows, Violeau & Issa (2007) found that an explicit algebraic Reynolds Stress model 

(EARSM) was more accurate in predicting complex flows and turbulence than SPH, but is of a higher 

computational cost.  

A number of studies within the engineering domain focus on deepwater impacts on offshore 

structures, such as wind turbines, ship hulls, or floating oil rigs (e.g. Bradner et al., 2011; de Sonneville 

et al., 2015). An in-depth exploration of these topics is not included within this literature review, as wave 

impacts on coastal cliffs at the study sites considered are all in shallow water. The engineering literature 

also has many papers examining the influence of structure shape (e.g. curved walls, walls with 

horizontal cantilever slaps, parapets, or recurves) in the context of wave impacts (e.g. Kisacik et al., 

2012; Ravindar et al., 2019). These also have not been considered for the present review.  

The different findings from research on impact forcing variation in duration, distribution and 

maximum pressure from the wave impact shapes are shown in Table 2-1. Breaking waves and flip-

through impacts have all been identified as producing violent impact pressures, although the highest 

overall forcing has been attributed to all three wave impacts shapes (Hattori et al., 1994; Bullock et al., 

2001; 2007; Bredmose et al., 2009; Hofland et al., 2011; Guilcher et al., 2013). The overall forcing is 

combination of the spatial extent of the wave impact, the duration of the impact, and the maximum peak 

impact pressure exerted onto the cliff (Table 2-1). All types of breaking impacts are significant for cliff 

response because of their high overall forcing. 
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Table 2-1. Comparison of different impact types described in engineering literature  

 

 Conclusion 
The control of wave energy delivery has been demonstrated by the studies described previously 

using seismometers as a proxy for energy delivery, though it remains difficult to link environmental 

drivers to cliff erosion. A key aspect of wave-cliff interaction that controls energy delivery to the cliff is 

wave impact type; whether the wave is breaking, broken or unbroken at the moment of impact on the 

cliff. Intuitively, one might expect larger cliff shaking events (and erosive damage) to correspond with 

higher waves and larger tidal elevations, because deeper water allows bigger waves to access the cliff 

toe. However, measurements show that higher cliff erosion rates cannot always be attributed to 

increased wave inundation. Similarly, studies of cliff erosion struggle to correlate the timing of cliff 

erosion to environmental drivers in hard rock cliffs (Lim et al., 2011; Rosser et al., 2013). Violent impacts 

of waves on cliffs are of greater magnitude and velocity than that associated with the propagation of 

ordinary incident waves with a wide range of variability in impact pressure for nominally identical waves 

(Peregrine, 2003). As such, wave impacts are highly sensitive to the wave shape at impact on a cliff 

which controls the impact pressure distribution and forcing, the magnitude of which determines cliff 

erosion.  

Wave  Spatial 
Extent of 
Impact 

Impact 
Duration 

Maximum Impact Magnitude Resultant Overall 
Forcing  

Breaking 
wave 
with a 
small 
gas 

pocket 

Large 
(Bullock 

et al., 
2007). 

Fast 
compression 
of air pocket 
as gas cavity 

is small 
(Guilcher et 
al., 2014). 

Pressure spike 
short (Bullock 
et al., 2007). 

High due to compression of 
small lens of air (Bagnold, 

1939; Peregrine, 2003) 
Most violent pressure from both 
vertical jet and overturning jet 

hitting the cliff (Peregrine, 
2003). 

Highest pressure 
indicated by 

numerical models 
(Bredmose et al., 

2010) 
Most severe impact 
when small amount 
of air is entrapped 

(Hattori et al., 1994). 

Breaking 
wave 
with a 
large 
gas 

pocket 

Largest 
(Bullock 

et al., 
2007). 

Long duration 
of pressure 

spike (Bullock 
et al., 2001). 

High due to compression of air 
generating shock pressure 

(Bagnold, 1939). 
Lower maximum pressure than 
flip-through due to cushioning 

(Bullock et al., 2007). 

Large maximum 
impact pressure (Hull 

& Müller, 2002). 
Pressure impulse 

has longer rise time 
and applied over a 
larger area so large 

forcing (Bullock et al., 
2007). 

Flip-
Through 

Small 
localised 
area (Hull 
& Müller, 

2002) 

Shortest rise 
time 

(Oumeraci  et 
al., 1993) 

Highest peak pressure 
(Oumeraci et al., 1993; 
Bredmose et al., 2009). 

Pressure caused by irrotational 
flow without direct impact 

(Peregrine, 2003). 

Largest but localised 
and short (Bullock et 

al., 2007). 
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There are limitations of both physical and numerical models for applicability to wave-cliff 

impacts. The complexity of a natural wave field at prototype scale which includes reflection, turbulence, 

aeration effects, compressible flow dynamics for a range of wave conditions which would be observed 

in the field has not to date been replicated. Yet, obtaining wave impact measurements in the field is 

paramount to understanding cliff evolution (Earlie et al., 2015). Investigation of the control of wave 

impact types on a coastal cliff is an important element in analysing environmental controls in relation to 

cliff response. Previous laboratory and modelling studies primarily focus on the impact pressure 

generated by different wave shapes, or how water depth and wave height control the shape at impact. 

Field studies of wave impacts via micro-seismic ground motion measurements do not incorporate 

variation in wave impact type as a factor in determining cliff response. Ultimately, the response of a 

coastal cliff will depend on the wave impact type, and dominant mechanisms of failure relating to forcing 

by wave action and subaerial weathering. Linking cliff erosion to its environmental drivers is challenging 

and often inferred from numerical model simulations or far-field environmental conditions (Vann Jones 

et al., 2015). Earlie et al., (2015) found that although high frequency ground displacement peaks 

generally coincided with periods of successive wave overtopping, not all overtopping events caused 

elevated seismic signals, a key control on the magnitude of ground motion may be attributed to the 

nature of the wave impact itself. Wave impact type is known to affect the impact pressure exerted onto 

the cliff which controls the loading and subsequent cliff response (Bullock et al., 2007; Guilcher et al., 

2013; Hofland et al., 2011). Linking the control of wave shape, and its variation over a tidal cycle as 

water depth changes is therefore necessary to understand local differences in cliff erosion.  

The existing field studies of breaking waves are on engineered structures like sea walls or wave 

power stations, rather than natural rocky cliffs (e.g. Müller & Whittaker, 1995; Müller, 1997). This 

research therefore seeks to determine whether the wave impact type can be detected using direct 

observations from video records in the field, as well as in-situ measurements of cliff-top ground motion 

from seismometers and wave and depth data from pressure sensors. Physical and numerical models 

that have been developed for impacts on vertical structures cannot account for variability in the field 

from turbulence, reflection, bubbles and aeration, and complexity in local bathymetry and topography. 

Recent investigations into wave impact prediction formula have also indicated that maximum impact 

pressures are often underestimated due to the lack of understanding around wave breaking mechanics 

and the complex characteristics of breaking wave impacts (e.g. Cuomo et al 2010; Kisacik et al 2017). 

Therefore, it is vital to explore the interaction between wave conditions and cliff response using direct 

field measurements, especially video, to properly characterise the energy transfer. This will in turn 

improve understanding of the mechanisms of cliff erosion and how these may be altered by changes in 

marine conditions.  

Cliff seismics can be used as a proxy for wave-cliff interactions as individual impacts are 

identifiable in the seismic record; however, interpreting these peaks may be difficult without video 

observations due to complexity in the wave field. Although cliff ground motion detected by a 

seismometer does not equal erosion, this method presents the best proxy available for measuring cliff 

response at present. Analysing individual wave impact events highlights the variation in cliff shaking, 
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which nominally similar wave conditions can produce, with video observations being crucial in 

interpreting the data. Wave impact types are a useful proxy for energy transfer, but would be difficult to 

identify without video records. These results suggest that the relationship between marine forcing and 

cliff response is complex, and not well captured by comparison to incident wave conditions alone. Wave-

cliff interaction is often modelled using offshore wave data which is transformed to nearshore using 

linear wave theory. Instead, in situ measurements of the nearshore wave conditions may be a more 

accurate representation of the wave which will impact the cliff. Investigations into wave impact 

experiments in a natural cliff setting have also been shown to be obtainable, and essential in 

understanding wave climate and cliff response. 
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 Methods & Study Site 
The study site section (3.1) and parts of the methodology (3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.2.1) are a modified 

reproduction of a journal article (Thompson et al., 2019) investigating wave height and cliff ground 

motion.   

Citation: Thompson, C. F., Young, A. P., and Dickson, M. E. (2019) Wave impacts on coastal cliffs: Do 

bigger waves drive greater ground motion?. Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, 44: 2849– 2860. 

https://doi.org/10.1002/esp.4712. 

 

 Study Sites 
Two study sites were used to carry out the fieldwork. The first, Del Mar, California, provided the 

location of the initial pilot study. The objective of this work was to use a short (45-minute) record of 

paired seismometer and video data collection to test the ability to individually identify wave impacts in 

the seismic record. This location has been the study site of previous data collection studies into cliff 

ground motion and wave forcing by Young et al., (2012; 2013; 2016), meaning high frequency motion 

from direct wave impacts could be reliably interpreted. It was also established as a site which only 

experiences broken wave impact types which made it a useful test site. The second study site was 

selected for a longer deployment to collect a large dataset of variable impact types and wave conditions. 

This site was located in Onaero Bay, Taranaki, NZ, and was chosen as it experiences a range of impact 

types over the duration of a tidal cycle. The cliff toe is exposed at low tide, and from mid to high tide, 

water reaches the cliff base (Figure 3-1) and facilitates breaking, broken, and unbroken impacts. The 

Figure 3-1. Example of a wave impacting the cliff at Onaero Bay, Taranaki, 
NZ. 
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presence of a sea wall alongshore of the cliff also meant a camera enclosure could be permanently 

affixed to a fence for ongoing monitoring. 

3.1.1 Del Mar, California, USA 
The Del Mar, California, USA field site has a 24 m high cliff consisting of three geologic units 

(Figure 3-2). The lower unit is the Del Mar Formation, an Eocene sedimentary deposit composed of 

sandy claystone interbedded with coarse-grained sandstone, overlain conformably by Torrey 

Sandstone, a massive coarse-grained and well cemented Eocene sandstone (Kennedy, 1975). 

Together, these two units form the lower near-vertical portion of the cliff up to an elevation of about 8 

m (navd88).  The upper cliff section is about 16 m thick, slopes at 35–50° and consists of weakly 

cemented, fine-grained sandy Pleistocene terrace deposits. The contact between the Del Mar and 

Torrey Sandstone Formations decreases in elevation toward the north and terminates abruptly at a fault 

Figure 3-2. a) (left) Map and aerial imagery of southern California study site, and (right) 
geological map of the site with the location of the seismometer deployed indicated; b) (left) map 
and aerial imagery of location of NZ study site with camera position indicated, and (right) 
geological map of the site with the location of the seismometer and pressure sensor indicated. 
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immediately north of the instrumentation setup. The lower Eocene units are harder and more resistant 

to erosion compared to the softer marine terrace deposits. The cliff is fronted by a narrow dissipative 

sand (and occasionally cobble) beach, which is often submerged during high tides. The underlying 

shore platform composed of the Eocene units is gently sloping and relatively smooth near the shoreline, 

and more irregular offshore, forming nearshore reefs. The shore platform elevation at the cliff toe is 

close to mean lower low water (about 1 m navd88). Sand thickness at the cliff toe is typically several 

meters but is occasionally reduced to zero when winter storm waves expose the shore platform.  

The cliffs are exposed to waves generated by local winds and distant storms in both 

hemispheres. Swell from the North Pacific and Gulf of Alaska is most energetic during winter, whereas 

swell from the South Pacific dominates in summer. Waves reaching southern California cliffs undergo 

a complex transformation, and “shadows” of the Channel Islands create strong alongshore variations 

in wave height (e.g. Pawka, 1983). The seasonal cycle in the Del Mar region has maximum wave energy 

in winter. The tide range is approximately 2 m (http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov). 

3.1.2 Onaero Beach, Taranaki, New Zealand  
The Onaero Bay, Taranaki, NZ, field site consists of uplifted marine terraces composed of 

Miocene sandstones and mudstones overlain with Quaternary sand clays and clay sands (Figure 3-2b). 

The lower unit is an uplifted marine terrace which extends to approximately 8 m above mean sea level 

(MSL), the wave-cut surface consisting of bluish-grey mudstone and sandstone named the Urenui 

Formation (Alloway, 1989). Above this is a ~4 m section of lahar deposits known as the Motunui Lahar 

which is a laharic deposit from an eruption of Mount Taranaki (Alloway, 1989). The ~6 m upper unit 

contains soil beds of predominantly andesitic parent material interbedded with tephra deposits (Duff, 

1993). The cliffs at Onaero Bay are fronted by a gently sloping shore platform overlain by sand beaches 

derived from eroded Taranaki volcanic deposits and transported alongshore in a northerly littoral drift 

(Brathwaite et al., 2017; Bryan et al., 2007). Cliff retreat rates in the area are up to ~1 my-1 (Gibb, 1978). 

Prevailing swells approach the region from the west to southwest (Chappell, 2014). Wave 

conditions are often energetic, with large storm events occurring throughout the year that can strip 

beach sediments away and expose the shore platform. Ex-tropical cyclones can cause extreme wind 

and wave conditions in the study region during the cyclone season between November and April 

(Chappell, 2014). The tidal range in the area is semi-diurnal and up to nearly 4 m during spring tides 

(National Institute of Weather and Atmospheric Research [NIWA] tide forecaster).  

 Methodology 

3.2.1 California Fieldwork Deployment 
 Fieldwork was carried out in Del Mar, CA (Figure 3-2a). A Nanometrics Compact Trillium 

broadband velocity seismometer was deployed to measure cliff-top ground motion sampling at 100 Hz, 

similar to previous studies of cliff ground motion (e.g. Young et al., 2016). Raw data were corrected 

according to the instrument response curve. Due to tilt sensitivity inherent to the horizontal component 

of the signal from broadband seismometers, only the vertical component of the signal was analysed as 

tilt effects are negligible (Graizer, 2007).  
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High-resolution video was installed on the cliff-top on March 8, 2016 recording data between 08:05 – 

08:50 am. Here, the focus was on detailed analyses of concomitant seismic and video records during 

this 45-minute period in which we have high-resolution visual records of wave impacts on the cliff face, 

allowing us to confirm that individual wave impacts can be identified in a seismic record above 

background noise. Video was taken using a Garmin Virb camera with an integrated GPS clock enabling 

near perfect time synchronisation with the seismometer. The camera was positioned at the cliff top 

looking alongshore approximately 50 m north of the seismometer location.  

3.2.2 Taranaki Fieldwork Deployment 
 Further fieldwork was carried out at the New Zealand study site (Figure 3-2b) to investigate the 

ground motion signal for different types of wave impacts and for a range of wave conditions. Equipment 

was deployed for a month, from December 5th 2017 to January 5th 2018 so that variable wave height 

and water depth conditions were captured. Instrument positions are shown in Figure 3-2b. The same 

Nanometrics Compact Trillium broadband seismometer used at the Del Mar site was installed in the 

cliff-top 5 m from the cliff-edge used, with sampling conducted at 100 Hz. A mini-seismonitor geophone 

attached to an Earth Data EDR Digitiser was deployed at this site alongside the Nanometrics 

seismometer and was sampling at 1000 Hz. Both sensors were attached to a solar panel and GPS. 

Ground motion from both sensors were compared. Photographs of the cliff, location of seismometer, 

and the location of the camera are shown in Figure 3-3.  

Technical advances in sensor technology, network cameras and computing provide new 

opportunity for long-term environmental monitoring in remote field locations. As a power supply and 

internet connection is often not available when deploying equipment for fieldwork, this proposed solution 

allows for a self-contained unit to record video or image capture whilst harvesting its own solar energy 

for power. The monitoring system components and setup are illustrated in Figure 3-4. The development 

of the camera setup centred on the ability to align all datasets in time. It was vital that the time series 

for the camera record and seismometer record did not drift from each other as the ground motion for a 

wave impact was extracted from the seismic record using the video observation of the timing of the 

impact. A network camera was chosen in order to use GPS time for both the camera and seismometers 

to keep accurate time synchronisation.  

An Axis Q6114e IP video camera was installed on a fence post approximately 200m from the 

site and positioned to provide a clear oblique view of wave impacts (Figure 3-3c). The camera setup 

implemented was developed to maximise video capture capability at high resolution (Figure 3-4). The 

camera recorded video for 3 h both sides of high tide during daylight at 15 fps, and was saved to internal 

memory so that image quality was not compromised. The system consists of a PTZ network camera for 

high resolution image acquisition with 1080p and 30x optical zoom, with autofocus and electronic image 

stabilisation for windy conditions. Axis provides a zip technology that allows for file compression and 

storage while maintaining image and video quality. This system can be used for a variety of applications 

in environmental monitoring, and these cameras have previously been used for beach erosion 

monitoring and storm response, fully automated drilling in mines, and monitoring conditions at solar and  
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Figure 3-3. Photographs of the deployment in Onaero Bay. a) Shows the cliff face; b) shows 
the seismometer location at the cliff top; c) shows the camera looking alongshore at the cliff.  

a 

b 

c 
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wind energy farms to improve productivity (e.g. Holman et al., 2003; Little et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 

2014). The camera uses power of ethernet (PoE) to allow for network capability.  

Depending on the application of the system, the camera data can be stored locally (on the 

camera or memory storage attached), or can be transmitted via wifi transmission to a remote storage 

location. Smaller files, such as timestack images, can be transmitted via the ethernet cable to the router 

and then transmitted to the desired location. This capability will also rely on the presence of a 3G or 4G 

cell network. If this is not available, or the camera data is large files, such as continuous video, the data 

is stored locally on a memory card to prevent loss in data resolution and quality. The whole unit ran on 

power supply provided by a 12v car battery charged by a solar panel. As the system includes an 

instrument scheduler which turned the equipment on only when needed, the energy requirements of 

the unit could be met by the localised energy supply. The whole unit was fully self-contained and 

automated relying on its own power supply. All components of the system were housed in a waterproof 

cabinet, apart from the GPS antenna and solar panel. This cabinet was mounted to a mast and placed 

Figure 3-5. Diagram of network camera setup and components.  

Figure 3-4. The location of the two pressure sensors used in the fieldwork. a) Drilled into a 
rock on the beach (PS2); b) Mounted onto a plate and affixed to the cliff face at the cliff toe 
(PS1).  

b a 
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in the field. Due to the wifi and remote camera access capabilities of the system, there was also the 

option to control the cameras position once deployed if the field of view needed to be changed. 

Water level data was measured using two RBR Solo pressure sensors (PS1 and PS2) sampling 

continuously at 8 Hz. One sensor was buried at the cliff base and one attached to a rock on the beach 

30 m in front of the cliff (Figure 3-5). Offshore wave conditions were obtained from MetOcean Solutions 

(http://www.metocean.co.nz/) using a virtual wave buoy located approximately 1.5 km offshore, 5 km 

alongshore from the site in 20 m of water. Tidal levels were estimated at the study site using the National 

Institute of Weather and Atmosphere (NIWA) tide forecaster (https://www.niwa.co.nz/services/online-

services/tide-forecaster).  

 Data Analysis  
Data processing was carried out in MATLAB for both study sites. For the San Diego site, during 

the observation period all waves had broken prior to reaching the cliff face. The video for both sites was 

analysed so that each time a wave impact was observed, the time of this impact was recorded. 

Individual wave impacts were observed in frame-by-frame playback and the time of impact recorded. 

The timing of the impacts was then used to extract the ground motion from the seismometers for each 

impact event. Coinciding pressure sensor and wave buoy data were then used to compare to wave 

conditions. Data was stored in one-hour blocks. Hence, ‘an hour of interest’ refers to one data block, 

an hour in length, during which wave impacts against the cliff occurred. Hours of data were excluded 

from analysis when impacts were not visible (e.g. at low tide and at night time).   

3.3.1 The impact signature of breaking, broken and unbroken waves 
Three characteristic wave types have been described in conceptual and numerical modelling 

studies of rock shore development: breaking, broken and unbroken waves (Trenhaile, 1987, Sunamura, 

1992, Matsumoto et al., 2016). The initial analysis (which will be described in more detail in Chapter 4) 

focussed on classifying the thesis datasets into these three classes (Figure 3-6). Additional breaking 

types (e.g. flip-through, small gas pocket, and large gas pocket) were not distinguished (i.e. they were 

all categorised as breaking waves). The video was played frame-by-frame in MATLAB for the hours of 

data selected for analysis. The impact type was categorised by manually (visually) classifying the impact 

type by the stage of wave transformation observed in the video record.  

Pressure sensor data were corrected for local atmospheric pressure using data from a local 

weather station (using NIWA’s National Climate Database) and were then converted to water depth. 

Offshore Hs and cliff-toe water depth (PS1) were used to calculate the Hs/h ratio as an indicator of 

breakpoint. This ratio was calculated for both tide water level (Hs/htide) from the offshore wave buoy and 

for cliff toe water level (Hs/hcliff) from PS1 water level. 

Cliff shaking caused by wave impacts was then extracted from the seismometer record, and 

peak ground displacement velocity noted.  The seismometer was corrected for the instrument response 

down to 0.006 Hz, filtered to 1 – 45 Hz to preserve the high frequency ground motion induced by wave 

impacts (e.g. Earlie et al., 2015; Young et al., 2013), and converted to velocity (μm/s). The 45-minute 

data sample collected in Del Mar, San Diego was used to identify whether individual wave impacts are 
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observable on a seismic record as discrete events. In line with other studies using seismometers to 

record cliff ground motion to wave impacts (e.g. Young et al., 2016; Vann Jones 2015), hourly metrics 

of marine conditions were first compared to the hourly mean ground motion. To bring in the influence 

of wave impact type, the peak ground motion from individually classified impacts were then investigated.  

In order to investigate whether increasing hourly Hs resulted in periods of increased cliff shaking, these 

periods were identified in the seismometer record. The hourly maximum shaking velocity was first 

calculated, and a threshold of 2000 μm/s chosen to represent rare but extreme peaks in the cliff shaking 

velocity (top 2%)  which would warrant investigation into the wave impacts which would cause it.  The 

corresponding hours of video data were processed for daylight hours with peaks above this threshold, 

providing five hours of video data. One hour of video data during a storm event where the Hs reached 

3.7 m was also analysed for comparison of ground motion during extreme events. This provided six 

hours of data for further analysis.    

Figure 3-6. Classification of impact type between a) 
broken; b) breaking; and c) unbroken waves impacting a 
cliff face.  
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3.3.2 Detailed categorization of wave impacts  

The analyses carried out in Chapter 5 involved further sub-division of wave impact types into 

eight classes. Wave impacts from the video record were classified manually (visually) by playing video 

through MATLAB to extract the time of impact. All hours in the month-long study period were binned 

based on hourly Hs, average water depth at the cliff toe, and peak period, providing a wide range of 

marine conditions. From this sub-sample, the hour in each bin with the highest peak in hourly 

seismometer ground displacement was selected. This resulted in 32 unique wave groups which also 

had video data collected (during daylight hours and when water reached the cliff toe). The mini-

seismonitor was used for this analysis which was sampling at 1000 Hz and corrected for the instrument 

response following the same conventions as those used for the Nanometrics geophone. This was used 

to ensure that even very small variations in the ground motion were detected. Previous studies of 

seismic motion from direct wave impacts on cliffs have sampled at 100 Hz (e.g. Young et al., 2016). As 

Figure 3-7 indicates, the different sampling rates between the seismometers at the same location did 

detect slightly different peaks in ground motion. Each impact is detected in both, but the magnitude of 

ground motion varies between some impacts. The seismometer sampling at 1000 Hz was used in 

Chapters 5 and 6 because the higher sampling frequency improves the detail of ground motion capture 

for analysis. This data was then converted to displacement using the instrument response function to 

convert to velocity from the instrument’s sensitivity and the passband (range of frequencies detected 

by the seismometer) used in deployment. The velocity was then converted to displacement by 

Figure 3-7. Comparison of the ground velocity recorded by the two seismometers sampling at 
100 and 1000 Hz. The sensors were buried side by side at the cliff top and filtered to 1-45 Hz. 
Two 5-minute periods from the same hour of data (25/12/17 04:00) are plotted. 
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integrating the velocity in the time domain. The equation used to convert counts from the instrument to 

get the ground velocity is shown in Equation 3-1.  

Equation 3-1. Counts to ground velocity (ms) conversion equation. Counts is the raw data from 
the seismometer. AD conversion (volts per count) is the analog to digital conversion factor of 
the digitiser. The gain (or bit-weight) is a setting selected by the user. The sensitivity (V/m/s) is 
the sensitivity of the seismometer sensor.  

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =  
𝑒𝑒𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑒𝑒𝐺𝐺𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝐺𝐺𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 
𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝐺𝐺 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝐺𝐺𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 

 

An extensive review of literature (Chapter 2) uncovered the presence of eight wave classes 

(WC) of distinctive wave breaking shape against vertical structures: (WC1) broken and completely 

dissipated, (WC2) broken, (WC3) broken with gas pocket, (WC4) breaking with small aeration, (WC5) 

breaking with high aeration, (WC6) near breaking (flip-through) impacts, (WC7) unbroken with shoaling, 

and (WC8) completely unbroken. The difference in wave shape at impact depends on the wave 

breakpoint relative to a vertical wall, such as a cliff. WC1 covers waves that break far from the cliff and 

dissipate much of their energy across a wide surf zone before reaching the cliff. WC2 are broken waves 

which break just prior to reaching the cliff and travel across a narrow surf zone so that they dissipate 

relatively little energy prior to impacting the cliff as a turbulent bore. WC3 captures waves that break 

immediately (i.e. within 2 m) before the cliff face. In this process they overturn and enclose a large gas 

pocket. WC4 also involves wave breaking with a large gas impact, but the distinguishing difference 

between WC3 and WC4 is that WC3 involves waves that have overturned and travelled a very short 

distance before impact, whereas in WC4, waves overturn immediately before impact at the cliff and 

enclose a large air pocket between the wave and cliff which is then compressed as it impacts (Bredmose 

et al., 2015). WC5 are impacts with a small pocket of air between the wave and the cliff, which are due 

to waves slightly breaking and starting to overturn before impact, then the wave mass compresses the 

air pocket (Bullock et al., 2007).  Flip-through impacts, WC6, are produced when a wave is near 

breaking but does not start to overturn before impact as the vertical jet rushes up the wall and prevents 

direct wave front impact (Hull & Müller, 2002). WC7 are unbroken waves that slosh against the cliff face 

and are reflected without breaking (Bullock et al., 2007). Within this category, depending on the water 

depth and wave height, the wave may have started to shoal and steepen as it approaches the wall, 

creating a more vertical wave front. WC8 considers completely unbroken waves that are mostly 

reflected from the cliff face.  

Unlike broken and unbroken waves, there is no clear boundary between different types of 

breaking waves, and the transformation of the wave over the whole impact event needs to be 

considered to identify the wave impact type. The difference in this transformation can be used to 

distinguish between types of breaking wave which may otherwise not be apparent if just considering 

the shape at the moment of impact. The boundaries between classes of the same broad type, i.e 

between the different types of breaking with a gas pocket, is inherently overlapping. There are wave 

impacts which may fall under the conditions of more than one class, it is the dominant characteristics 

that were used to define the impact type in these cases. The boundaries between the broad impact 

types (broken vs breaking vs unbroken) are easier to delineate between. Therefore, a detailed 
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exploration of the wave classification development and how impacts were categorized is provided in 

Chapter 5 to expand on the wave categorization performed in Chapter 4.  

Following the classification of all impacts in the data sample, the peak displacement from each 

event was extracted from the seismometer record. The wave conditions from the wave buoy were used 

to compare to incident conditions, with wave data from the pressure sensor on the beach (PS2). For 

each classified impact, the variation in free surface elevation was used to estimate the wave height 

before impact on the cliff. An average of the still water level (SWL) from the PS2 data was also extracted 

to obtain water depth. These data provided a more detailed interpretation of the wave conditions which 

are likely to produce different wave classes. 

3.3.3 Seismic Spectral Analysis of Wave Impact Type 
The results of Chapter 5 provided an extensive database of 7447 wave impacts classified into 

8 categories, with corresponding wave and seismic data attributed to each individual impact. To further 

investigate the variation in energy transfer that different impact types produce, spectral analysis was 

carried out on the wave impact database. Spectrograms were used to analyse the power spectral 

density (PSD) at different frequencies of the seismic signal. This was used to compare the PSD between 

the 8 wave impact classes. Persistence spectrograms were also generated to illustrate the persistence 

in time of a certain frequency within the signal. Spectrograms of both types were also created for 

examples of tidal stages with different wave impact regimes to indicate the differences in energy density 

and frequencies of higher energy represented by the PSD.  

Using the seismometer data processed as described in section 3.2.2, the seismic signal of each 

impact event was passed through a wavelet analysis in MATLAB using a 1-dimensional continuous 

wavelet transform (CWT). The continuous wavelet transform compares a signal with stretched or shrunk 

copies of the basic wavelet. It finds similarity between the seismometer signal and the wavelet analysing 

function This produced an averaged spectral signature for each wave class. This style of analytic 

wavelets allows time-frequency analysis of the signal using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the 

positive values to provide insight on the change in frequency through time, as well as phase and 

amplitude information of the wavelet signal (Lilly, 2017). This continuous wavelet is passed through the 

seismometer signal to identify similar discrete events that themselves are considered to resemble 

wavelets (Lilly, 2017). CWT is useful as it is resistant to noise in the signal (Slavič et al., 2003) and also 

allows visual representation of a complex signal (Grossman et al., 1990). The outputs of the CWT 

provided a wavelet for each classified wave impact as a magnitude of the wavelet amplitude within 

different frequency bands. This allowed for analysis of peak frequency and peak magnitude values for 

each impact alongside the displacement of the ground motion. In addition, CWT analysis provides a 

spectral signature of each classified impact across the frequency spectrum, and integration provides 

the total energy for each individual impact. The different spectral signatures were compared by wave 

impact class to identify differences in the magnitude of energy across the frequency spectrum, and at 

which frequencies these differences are prevalent at. The total energy was compared for wave impacts 

of different type to investigate the efficiency of energy transfer for different impact types. 
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 Results 1 
 

The impact signature of breaking, broken and unbroken waves 

 

The results presented here are a reproduction of a journal article (Thompson et al., 2019) investigating 

wave height and cliff ground motion.   

Citation: Thompson, C. F., Young, A. P., and Dickson, M. E. (2019) Wave impacts on coastal cliffs: Do 

bigger waves drive greater ground motion?. Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, 44: 2849– 2860. 

https://doi.org/10.1002/esp.4712. 

 

 Introduction  
Wave energy delivery to the coast drives cliff erosion (Trenhaile, 1987; Sunamura, 1992), but 

very little is known about the mechanics of wave erosion at a wave-by-wave scale. At present, there is 

no way of directly linking cliff erosion response to the marine forcing processes. Unvalidated 

parameterizations of marine forcing and cliff erosion are therefore necessarily used in model studies of 

past and future cliff erosion (e.g. Walkden & Hall, 2005; Dickson et al., 2007; Young et al., 2009; 

Hackney et al., 2013). Improved predictions of future cliff erosion rates under sea level rise and changes 

in wave storminess require a better understanding of the relationship between wave forcing and cliff 

response. 

Detailed observations of wave breaking and cliff impacts are needed to link individual wave 

characteristics to cliff shaking. Rocky coasts, unlike soft sedimentary coasts, do not dynamically 

respond to changes in marine forcing. This means that even relatively modest changes in sea level and 

incident wave conditions may result in very different cliff-toe wave regimes (Ogawa et al., 2015). In this 

study we provide the first high frequency synchronised measurements of cliff-toe wave impacts and 

high-frequency cliff shaking response at an individual wave scale. At two different cliff settings, peak 

measurements of shaking measured using a seismometer are compared with measurements of cliff-

base water depth and wave height, deep-water incident Hs, and video observations of wave impact 

types.  

The aim of this paper is to link wave impacts to the resultant cliff response at a wave-by-wave 

scale through the use of in-situ measurements at rocky coastal cliffs. Cliff-top ground displacements 

are compared with marine conditions, and with simultaneous video recordings of the wave-cliff 

interactions to examine the relationship between incident wave heights, wave impact types, and cliff 
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response. The measurements are taken at two coastal cliff study sites; one preliminary test in southern 

California, USA, and a 30-day experiment in Taranaki, NZ.   

 Individual impacts and cliff shaking 
At Del Mar, CA all waves had broken prior to reaching the cliff and waves generally approached 

perpendicular to the alongshore cliff line with a mean period of 11.7 s allowing each impact event to be 

identified in the video without overlap between successive wave impacts (Figure 4-1). Each impact 

corresponds with a spike in the seismic record (Figure 4-1b), however the magnitude of the peaks 

varied despite visual similarity of the impacting waves. For instance, impacts associated with visually 

larger wave bores and larger uprush impact jets did not cause the highest ground motion in the record. 

 New Zealand Wave Climate & Ground Motions   
The tidal range varied between -2 m to 2 m (Figure 4-2a) and incident Hs ranged from 0.4 m to 

a maximum of 3.8 m during a storm (Figure 4c), while HsCliff was slightly smaller and ranged between 

0.28 m and 2.99 m (Figure 4-2b). Similar to the California site, each wave impact was clearly associated 

with a spike in the seismic record. The maximum hourly vertical ground velocity (Vpeak) was highly 

variable, with rare (1.6 %) occurrences exceeding 2000 μm/s, and a single maximum peak velocity of 

7538 μm/s (Figure 4-2c), nearly triple that of the second highest peak (2737 μm/s). A severe low 

pressure event which occurred between the 4th and 6th of January 2018 coincided with a king tide and 

Figure 4-1. a) Time series of ground displacement with wave impacts observed from video 
footage, southern California, USA; b) inset shows detail of impact events with corresponding 
displacement signal. Impact types were all broken waves. 
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caused coastal inundation across the North Island of New Zealand. Incident Hs at the study site reached 

the maximum (3.8 m) during this storm. The highest three Vpeak of 2088 μm/s, 2591 μm/s, and 2628 

μm/s occurred during hours where Hs was 3.7 m, 2.2 m, and 2.0 m respectively. Vpeak values over 2000 

μm/s also occurred during non-storm hours with relatively small-moderate incident waves (Hs 0.8 m – 

1.6 m).  

 

 

Figure 4-2. Time series of marine conditions over the duration of fieldwork at Onaero Bay, NZ. 
a) tide level (m) relative to mean level of the sea (d); b) hourly significant wave height from the 
pressure sensor located at the cliff toe (HsCliff); c) hourly significant wave height of incident 
waves obtained from a wave buoy (Hs); d) Red line shows the hourly maximum hourly ground 
motion velocity (Vpeak), and mean grey line shows the mean hourly ground motion velocity (Vmean) 
(μm/s). Hours of video that were analysed (a-f) annotated in red. 
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Comparing the hourly incident Hs, tidal elevation (d), and ground motion velocity (Figure 4.3) 

shows that the highest Vpeak and Vmean ground motions occurred during different wave conditions. Vmean 

increased with both water depth and Hs (Figure 4-3a) similar to previous studies (e.g. Earlie et al., 2015; 

Young et al., 2016). There is a moderate positive linear correlation between hourly Hs and Vmean (R2 = 

Figure 4-4. a-f) Time series of peak ground velocity (μm/s) from all wave impacts (Vimpact) for 
each hour a-f. Impacts are classified by type as observed in the video (broken, unbroken, or 
breaking impacts). Ground motion velocity (V) recorded by seismometer (μm/s) for each hour is 
plotted at the top of each panel (note variability in the y axis scale). Panel f is the storm hour. 
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0.47), but no significant correlation between hourly Hs and Vpeak (R2 = 0.07). Vpeak (Figure 4-3b) were 

highest during relatively moderate wave small conditions (Hs of 1.5 m). Hours with elevated Vpeak do not 

correspond with elevated Vmean (Figure 4-2). Vmean increases with both tide and Hs meaning that hours 

of highest Vmean coincide with hours of highest tide and largest Hs (~ 3.7 m). In comparison, hours of 

elevated Vpeak velocities also occur at lower tide depths (~1.9 m) and Hs (~0.7 m), with the highest peak 

at Hs = 1.5 m. For small Hs conditions (~0.5 – 0.7 m), Vpeak increases with tidal elevation up to a depth 

of ~ 3m, with further increases in tide depth resulting in lower Vpeak values.  

 Individual Wave Impact Analysis 
In total, 1672 individual wave impacts were identified in the 6 hours of detailed video analysis 

(Table 4-1). Figure 4-4 shows the seismic signal for each hour, breaker type, and the magnitude of 

Vimpact. Breaking waves generally produced higher Vimpact velocities, up to a maximum of 7559 μm/s 

(Figure 4-4e), compared to broken or unbroken waves (maximum velocities of 1101 and 395 μm/s 

respectively). Only 0.8% of individual wave impacts produced Vimpact greater than 1000 μm/s.  Unbroken 

and broken impacts occasionally produced relatively large Vimpact values, but were infrequent and less 

Figure 4-5. a-d) Video frames of the transformation of a breaking wave impact through time from 
a-f which caused the maximum ground velocity (Vimpact) in hour b (μm/s). Frame a) is annotated 
to show location of instruments in frame; e) the corresponding water depth at the cliff toe 
measured by the pressure sensor (hcliff); and f) the ground motion recorded by the seismometer 
at the cliff top for the wave impact (μm/s). 
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than breaking impacts in the same hour. During the storm hour, all the waves were broken prior to cliff 

impact (Figure 4-4f). The median Vimpact values during the storm hour (hour f) is 34 μm/s (Q1 = 28 μm/s, 

Q3 = 45 μm/s), compared to a median of 51 μm/s for the other 5 hours (Figure 4-4a – e, Q1 = 20 and 

Q3 = 137 μm/s). 

Contrasting wave impact types are shown in Figures 4-5 to 4-7 from the same hour of data 

(hour b) when Hs was 1 m. Figure 4-5 shows a breaking wave-cliff impact that generated a Vimpact of 

2639 μm/s. The wave approaching the cliff is not large (H ~1.0 m), but is starting to shoal and overturn 

just prior to reaching the cliff, trapping and compressing a gas pocket to produce a large uprush jet. The 

picture time series shows that wave impact is focussed at one location rather than spread along the cliff 

face, illustrating highly variable alongshore wave-cliff interaction. A broken wave impact (Figure 4-6) is 

a result of the wave breaking prior to reaching the cliff (Figure 4-6a) and propagating as a bore (Figure 

4-6b), before impact on the cliff (Figure 4-6c). The broken wave impact in this example resulted in a 

relatively small Vimpact of 73 μm/s. An unbroken wave impact is shown in Figure 4-7, wherein the wave 

is starting to shoal when it hits the cliff (Figure 4-7b) and is reflected off the cliff (Figure 4-7c-d) 

generating a small Vimpact of 87 μm/s. The slight offset in timing (<1 s) of the initiation of the impact 

Figure 4-6. a-d) Video frames of the transformation of a broken wave impact through time in 
hour b. e) The corresponding water depth at the cliff toe measured by the pressure sensor (hCliff); 
and f) the ground motion recorded by the seismometer at the cliff top for the wave impact (μm/s). 
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between the pressure sensor and seismic record, has no influence on the wave impact analyses, and 

is likely a result of a small offset in the placement of instruments (the pressure sensor is located at the 

cliff toe ~2 m north of the seismometer), but we cannot rule out a small time drift in the pressure sensor 

data.  

A comparison of Vimpact from the different impact types shows a general trend in peak velocities 

for different wave impact types in which breaking is highest, followed by broken then unbroken impacts 

(Figure 4-8). Three consecutive data hours (c, d and e, 7 – 10 pm Dec 31 UTC), show an increasing 

magnitude in the Vimpact from breaking wave impacts. Hour a has the highest HsCliff/hcliff ratio and the 

highest proportion of breaking waves occur (Figure 4-8d). Incident Hs/h ratios (Figure 4-8) for hours a 

– e are between 0.30 – 0.42, whilst the ratio for hour f was 1.50 because of the large Hs and the low 

tide depth. The cliff Hs/h ratios ranged 0.94 – 1.67, with the storm hour value of 1.00 from a lower cliff 

Hs associated with broken waves. The proportion of broken wave impacts increases from a-e as incident 

Hs/h increases from 0.30 in hour a to 0.42 in hour e, with storm hour f having mostly broken impacts 

and an incident ratio of 1.50 (Figure 4-8e). This illustrates the control of wave height and water depth 

on wave breaking. Overall, the three impact types showed a clear difference in the magnitude of Vimpact 

Figure 4-7. a-d) Video frames of the transformation of an unbroken wave impact through time in 
hour b. e) The corresponding water depth at the cliff toe measured by the pressure sensor (hCliff); 
and f) the ground motion recorded by the seismometer at the cliff top for the wave impact (μm/s). 
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produced. Median Vimpact from unbroken wave impacts was lowest at 18 μm/s, followed by broken waves 

with a median of 37 μm/s, whereas breaking wave impacts produced a median Vimpact of 173 μm/s. The 

increasing incident Hs during hours c to e correspond to increasing breaking impact Vimpact.  

 Summary 
Individual wave impacts were successfully identified in seismic and video observations at two 

different coastal cliff sites in California, USA, and Taranaki, New Zealand. The results generally support 

the use of cliff ground motion data (above background levels) as a proxy for energy transfer from direct 

wave-cliff impacts. Breaking-type wave impacts consistently produced the highest ground motion 

velocities generated by the impact compared to broken and unbroken waves. Breaking waves occurred 

for a range of wave heights, as breaking onset depends on the water depth, and is the reason that 

Figure 4-8. a) Hourly significant wave height (Hs and Hscliff) (m) for each hour a-f; b) hourly depth 
(h and hcliff) (m) for each hour a-f; c) hourly ratio of Hs/h (incident Hs/h and cliff Hs/h); d) 
proportion of impact types of the total for each hour a-f; and e) boxplots of the peak vertical 
ground velocity Vimpact (μm/s) from all wave impacts in the analysed video record for each impact 
type. 
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hourly maximum peak ground motion were not associated with periods of the highest Hs. However, 

hourly mean ground motion generally increased with Hs (and tide) consistent with previous studies, 

suggesting that mean hourly metrics smooth the short-term dynamics of wave-cliff interaction, 

especially the influence of wave impact regime. These results suggest that the relationship between 

marine forcing and cliff ground motion response is complex, and highlight the importance of conditions 

controlling wave breaking type which may not be captured by incident wave conditions alone. 

Analysing individual wave impact events highlights the variation in cliff ground motion for 

nominally similar wave conditions, with video observations crucial in interpreting wave impact type. 

Interpreting the seismic signal may be difficult without video observations due to complexity in the wave 

field and alongshore variability. These results demonstrate that wave impact video observations and 

seismometer measurements in a natural cliff setting provide a useful tool for building a deeper 

understanding of wave forcing and cliff ground motion response. 
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 Results 2 
 

Detailed categorization of wave impacts 

 

 Introduction 
Analyses in Chapter 4 illustrated the control of wave impact type on ground shaking response, 

but also highlighted that there is variation within impact types. The ground shaking was highly sensitive 

to subtle differences in impact such as the amount of aeration in the wave front, the size of the gas 

pocket (if present), and the distance a broken wave travelled prior to impacting the cliff face. To account 

for this variation within broken, breaking, and unbroken waves, this chapter further sub-divides the wave 

impact types into eight classes. The foundation of this categorization stems from research into wave 

impacts on engineered vertical walls (Chapter 2), in which it is common practice to divide breaking 

waves into different impact classes (e.g. Hattori et al., 1994; Hull & Müller, 2002; Kirkgoz, 1990). In 

contrast, within the rock coast geomorphology literature there has been very little attention on different 

types of wave breaking against cliffs. In the engineering literature there is no consensus on which type 

of breaking wave impact is most important for inducing structural damage because impact pressure, 

forcing, impulse and rise time all differ between breaking waves. However, it is found that breaking 

waves are consistently more violent an impact than that of broken or unbroken waves (Bredmose et al., 

2009; Bullock et al., 2007; Hull & Müller, 2002; Oumeraci et al., 1993).  

The exact form of a wave at the moment of impact during breaking has innumerable classification 

potential, because natural waves are incredibly varied. For this thesis, eight wave impact classes (WC) 

were identified that generally represent the categories that wave impacts mainly fall within. The WC 

were distinguished through literature review (Chapter 2) as well as visual observation of  individual wave 

7447 impacts. Wave impacts fall on a spectrum between completely unbroken through breaking to 

broken. Due to the inherent nature of wave breaking and wave interaction with a cliff-face, there is no 

clear threshold or boundary between breaking wave impacts, therefore breaking wave impacts were 

categorized into the class they share most features with. Data hours were first selected using marine 

conditions to generate a wide sample of environmental conditions, and videos were used to manually 

classify each wave impact. Following wave classification, the individual wave impacts were compared 

to the wave conditions that produced them, as well as the impact displacement generated by the wave. 

 Wave Impact Class Classification 
The wave impact was manually classified using a scale from 1 – 8, with 1 being completely 

broken and 8 being completely unbroken. The 8 types of wave impact can be seen in Figure 5-1. WC1 

and WC2 are broken waves, WC3 – WC6 are breaking impacts, and WC7 and WC8 are unbroken 

impacts. The development of this methodology of classification stems from the approach taken in 

engineering which separates breaking type dependent on the aeration in the wave front (see Chapter 
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2). Building on this, and using insights learned from video analysis carried out in Chapter 4, broken and 

unbroken waves were also divided into two separate classes each to further incorporate the difference 

in aeration in the wave at impact. The following description of the criteria used for wave classification 

was implemented in analysing the video data for the results of this chapter. This classification was 

developed following insights obtained from Chapter 4 and was applied to the next stage of data 

Figure 5-1. Diagram showing classification scheme of eight different wave impact 
classes used for categorising wave impacts on a cliff as observed in a video 
record. 
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processing. A key focus of the classification centred around the amount of aeration in the impact, 

including the presence of bubbles or a gas pocket entrapped by the overturning wave.  

The first wave class (WC1) breaks well in front of the cliff, usually out of frame of the video camera 

(Figure 5-1). These waves are relatively small in height, and there is no observable wave bore when 

the wave impacts the cliff. It is assumed there is little energy transfer to the cliff as the majority of the 

wave energy has been dissipated by wave breaking and propagation processes (Table 5-1). WC2 

impacts are similar in that they have broken in front of the cliff and propagated a distance (greater than 

~2 m) prior to reaching the cliff (Figure 5-2). There may still be a bore present at impact, but this is small 

(typically less than 0.5 m height). Hence, most of the energy has been dissipated before impact. The 

amount of aeration in these impacts is a function of the height of the wave prior to breaking relative to 

the distance it has travelled, and the height of the breaking wave (Table 5-1).  

There are four categories of breaking wave. WC3 represents a wave that breaks in front of the 

cliff with the wave fully overturning such that the breaker tongue impinges on the wave front. This occurs 

just prior to reaching the cliff so that the overturning wave ‘bounces’ up towards the cliff as the water 

column at the cliff-toe has started to rise (Figure 5-1). This impact has a large amount of bubbles and 

high aeration, and may still have a gas pocket entrapped by the overturning breaker tongue (Table 5-

1). The presence of a gas pocket frequently results in a high-water jet which shoots up the cliff face 

(Peregrine, 2003). WC4 differs subtly from WC3 in that the breakpoint is slightly closer to the cliff face. 

This means that the wave has fully overturned onto the cliff face so that there is a gas pocket entrapped 

within the overturning wave immediately prior to impact against the cliff (Figure 5-1). This gas pocket is 

then compressed by the wave. Bubbles are present in the wave from breaking processes, but aeration 

is lower than that of WC3 owing to the very close proximity of breaking to the cliff face (Table 5-1).  

WC5 involves a wave breaking onto the cliff face. The wave has started to overturn, but the 

breaker tongue impacts the cliff face rather than the wave front. These impacts entrap a pocket of air 

between the overturning wave and the cliff which is then compressed, which results in a high water jet 

up the cliff face (jet not shown in Figure 5-1). The size of this gas pocket will depend on how developed 

the overturning wave is and the height and steepness of the wave (Table 5-1). The wave front may be 

relatively steep. WC6 impacts occur when the breakpoint is just past the location of the cliff face, in that 

the wave starts to break, but full breaking is prevented by the cliff (Figure 5-1). This style of impact has 

been referred to as a ‘flip-through’ impact wherein the vertical rise in the water at the cliff toe blocks the 

wave from overturning and the impact is directed upwards. The wave front is near vertical and there is 

little aeration in the wave, and no gas pocket entrapment (Table 5-1). 

Unbroken waves are either WC7 or WC8. WC7 impacts do not break prior to the cliff, but they 

are starting to shoal (Figure 5-1). There is no aeration or gas pocket entrapment, but the wave front has 

started to steepen and is reflected from the cliff face (Table 5-1). There was no ‘clapotis’ observed in 

the video data as the conditions did not allow for the specific conditions necessary to produce the 

phenomena – there was always a high degree of reflection and turbulence at the cliff toe. This 

phenomenon was described by Trenhaile (1987) as a standing wave which is produced when a wave  
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Table 5-1. Features of the eight different categories of wave impact class used for manual 
classification of impacts on a cliff observed in video data. 

is reflected of a vertical surface in deep water, such as that of a plunging cliff or sea wall in deep water. 

The last impact type is WC8, a completely unbroken wave impact (Figure 5-1). The wave has not started 

to shoal, and is usually small in height. These waves slosh against the cliff (Table 5-1).  

Wave impact class can be clearly defined when categorising broken (WC1-2), breaking (WC3-

6), and unbroken (WC7-8) type waves, however there clear thresholds are difficult to distinguish 

between waves of the same broad type. There is therefore some inherent overlap between wave 

classes and some wave impacts could fall into two consecutive classes of the same type. However, a 

key indication of the impact type in terms of the energy it will transfer to the cliff is the amount of air 

involved in the impact from bubbles or a gas pocket. For example, between WC3 and WC4, the main 

difference in impact comes from the amount of aeration observed in the wave front rather than whether 

the wave is breaking or not. As the literature review highlighted, aeration and gas pocket size is 

important for controlling impact pressure in engineering studies (e.g. Bredmose et al., 2009). For wave 

impacts that were similar in form, it was the gas pocket size and aeration which were used to decide 

the ultimate class the wave was categorized as. Previous classifications of physical processes based 

on extensive observations have previously been useful in geomorphological studies (e.g. Wright & 

Short, 1984).   

 Wave Impact Data Sample 
Categorisation of wave impacts was carried out on a sub-sample of selected hours within the dataset. 

Sample hours were selected to cover a broad range of incident wave forcing conditions, as recorded at 

the offshore wave buoy (Chapter 4). Average incident wave conditions (per hour) were first divided into 

groups depending on incident Hs (0.5 m bins), average hourly depth h (0.5 m bins), and average incident 

T (three bins), producing 192 groups (Table 5-2). Many of these group categories were empty (i.e. no 

data hours matched the bin) and were therefore discarded. Remaining group categories were retained 

Impact 
Feature 

Wave Class 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Breakpoint 
Location 

Well in 
front of 

cliff 

Prior to 
cliff 

In front 
of cliff 

At cliff Onto 
cliff 

At cliff 
face 

N/A N/A 

Wave 
Height 

Small Variable Variable Variable Variable Variable Variable Small 

Gas Pocket None None May be 
present 

Present 
and 

variable 
in size 

Variable None None None 

Aeration Negligible Variable 
dependent 

on wave 
height 

High High Low - 
mid 

None None None 

Wave 
Front 

Steepness 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 
 

High Mid - 
high 

Low 
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provided that video observations were available for the full hour and water actually reached the cliff toe 

(no data are available at night time and low tide) (Table 5-3). In circumstances were multiple data hours 

were classified in a single group, the hour that contained the highest displacement value was selected. 

The process above produced a total sample of 33 hours of wave-impact data and video observations 

(Table 5-4). The sample covers a broad range of wave heights (Hs 0.4-3.7 m), cliff-toe water depths 

(1.37-3.71 m), and wave periods (T 4.2-15.1 s). In total, these wave conditions yielded a database of 

7447 individual wave-impact events that produced a large range of cliff-top ground displacements 

(<0.01 - ~1700 um). This extensive dataset is unique in rock coast geomorphology. There has been no 

previous monitoring of individual wave impacts on cliffs using video recording for this length of time, this 

is the first study of cliff ground motion which can also classify the type of wave which generated it.  

Table 5-2. Groups of wave conditions based on incident wave data. 

 

 

 

Table 5-3. Categories of Hs, h, and T for each of the unique wave group conditions used for 
analysis of wave impact classification on the cliff. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Group Number Hs (m) h (m) T (s) 
1-64 0:0.5:4 0:0.5:4 3-8 
65-128 0:0.5:4 0:0.5:4 8-12 
129-192 0:0.5:4 0:0.5:4 12-20 

Group Number Hs (m) h (m) T (s) Group Number Hs (m) h (m) T (s) 

18 0.5-1 1-1.5 3-8 115 1-1.5 3-3.5 8-12 

34 0.5-1 2-2.5 3-8 121 0-0.5 3.5-4 8-12 

41 0-0.5 2.5-3 3-8 122 0.5-1 3.5-4 8-12 

42 0.5-1 2.5-3 3-8 128 3.5-4 3.5-4 8-12 

49 0-0.5 3-3.5 3-8 154 0.5-1 1.5-2 12-20 

50 0.5-1 3-3.5 3-8 155 1-1.5 1.5-2 12-20 

58 0.5-1 3.5-4 3-8 162 0.5-1 2-2.5 12-20 

90 0.5-1 1.5-2 8-12 163 1-1.5 2-2.5 12-20 

97 0-0.5 2-2.5 8-12 170 0.5-1 2.5-3 12-20 

98 0.5-1 2-2.5 8-12 171 1-1.5 2.5-3 12-20 

99 1-1.5 2-2.5 8-12 172 1.5-2 2.5-3 12-20 

105 0-0.5 2.5-3 8-12 178 0.5-1 3-3.5 12-20 

106 0.5-1 2.5-3 8-12 179 1-1.5 3-3.5 12-20 

107 1-1.5 2.5-3 8-12 180 1.5-2 3-3.5 12-20 

112 3.5-4 2.5-3 8-12 187 1-1.5 3.5-4 12-20 

113 0-0.5 3-3.5 8-12 188 1.5-2 3.5-4 12-20 

114 0.5-1 3-3.5 8-12 
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Table 5-4. Sample of data hours that were used for analysis of wave impacts from video record. 

Data Hour 
(UTC) 

Video Data 
Hour 

Group 
Number 

Peak 
Displacement 

(µm) 

Hs 
(m) 

Average h 
(m) 

Average 
T (s) 

Hs/h  

06-12-17 2:00 06-12-17 15:00 90 7.48E-05 0.7 1.58 11.8 0.44 
06-12-17 23:00 07-12-17 12:00 122 2.75E-05 0.6 3.71 11.8 0.16 
08-12-17 0:00 08-12-17 13:00 121 6.17 0.4 3.55 11.4 0.11 

09-12-17 18:00 10-12-17 7:00 18 2.71 0.9 1.37 5.4 0.66 
10-12-17 18:00 11-12-17 7:00 154 30.81 0.8 1.96 12.4 0.41 
11-12-17 3:00 11-12-17 16:00 178 423.30 0.9 3.07 12.4 0.29 

12-12-17 19:00 13-12-17 8:00 162 252.75 0.8 2.49 12.4 0.32 
13-12-17 18:00 14-12-17 7:00 114 298.05 0.8 3.03 11.5 0.26 
14-12-17 5:00 14-12-17 18:00 106 154.40 0.6 2.89 11.3 0.21 

15-12-17 18:00 16-12-17 7:00 41 30.97 0.4 2.88 4.4 0.14 
15-12-17 20:00 16-12-17 9:00 113 47.30 0.4 3.18 10.5 0.13 
15-12-17 21:00 16-12-17 10:00 105 37.26 0.4 2.86 10.5 0.14 
15-12-17 22:00 16-12-17 11:00 97 45.73 0.4 2.34 10.4 0.17 
18-12-17 22:00 19-12-17 11:00 50 508.95 0.8 3.33 6.4 0.24 
18-12-17 23:00 19-12-17 12:00 42 505.16 0.8 2.94 7.0 0.27 
19-12-17 0:00 19-12-17 13:00 34 310.52 0.9 2.34 7.2 0.38 

19-12-17 20:00 20-12-17 9:00 107 165.82 1.2 2.75 11.8 0.44 
19-12-17 23:00 20-12-17 12:00 115 354.53 1.0 3.21 11.7 0.31 
20-12-17 1:00 20-12-17 14:00 99 83.96 1.0 2.09 11.7 0.48 
21-12-17 1:00 21-12-17 14:00 98 84.02 0.7 2.47 10.5 0.28 

22-12-17 22:00 23-12-17 11:00 171 360.25 1.1 2.73 13.4 0.40 
23-12-17 1:00 23-12-17 14:00 179 763.87 1.0 3.01 13.4 0.33 
24-12-17 2:00 24-12-17 15:00 170 181.12 0.9 2.84 14.2 0.32 
25-12-17 4:00 25-12-17 17:00 163 138.75 1.1 2.25 13.0 0.49 

29-12-17 18:00 30-12-17 7:00 49 7.25 0.4 3.28 4.2 0.12 
31-12-17 19:00 01-01-18 8:00 187 734.40 1.4 3.56 15.1 0.39 
31-12-17 20:00 01-01-18 9:00 188 772.35 1.5 3.69 15.1 0.41 
31-12-17 21:00 01-01-18 10:00 180 1688.20 1.5 3.36 15.0 0.45 
31-12-17 22:00 01-01-18 11:00 172 380.74 1.6 2.71 14.9 0.59 
02-01-18 0:00 02-01-18 13:00 155 30.05 1.3 1.81 13.2 0.72 

03-01-18 22:00 04-01-18 11:00 58 399.74 0.9 3.90 6.1 0.23 
04-01-18 21:00 05-01-18 10:00 112 126.12 3.7 2.86 10.7 1.29 
04-01-18 23:00 05-01-18 12:00 128 495.99 3.7 3.83 10.6 0.97 
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The incident Hs was used to define wave groups, but the H and h from the PS2 on the beach in front of 

the cliff were used to extract the wave height and water depth for each impact. For clarity, the Hbeach 

and hbeach referred to in the coming sections are derived from the pressure sensor data (PS2), not the 

offshore data which is referred to as Hs and h. The range of wave conditions from the classified wave 

impacts for the 33 hours of data is illustrated in Figure 5-2. 87% of the impacts occur when the cliff toe 

water depth was between 1.2 m and 2.7 m. 74% of the impacts occurred when the wave height was 

between 0.25 m and 1.25 m. Only 8% of the impacts had a wave height greater than 1.75 m, with less 

than 2% of impacts greater than 2.5 m. 75% of the impacts occurred when the H/hbeach ratio was 

between 0.2 m and 0.8 m. Of the impacts with a H/hbeach ratio greater than 0.8 m, 48% had a ground 

displacement above 10 µm, whereas only 31% of the total impacts generated ground displacement 

above 10 µm. 

 Wave Class and Wave Conditions 
 The relationship between water depth and wave height had a strong control on the wave impact 

class, as this controls the location of the breakpoint relative to the cliff. The threshold of H/hbeach for 

wave breaking is also clearly illustrated (Figure 5-3). Only WC1 and WC2 occurred when the water 

depth was less than 1.1 m as this results in waves breaking well in front of the cliff. Similarly, unbroken 

waves only occur when the water is deep relative to the wave height (Figure 5-2). The majority (51%) 

Figure 5-2. The impact displacement of each classified wave impact for a) water depth; b) wave 
height; and c) H/hbeach ratio. 
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of breaking waves (WC3-WC6) occur as WC3, as this category encompasses a wider range of impacts 

than other types of breaking. Of the data classified, nearly half (~48%) of the impacts where unbroken 

or broken (WC1, WC2, WC7, WC8), whereas the remaining ~51% occur as breaking impacts (WC3 – 

WC6).  

There are also clear differences in the proportion of wave impact types over an hour depending 

on the wave conditions (Figure 5-4). The hours of data which have a high proportion of unbroken waves 

(WC7 and WC8) occur when the water depth is high relative to the wave height. Table 5-3 and 5-4 can 

be used here for reference of wave conditions by wave group. Most of these hours are in groups defined 

by a Hs 0-0.5 or 0.5-1 m, while the depth is above 2.5 m. If the wave height increases slightly, there are 

more WC7 waves in the hour, as seen between hours 121 and 122 (Figure 5-4). Hour 112 where all 

impacts were WC1 broken waves occurs when Hs is between 3.5-4 m with depth between 2.5-3 m 

making all waves break far from the cliff. Hours with a high proportion of WC3 and WC4 breaking 

impacts wave heights relative to water depths which allowed waves to break at the cliff. For example, 

hours 50, 90, 178, 179, 180 and 188 had water depths between 3-3.5 m and Hs between 0.5 m and 2 

m. Slight changes in the H/hbeach relationship will mean that a higher proportion of waves impacts which 

break directly onto the cliff (WC5). For example, hours 106 and 187 have Hs of 0.5-1 m and 1-1.5 m, 

Figure 5-3. a) Water depth and wave height taken from PS2 for each wave impact over the 33 
hour data sample. b) Pie chart showing the proportion of wave impact classes over the 33 data 
sample hours. 
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and h 2.5-3 m and 3.5 – 4 m respectively. Changes in the impact regime relative to H/h will be explored 

in the discussion.  

 Wave Class and Displacement 
Many of the WC1 impacts observed in the video produced impact displacement that were very 

low (<0.01um). These values were removed from the record. The WC1 impacts that produced them 

were very small waves that had completely broken and dissipated all their energy before reaching the 

cliff, resulting in little cliff response observed in the seismometer at the top of the cliff. This indicates 

that if the waves are small enough, the seismometer may not detect them as the cliff response is 

negligible. However, these waves were not common in the dataset, and only occurred when the water 

depth at the cliff toe was relatively deep, and the wave heights were small.  

Figure 5-4. Pie charts showing the proportion of wave class types for each data sample hour. 
The number above each chart refers to the wave group (see Table 5-4). The segments are 
coloured by the proportion of each of the 8 wave classes.  
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The wave class categorization provides a clear demarcation between breaking wave types as 

measured by peak cliff-top ground displacement (Figure 5-5). Breaking waves clearly drive higher 

ground displacement than broken and unbroken waves. The highest peak in displacement (1688 µm) 

was produced by a WC4 impact in which the wave breaks immediately before the cliff and traps a large 

gas pocket by the overturning wave. WC5 impacts have the highest variance in distribution as this class 

encompasses a range of gas pocket sizes which influences energy transfer into the cliff because it was 

observed in the video record that breaking could occur at the cliff and enclose different gas pocket 

sizes. The lowest displacement is produced at the ends of the spectrum by WC1 and WC8 impacts, 

which also have the smallest interquartile range; these impacts are relatively uniform. Other broken and 

unbroken impacts (WC2 and WC7) also produce low ground displacement values and have a smaller 

distribution relative to breaking waves. It is also apparent that the wave impacts that produce the highest 

ground displacement are relatively rare; 32% were greater than 10 µm and only 2 % were greater than 

100 µm. The highest ground displacement is always produced by breaking impact types. WC3 and 

WC4 also produce high ground displacement, with WC6 generating high displacement values as it has 

not dissipated any energy prior to reaching the cliff. These differences in relation to impact mechanics 

and kinematics, especially that of aeration effects will be explored in the discussion.  

Figure 5-5. Boxplots of the distribution of ground displacement for each wave impact class. a) 
includes outliers; b) excludes outliers to show detail. 
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 Wave Conditions and Displacement 
Previous research using cliff-top seismometry has shown that cliff ground displacement 

generally increases with wave height and water depth (e.g. Earlie et al., 2015; Vann Jones et al., 2015). 

An important feature of Figure 5-5 is that a clear pattern in peak ground displacement relates to wave 

impact class, rather than incident wave height or nearshore water depth. Very high impact peaks in 

Figure 5-6. The influence of wave height Hbeach and water depth hbeach on impact displacement 
for each classified wave. a) Shows all wave classes WC1-8; b) shows all wave classes WC1-WC8 
up to a maximum impact displacement of 200 um; c) shows displacement for broken waves; d) 
shows breaking waves; e) shows unbroken waves.  
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displacement were rare in the dataset (2% >100 µm), indicating that they are highly sensitive to specific 

conditions. Wave height and depth alone cannot predict the magnitude of ground displacement 

generated by the impact. This point is further demonstrated by Figure 5-6. The peak ground 

displacement across ~7,500 wave impacts occurred for a moderate incident wave height of 1.08 m and 

water depth of 1.86 m: this event is approximately in the middle of the point cluster shown in Figure 5-

6a. Figure 5-6 a and b indicate the presence of a window of H/h values through the variation in colour 

of the individual impacts. This window was found to be between the H/hbeach values of ~0.3 – 1.2 and 

are more likely to produce greater ground displacement during impact. Indeed, of the wave impacts that 

generated > 10 um of ground displacement, 84% of them had a H/h ratio between 0.3 – 1.2 m. For 

impact displacements > 100 um, the proportion is 88%. Of note, when impacts are sub-divided into 

broken, breaking or unbroken waves (Figure 5-6c-e), maximum wave height and water depth still have 

Figure 5-7. a) Impact displacement for each impact compared to the H/hbeach ratio for each wave 
class; and b) for only breaking wave classes (WC3-WC6). 
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little direct control on displacement. The highest impact displacement was because of a breaking wave, 

with breaking waves consistently producing higher ground displacement at impact. The mean 

displacement produced by broken (WC1 and WC2) and unbroken (WC7 and WC8) waves was 4.2 µm 

and 5.1 um respectively, whereas breaking wave impacts (WC3-WC6) had a mean displacement value 

of 25.8 um. There are also differences in the window of wave height and water depth depending on 

whether the wave is classified as broken, breaking or unbroken. There is a much wider range of 

displacement values for breaking waves than for broken or unbroken waves due to their dynamic nature. 

Unbroken waves occur only in deeper water which prevents them from breaking, whereas broken waves 

cannot be that high because they have already broken. 

The ratio of H/hbeach is used as a metric of where the wave breaks relative to the cliff. The 

different wave classes tend to group together due to the control of the breakpoint on impact type as 

represented by the H/hbeach value. The control of H/hbeach on impact displacement for each of the wave 

groups can be seen in Figure 5-7. Different wave classes also had similar impact displacement values, 

especially for broken and unbroken waves where there was less variability in the impact than for 

breaking waves. Breaking wave impacts had a greater spread in both the H/hbeach ratio that produced 

them, and in the displacement the impact generated. All types of breaking wave had the ability to 

generate high ground displacement values, WC4 and WC5 were more likely to produce greater ground 

motion. The mean impact displacement for WC4 and WC5 were 38.1 um and 35.6 um respectively, 

whilst the mean displacement for WC3 and WC6 were 20.5 um and 18.8 um respectively. WC4 and 

WC5 also generated higher maximum impact displacement than that of WC3 and WC6, producing peak 

displacements of 1688.2 µm and 772.4 µm, compared to 734.4 µm and 339.7 µm. 

 Influence of Wave Conditions on Wave Class  
The nature of the wave impact regime changes over a tidal cycle as water depth fluctuates. At 

low tide most impacts are from broken waves and drive relatively small ground displacements. As tidal 

stage increases, the mean and peak ground displacement also increases as the frequency of breaking 

impacts increases. Different wave impact types can also be produced within a short space of time 

because of rapid changes in water depth from turbulence and wave reflection at the cliff toe. The period 

of time in which the maximum ground displacement value was produced also observed broken and 

unbroken waves in the same hour (Figure 5-8c). At the start of this data period (1900-2030), most of 

the impacts occur as unbroken waves as the water is too deep to break. High tide occurs in the second 

hour of seismometer data (Figure 5-8c), which also sees an increase in Hs from 1.4 – 1.5 m, meaning 

that although the water is still deep and unbroken impacts are frequent, there are also some breaking 

impacts. As the tide falls between 2100-2200, but Hs remains at 1.5 m, breaking impacts continue at 

the cliff face, resulting in the high-magnitude peak in displacement (~21:35). As the tide continues to 

fall into the 4th hour, more broken wave impacts are produced as waves break further from the cliff 

face.  
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This control of the tide on wave impact regime is more easily identifiable when wave heights 

are lower. Figure 5-8 illustrates a period of time where the waves are relatively high ( Hs 1.4 – 1.6 m), 

creating a large amount of turbulence and reflection in the nearshore relative to calmer conditions which 

makes the resultant wave impacts more variable. Figure 5-9 shows a period of time where incident Hs 

is between 0.8 – 0.9 m. This results in more defined boundaries between dominant wave impact 

classes, as well as the impact displacement they generate. For the first hour (2200-2300),  a large 

proportion (47%) of impacts are unbroken as the tide is highest and water depth greatest: these impacts 

produce low impact ground motion. There are some breaking waves, and these increase frequency as 

the tide continues to fall. There is a small window (~35 minutes from 2325-0000) where WC6 impacts 

occur, following this the waves are mostly WC4 and WC3.The magnitude of displacement also 

decreases through time as the waves break slightly further from the cliff and the size of the entrapped 

gas pocket decreases between 2300 and 0100. At the end of the data period, most of the waves are 

Figure 5-8. Time series of ground displacement, water depth, and wave impact class over 4 
hours of consecutive data to show trend over a tidal cycle where Hs was between 1.4 – 1.6 m. 
The highest impact displacement occurred during this time. Note difference in y-axis scale 
between Figures 5-8, 5-9 and 5-10. 
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WC2 broken wave impacts with some WC1 impacts. These impacts are also low in impact displacement 

magnitude.  

When the wave conditions are very calm, breaking wave impacts are not as frequent as the 

waves are not high enough to break. Figure 5-10 illustrates a period of time where Hs was 0.4 m. It can 

be seen that the ground motion sensed by the seismometer is lowest at high tide when the water is 

deepest (2000-2100). The impacts are mostly from unbroken waves WC7 when the water is deepest. 

As the water depth falls either side of this, there is an increasing number of WC6 impacts which also 

occur for ~30-minute windows. The magnitude and proportion of WC6 increases with decreases in 

water depth. In the first hour, as the tide rises, WC2 broken waves start breaking at the cliff face (WC3 

and WC4 impacts). Further increases in depth, then produce WC6 (flip-through) impacts, with 

decreasing impact displacement as the wave breaking process begins closer and closer to the cliff and 

prevents the wave from shoaling and steepening. The same trend in WC6 frequency and magnitude 

Figure 5-9. Time series of ground displacement, water depth, and wave impact class over 3 
hours of consecutive data to show trend over a tidal cycle where the Hs was between 0.8 - 0.9 
m. Note difference in y-axis scale between Figures 5-8, 5-9 and 5-10. 
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occurs as the tide falls again. At the end of the data period, when water depth is lowest, broken waves 

start to become more common, with more WC1 and WC2 waves. 

 Summary 
This chapter described a comprehensive dataset of 7447 wave impacts against a coastal cliff. 

The dataset was collected by manually categorizing wave impact type from video observations. Wave 

impacts were divided into eight classes depending on the stage of wave transformation at the moment 

of impact. This was based on insights of the nature of wave impacts provided in the pilot study 

classification of nearly 1700 wave impacts over 8 hours of data (see Chapter 4) and grounded in the 

knowledge of wave impact kinematics from laboratory experiments and numerical modelling described 

in the engineering literature (see Chapter 2). This allowed for the development of a classification 

scheme based on wave breakpoint relative to the cliff, with further categoristion based on the amount 

of aeration in the wave at impact. The classification scheme was applied to 33 hours of video data 

Figure 5-10. Time series of ground displacement, water depth, and wave impact class over 4 
hours of data to show trend over a tidal cycle where the Hs was 0.4 m. Note difference in y-axis 
scale between Figures 5-8, 5-9 and 5-10. 
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covering a broad range of environmental conditions. In total, 7447 wave impacts were classified into 

one of eight categories. 

Following classification, the wave impacts were analysed to determine the main control on 

ground motion displacement generated by each impact individually. Similar to the results found in 

Chapter 4, the highest magnitude displacement was not produced by the largest waves or when the 

water was deepest. Instead, the wave breaking class was a better indicator of displacement magnitude. 

Breaking wave impacts (WC3-6) produced the highest ground motion compared to broken (WC1-WC2) 

and unbroken (WC7and WC8) impacts. There are clear wave impact regimes that occur for given wave 

conditions as the proportion of wave impact classes changes through time. Over the course of a tidal 

cycle, as the water depth changes, the dominant wave impact classes will vary, and as such so will the 

magnitude of displacement generated by the wave impact. Results within the engineering literature 

suggest that the observed variability within breaking, broken and unbroken impacts on the natural cliff 

was likely due to the amount of aeration in the wave impact from bubbles or the size of the gas pocket 

(e.g. Bredmose et al., 2009; Bullock et al., 2007; Kisacik, 1990). This topic is returned to in Chapter 7. 

Impact classification highlights the control on ground displacement magnitude, another way in which 

impact class influence cliff response is by the spectral properties of the energy transferred. Variation in 

energy density across the frequency spectra for each impact is thus explored in Chapter 6.  
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 Results 3 
 

Seismic Spectral Analysis of Individual Wave Impacts 

 

 Introduction 
The classification of 7447 individual wave impacts in Chapter 5 provided a unique opportunity 

to analyse the cliff response to individual wave impacts using the spectral properties of ground 

displacement measured by the cliff-top seismometer. This method of analysis provides insights into the 

frequency properties of the energy being transferred to the cliff via wave impact. In previous work, 

seismometers have been installed at cliff-tops to measure ground motion resulting from wave impacts 

on cliffs, and to infer energy transfer. However, attention has focussed on averaged hourly statistics, 

rather than ground motion measured at a wave-by-wave scale. This obscured any prospect of directly 

linking the cliff ground motion to specific wave processes because the influence of wave impact type 

could not be considered. It is therefore necessary to better constrain the nature of wave-cliff interaction 

at the scale of individual impacts in order to investigate the interplay between the frequency and 

magnitude of wave impact events. Are frequent, low magnitude impacts more important than rare, 

violent impacts in overall energy transfer from direct impacts of waves on the cliff?  

The results presented in this chapter offer a novel insight into the spectral signatures of 

individual wave impacts, including the control of both wave conditions and wave impact class. Spectral 

analysis was carried out to compare energy densities at different frequencies across the 8 wave impact 

classes. A CWT was applied to the ground motion generated by each wave impact. Following the 

convention from Chapter 5, the analysis carried out in this chapter has removed impact events that 

generated ground motion displacement < 0.01 µm.  The wavelet analysis provided peak frequency and 

magnitude for each wave impact, as well as the spectral properties of the energy that provided the 

spectral signatures characterised by the wave impact class. This allowed investigation into whether 

wave impact class was a better indicator of energy transfer from a wave than wave conditions (e.g. 

wave height). This chapter explores the question of whether energy transfer from wave to cliff depends 

on both wave impact type and total available incident energy, wherein the impact type determines the 

proportion of available energy that is transferred to the cliff.  

 Wave Class and Spectral Properties 
Laboratory studies have shown that different wave impact types transfer energy into structures 

through different mechanisms which dictate the impact pressure (Chan, 1994). This chapter analyses 

the spectral properties of wave impacts for different wave classes. Figure 6-1 shows the spectral 

signature of impacts from the same wave class. The Figure was compiled by extracting each wave 

impact from the seismometer record (within an 8 second window), reconstituting an artificial time series 

of wave impacts from the same wave class, and undertaking a power spectral density (PSD) analysis 

of the ground displacement time series. One hour of data is shown for each wave class. It is clear that 
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all wave impact classes had higher power in lower frequency bands of ground motion (Figure 6-1). The 

breaking wave classes (WC3-WC6) have a higher density of energy at low-mid frequencies than broken 

or unbroken wave classes. There is also a higher density of all frequencies for impact events that occur 

as breaking (WC3-WC6). WC4 and WC5 have the highest power density, especially at higher 

frequencies compared to other classes. It is also apparent that impacts within the same wave class can 

also vary in the distribution of energy at different frequencies as some impacts have higher energy at 

all frequencies compared to others, as there is spread in variation in the peak frequency and PSD within 

the same class.  

Figure 6-1. Spectrograms of all wave impacts within each wave class type. The signal 
for each class consists of an 8 second window in which the impact occurs.  
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 The wave impact energy density can also be visualized as a persistence spectrogram, which 

shows the percentage of time that a frequency is present in the signal (Figure 6-2). All wave classes 

have a similar pattern in where there is more power (higher shaking) at lower frequencies, with the 

highest peak in the low frequency range between 15-20 Hz for all wave classes. The end member wave 

classes (WC1 and WC8) have less spread in the power of different frequencies compared to other 

impact types, especially breaking wave classes (WC3 – WC6). Some impacts in the breaking classes, 

especially, WC4 and WC5, produce signals of energy that remains relatively high in persistence at all 

frequencies, and do not drop significantly in power at ~400 Hz as is common with most of the impacts. 

Figure 6-2. Spectrograms showing the persistence of a signal as a percentage of time 
that a given frequency is present at different frequencies for the 8 wave class types. 
Higher density percentages represent a greater persistence of that frequency in the 
signal. 
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This suggests that some impacts generated a signal at higher frequencies for a greater percentage of 

the time. These signals are more common in wave classes that can include a gas pocket. Wave impact 

classes that have little aeration (WC6 – WC8) have less persistence of low frequency, high power 

signals compared to WC1 – WC5, which have high aeration and higher persistence of low frequency, 

high power signals (particularly WC2 and WC3). Overall, the percentage of low frequency, high power 

signals decreases from WC1 to WC8 as there is less and less persistence of signals between 0 – 200 

Hz. There are also differences in the range of power observed for different wave classes: WC1 and 

WC8 have the lowest range followed by WC2 and WC7.  

Chapter 5 showed that the wave impact regime changes through a tidal cycle as the proportion 

of different wave classes varies with breakpoint distance owing to fluctuations in water depth. Three 

tidal cycles were analysed in Chapter 5 to illustrate how variation in impact regime occur due to differing 

wave conditions. Further analysis of these three tidal cycles reveals variation in PSD and persistence 

of different frequencies (Figure 6-3). The vertical spikes in high power, low frequency motion represent 

individual wave impacts. Impact events that produce higher power can be seen for large (Figure 6-3a), 

medium (b) and small waves (c). Larger waves (a) are associated with more impacts that have higher 

power, and this higher density occurs over a wider range of frequencies. These impact events can also 

Figure 6-3. Left: Spectrograms of the ground motion for the three tidal cycles analysed in 
Chapter 5. a) Hs = 1.4 – 1.6 m; b) Hs = 0.8 – 0.9 m; c) Hs = 0.4 m. The box in a) highlights the 
impact with the greatest ground motion in the dataset.  Right: Persistence spectrograms for the 
three tidal cycles analysed in Chapter 5. d) Hs = 1.4 – 1.6 m; e) Hs = 0.8 – 0.9 m; f) Hs = 0.4 m. 
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be seen in Figure 6-3b but are less common. Figure 6-3c has few of these high-power impacts, and 

they do not reach frequencies as high as Figure 6-3a and b. The impact that generated the largest 

ground motion in the dataset is indicated in Figure 6-3a (black box). This impact has the highest power 

at low frequencies (~0-20 Hz) but is present at all frequencies up to 250 Hz and the power density 

remains relatively high up to ~400 Hz. The persistence spectrograms also illustrate the difference in 

frequency-power for different wave impact regimes. Figure 6-3f has the lowest power for the 15-20 Hz 

frequency peak than Figure 6-3d and e. Figure 6-3d has more consistent persistence in low frequencies 

< 100 Hz compared to the other two tidal cycles. Interestingly, there are two instances of increased 

persistence density in Figure 6-3f at ~100 Hz which correspond to two distinct bumps in the frequency-

power persistence pattern.  

   

Figure 6-4. Peak magnitude and peak frequency of each of the classified wave impacts, 
coloured by wave class.  a) Shows peak frequency (Hz) on the y-axis; b) shows log peak 
frequency (Hz) on the y-axis.  
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 Wave Class and Energy Transfer 
Each of the 8-second displacement windows of the classified wave impacts was passed through 

a continuous 1D wavelet transform to identify isolated events in the signal in order to compare the 

spectral properties of the different impact classes. This provided peak frequency and peak magnitude 

values for each impact, as well as the impact displacement from the seismometer. The peak frequency 

is the maximum frequency reached by each wavelet, and the peak magnitude is the maximum relative 

magnitude of the wavelet. The wave class type plays an important role in the peak frequency and peak 

magnitude values obtained using the CWT method, as shown in Figure 6-4. Different wave classes are 

delineated by magnitude and high values of peak frequency. There is a transition as the peak magnitude 

increases from wave classes that are broken and unbroken (WC1 - WC2 and WC7 – WC8) to breaking 

impacts.  There is also a limit in the highest peak frequency for different wave classes which decreases 

from unbroken to broken to breaking impact types. As the peak magnitude increases, the maximum 

value that the peak frequency can achieve decreases. At high frequencies (> 100 Hz) the majority of 

impact events are breaking impacts, mainly WC3 and WC4, also possess a peak magnitude of > 100 

Figure 6-5. Boxplots of the peak frequency (Hz) of all the classified wave impacts for each 
wave class. a) Includes outliers; b) excludes outliers to show detail.  
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µm, with the exception of one WC2 and one WC7 impact. When plotted on a log scale, there is also 

two distinct groups of peak frequency which the impacts fall into either greater than or less than 35 Hz. 

Most of the impacts (61%) produce a peak frequency < 35 Hz. Of these, only 1.3 % of the impacts also 

have a magnitude > 100. The spread of the peak frequencies that each wave impact produced also 

differs by wave class.  

The maximum peak frequency that occurred from an impact during the study period for all wave 

classes is similar and between 120 Hz and 180 Hz (Figure 6-5a). The minimum and lower quartiles of 

peak frequency for all wave classes is approximately 10 Hz. WC2 and WC3 have the smallest range of 

peak frequency values, with most of the impacts falling under ~35 – 40 Hz with the exception of outliers 

(Figure 6-5b). Only WC2, WC3, and WC4 contain outliers in the boxplots suggesting that the higher 

peak frequency impacts are not as common for these classes. The upper-quartile range for these impact 

classes, followed by WC4, is also much lower than that of the other types. These impact types have the 

highest aeration from bubbles in the wave front relative to types with little to no aeration (WC1, WC6, 

Figure 6-6. Boxplots of the peak magnitude of all the classified wave impacts for each wave 
class. a) Includes outliers; b) excludes outliers to show detail. 
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WC7 and WC8) or a gas pocket with few bubbles (WC5). The median peak frequency is also lowest for 

classes with high aeration (WC2-WC4), or which have broken before impact and dissipated all wave 

energy WC1). WC5 to WC8 sees an increase in the median peak frequency to the maximum for WC8. 

WC6, WC7, and WC8 all have comparatively low aeration and vertical wave fronts. The highest peak 

frequency values are more common for WC8 (171 Hz), followed closely by WC5 (160 Hz). The peak 

frequency increases steadily between WC3 and WC8, indicating the frequency in which energy is 

transferred to the cliff differs between classes. These mechanism differences will be discussed in the 

context of impact types in Chapter 7.  

Figure 6-7. All spectral signatures from each wave impact in different wave groups 
(green). The composite average of all signatures within each wave class is overlain in 
blue. The signatures are normalised by the maximum spectral signature by wave 
class. 
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Figure 6-8.The composite spectral signature for each of the eight wave impact classes. top) 
Shows all eight classes; bottom) shows each individual class type at a narrower frequency range 
(x-limit) for detail.  
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Peak magnitude from each impact extracted from the CWT is also controlled by wave class type. 

The highest peak magnitude values are produced by breaking impacts WC4 and WC5, with the lowest 

at the ends of the spectrum from WC1 and WC8 impacts (Figure 6-6). The highest peak magnitude was 

produced by a WC4 impact (magnitude = 835) and is more than twice that of the second highest peak 

magnitude (magnitude = 403) which is also a WC4 (Figure 6-6a). The peak magnitude falls from WC4 

to both ends of the impact class spectrum, resulting in WC1 and WC8 producing the lowest maximum 

peak magnitude (10 and 32 respectively). The range of outlier values is also much greater for WC4 and 

decreases to both ends of the spectrum. It is apparent that impacts which produce high magnitude 

wavelet signals are rare in the dataset; only 3.2% of the impacts generated a peak magnitude in the 

CWT greater than 50. Removing the outliers (> 50) provides a clearer indication of the spread of the 

data (Figure 6-6b). The upper limit, upper quartile values, median and interquartile range of peak 

magnitude follow the same pattern; WC5 is highest followed by other breaking impacts, with WC4 being 

second highest. There are similar values between WC2 and WC7, as well as between WC1 and WC8 

which are lowest.  

 Wave Class Spectral Signatures 
The analytic wavelets also provide the frequency spectra produced by each impact event so that 

the spectral signatures of each wave class type can be analysed. The substantial variability in wave 

impact dynamics, even amongst wave classes, means that there is variability in the spectral signatures 

generated by an impact. However, the average signal may still be a useful tool to identify the dominant 

impact regime and to highlight any signals unique to a specific impact class. There are distinct 

differences in the average signature between class types, as well as variability within the class (Figure 

6-7). Relative to the peak in power at ~10 – 20 Hz, peaks at higher frequencies are of lower magnitude 

for all wave classes except for WC7.  The PSD for breaking wave classes is orders of magnitude higher 

than broken and unbroken impacts. WC4 impacts especially reach a peak of nearly 9 dB/Hz, compared 

to WC8 which reaches a maximum of 0.01 dB/Hz. 

A more detailed investigation of the differences in wave class impact signatures was provided by 

extracting and comparing the average of all impacts within each class (Figure 6-8). It is apparent that 

the majority of the energy is present within 10 – 30 Hz for all wave classes (Figure 6-8a). Looking at the 

spectral signatures of the 8 wave classes, there are noteworthy differences in the magnitude of the PSD 

values across the frequency spectrum. The peak PSD for WC4, for example, is close to 9 dB/Hz, 

whereas this is only just over 0.01 dB/Hz for WC8. The highest peaks in each signature occur at a 

similar frequency for WC1-WC5 and WC8, with a distinct double peak in the frequency at 15 Hz and 

17Hz. There are elevations in PSD at these locations for WC6 and WC7, but these peaks are not as 

high relative to other peaks in the signatures for these classes. Comparing the PSD peaks for all classes 

also demonstrates the higher energy for WC4 relative to all the other classes at all frequencies. The 

peaks at 21 Hz and 27 Hz for this impact class are more than twice the magnitude of the next highest 

peaks within the WC5 class. The breaking wave classes with gas pockets (WC3-WC5) all experience 

higher energy densities, especially between 10-20 Hz than the other classes.  
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There is extensive variation between the average spectral signature for different wave class 

types, but as much of this variation occurs within a narrow frequency range (10 – 30 Hz), it is beneficial 

to look at the spectral signatures separately (Figure 6-8b). The composite spectral signatures of the 

different wave classes are all variable from each other, even for wave classes which are similar in 

mechanism, for example WC3 and WC4. There are distinct peaks at certain frequencies which are 

common within an impact class type, and the frequency and relative PSD differ between classes. There 

is more variability in the signatures for WC1, WC7, and WC8 relative to the other classes. Only WC8 

has a peak in PSD at ~11 Hz. All classes have a peak in PSD at approximately 15 Hz, although this is 

much lower for WC6 and WC7. There is a second peak at ~17 Hz for all classes, but this also varies in 

magnitude compared to the first peak between classes. For some it is the same (WC2 and WC3), 

slightly higher for WC4 and WC5, slightly lower for WC1, and twice as high for WC6. This peak reaches 

the maximum PSD for each impact classes except for WC7 and WC8 where it is nearly half the 

maximum power.  

Figure 6-9. Boxplots of the sum of the frequencies generated by each wave impact event for the 
8 different wave impact classes. a) Shows outliers; b) excludes outliers to show detail.  
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WC1 is the only class with a peak in power at ~20 Hz. The other seven wave classes have a 

peak at ~21 Hz, but the magnitude of this ranges from ~0.005 – 0.25 dB/Hz. It increases between WC2 

to WC4 and decreases again between WC4 to WC6. It reaches maximum power for WC7. Another 

peak common to all wave impact classes occurs at ~27 Hz, also with variation between different types. 

This is the smallest peak in power for all wave classes except for WC. PSD is also elevated above 40 

Hz at a range of frequencies between 40-50 Hz for all the impact classes, especially apparent in WC8. 

This is much lower for WC3 and WC4.  

 Individual Wave Impact Energy Transfer 
There are instances in the dataset where wave impact events from different classes generate a 

similar response in the cliff ground motion, in that there is a similar overall energy transfer for wave 

impacts which belong to different impact types. This means that there are instances of broken or 

unbroken wave impacts that produce a similar ground motion response to breaking impacts in spectral 

terms. An estimation of the energy transferred to the cliff from each impact can be calculated by taking 

the integral across all frequencies from each impact wavelet. Figure 6-9 shows wave class plotted 

against the energy transferred to the cliff for each impact. This plot is similar to Figure 6-6, but differs in 

the sense that it shows total energy transfer across all frequencies, not just at the peak frequency. WC4 

and WC5 have greater energy than other wave impact classes, with the highest maximum values, upper 

limits, and median (Figure 6-9). The range in total power transfer is also higher for these impact classes. 

Comparing Figure 6-9a and b highlights the difference between the upper limits of all wave class 

boxplots and the maximum values of the outliers for each class. For all classes between WC2 and WC7, 

the maximum outlier is an order of magnitude higher than the upper limit for that class. The boxplots 

mirror each other either side of WC4 and WC5, so that WC3 and WC6, WC2 and WC7, and WC1 and 

WC8 display near-identical patterns in upper limit, upper quartile, and median values. The minimum 

values are similar for all impact classes, and the boxplots indicate there is overlap at the lower end of  

Figure 6-10. Examples of the spectral signatures for breaking impact classes (WC3-WC6) 
which produced a similar total energy transfer. Energy total for WC3 = 1.6 x103,  WC4 = 
1.7 x103,  WC5 = 1.7 x103,  WC3 = 1.7 x103. 
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Figure 6-11. Spectral signatures of wave impacts which produced similar total energy transfer 
and are of different wave class types between broken, breaking, and unbroken types. Total 
energy between WC3 and WC6 (breaking) classes are also included. 
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the energy transfer total. Also apparent in the scatter plot of all impact magnitudes (Figure 6-4) and in 

the outliers in the boxplot (Figure 6-9a) is that there are a small number of WC2 and WC7 impacts that 

can transfer energy similar to that of breaking wave impacts.  The highest energy transfer for a WC2 

impact, for example, is over 1800 dB/Hz, which is similar to a number of outliers within the breaking 

impact classes.  

Further investigation of breaking wave classes is provided in Figure 6-10. This plot shows the 

distribution of analytic wavelet energy at different frequencies for waves of different classes, but which 

resulted in similar values of energy transfer. It is interesting to observe that even though the cliff 

experiences similar total ground shaking across the different types of breaking wave impacts, the 

manner in which this occurs is quite different, at least as recorded by the spectral signature of energy 

transfer (Figure 6-10). The distribution of energy at different frequencies varies greatly, even though the 

total energy transfer is similar between the four impacts (1.6 - 1.7 x103).  

Individual impact events that generated a similar transfer of energy to the cliff in that the total 

values are adjacent in the dataset and are less than 1 dB/Hz different. Pairs of impacts that were more 

than two wave classes apart from each other were then extracted for comparison of the energy 

signature for impacts of different types that produced similar energy transfer (i.e. within 1 dB/Hz). All 

combinations of these impact pairs are shown in Figures 6-11 for the first instance of the pair that 

possessed the highest energy transfer.  Differences are apparent even within the same impact class as 

the resultant total energy transfer was different. There are interesting instances of pairs of impacts that 

would not be expected to produce a similar response. For instance, Figure 6-11 shows that in some 

instances (e.g. WC5 and WC8, and WC5 and WC1) broken and unbroken impacts can transfer similar 

energy to the cliff as a breaking wave with a gas pocket. These instances are not common in the dataset 

but does suggest that energy transfer also depends on the available energy of the wave prior to impact. 

Spectral signatures between broken and unbroken classes are also substantially different for wave pairs 

that transferred similar energy (Figure 6-11). The energy density at different frequencies vary between 

these impact types due to the mechanism of the impact event. 

  Summary 
Spectrograms of energy across the frequencies show that the different wave classes transfer 

energy to the cliff in different ways. The variation occurs both in regard to energy distribution across 

frequencies (e.g. more energy at higher frequencies in WC4 and WC5), and in the persistence of the 

frequency signals (e.g. high frequency signals persist longer for breaking wave classes). No wave 

height metrics were used to group the PSD, only wave class. Spectrograms show that class itself 

(breaking wave classes) influences the amount of energy transferred to the cliff and the frequency this 

occurs at. Persistence spectrograms indicate a similar pattern in signal above ~200 Hz. This may 

represent the natural frequency of the cliff motion from the hydrostatic loading of all direct wave-cliff 

impacts. When looking at the change in PSD over a tidal cycle in the spikes in the PSD observed in 

spectrograms can be attributed to each impact, the time period which had more frequent violent 

breaking impacts had higher energy transfer than the other two examples.  
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No previous study has analysed the spectral properties of cliff ground motion induced by individual 

wave impacts. This Chapter provides a first demonstration of the way that CWT can be used to unveil 

interesting attributes of the spectral signatures produced by each impact. Firstly, the peak frequency 

and magnitude of the wavelets are markedly different between classes. Differences in these parameters 

indicate the different ways wave impact types interact with the cliff. Peak frequency shows WC8 has 

the highest median peak frequency of all the wave classes. There is a steady increase of the median 

peak frequency between WC3 to WC8, which also points toward a difference in mechanism in the 

interaction that occurs. Spectral signatures show common modes of energy transfer between classes. 

Despite variability, spectral signatures provide a useful tool to understand energy transfer differences 

and for identifying wave classes in seismic signals. The combination of peak frequency, peak 

magnitude, and distribution of the two can be used to interpret the signal of wave impact type, at least 

between different broad types of impact (broken, breaking, and unbroken). The integrated sum of the 

energy transfer from each wave impact is a function of impact class. Violent breaking impacts (WC4 

and WC5) are noticeably higher indicating that impacts of these types are more efficient in transferring 

energy. There can be wave impacts of broken and unbroken class that are capable of transferring as 

much energy as a breaking impact. This is likely a function of the incident available energy prior to 

impact. A broken wave during a storm that dissipates a high proportion of energy prior to impact could 

have the same total energy as a small breaking wave that is more efficient in transferring all of the 

available energy.  
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 Discussion 
Parts of this chapter (7.2, 7.3.1) are a modified reproduction of a journal article (Thompson et al., 2019) 

investigating wave height and cliff ground motion.   

Citation: Thompson, C. F., Young, A. P., and Dickson, M. E. (2019) Wave impacts on coastal cliffs: Do 

bigger waves drive greater ground motion?. Earth Surf. Process. Landforms, 44: 2849– 2860. 

https://doi.org/10.1002/esp.4712. 

 

 Introduction 
The methodology developed in this research provided data to support analyses at the scale of 

an individual wave impact and determine the influence of wave impact type on cliff ground motion. 

Synchronised measurements from video camera, cliff-top seismometers, and cliff-toe wave gauges 

provided an extensive dataset of ~7500 wave impacts with associated wave height, water depth, and 

cliff ground motion. The control of wave impact type (i.e. the stage of wave transformation at the moment 

the wave reaches the cliff) was a central focus of the results chapters (Chapters 4-6), because an 

extensive engineering literature has shown that impact type is a fundamental control of wave forcing on 

vertical structures (Chapter 2). This discussion chapter considers how differences in wave impact force 

might contribute to cliff erosion dynamics. Very little research has been conducted by geomorphologists 

on this topic, but the discussion is conceptually similar to engineering investigations of how wave 

impacts can affect coastal structures.  

 Identification of Individual Wave Impacts 
 Chapter 4 showed that (i) individual wave impacts generate identifiable cliff top ground motion 

in discrete events, and (ii) that similar waves can produce very different ground motion even within a 

small window of time (45-minutes). Peaks in the cliff motion above background noise at Taranaki and 

California were shown to be the result of direct wave impacts. Each peak in the seismic signal 

corresponded with an impact observed in the video, although the magnitude of the peak and duration 

of the ground motion depended on the nature of impact. The indication from the San Diego dataset was 

that variability may be the result of the nature of wave-cliff interaction rather than wave height or water 

depth. The use of video confirmed that wave impacts generated peaks in the ground motion and 

enabled categorisation of impact type.  

Results from this thesis highlight the importance of having a visual record of wave impacts for 

studies attempting to understand cliff ground motion signals generated by individual wave impacts. 

Ground response can be highly variable from one wave impact to another, despite apparently similar 

incident wave conditions. In addition, video observations confirm that the cliff-top seismometer detected 

impacts >10 meters alongshore from the primary impact zone where the seismometer was located. 

Caution should therefore be used when interpreting a seismic record without the aid of video data, 

because the seismic signal incorporates ground motion generated from large waves breaking in the 

nearshore, as well as near-continuous impacts alongshore. In this thesis the video observation record 
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made it possible to remove these sources of noise within the seismic record and it would not have been 

possible to correctly analyse the seismic signal without this visual guide. No previous seismic study of 

cliff ground motion from wave impacts has used video to look at individual wave impacts at this scale.  

Results from the thesis are consistent with many other studies in that the mean hourly cliff 

ground motion generally increases with Hs and tidal stage, reaching a maximum at high tide during the 

highest wave conditions (e.g. Earlie et al., 2015; Vann Jones et al., 2015; Young et al., 2013; 2016). 

However, the results from this thesis demonstrate that mean hourly ground-motion metrics, which have 

been used in many prior studies, smooth the short-term dynamics of wave-cliff interaction, especially 

the influence of wave impact regime. By observing individual wave impacts with video and concomitant 

seismic response, this thesis highlights the influence of wave impact type on the peak ground motion 

magnitude. The use of average statistics or incident wave conditions meant it was difficult to 

categorically link the cliff response to the wave forcing from direct impacts. The 30-day study at Onaero 

Bay, New Zealand provided a detailed dataset that allowed investigation into cliff ground motion in 

response to a wide range of wave conditions.  

A range of wave conditions were captured over the study period. Several prior studies have 

recorded highest cliff-top ground motion when incident Hs was highest (e.g. Earlie et al., 2015; Dickson 

& Pentney, 2009; Norman et al., 2013 Vann Jones et al., 2015; Young et al., 2013; 2016). Mean ground 

motion and peak ground motion did not follow the same pattern in relation to the incident wave 

conditions. A positive linear correlation between Hs and Vmean was detected, but Vpeak did not increase 

with Hs, owing to the influence of different wave impact types on the peak ground shaking magnitude 

(Figure 4-5). The hours of highest Vmean, therefore, do not coincide with the highest hours of Vpeak values. 

Vmean increases with Hs and water depth reaching maximum levels during the high-tide of the storm. In 

contrast, maximum Vpeak is highest during moderate Hs and intermediate water depth conditions. The 

greatest peak ground motion impacts were not controlled by incident wave conditions. Variation in 

ground motion between successive wave impacts was the result of complexity in the surfzone. As the 

breakpoint which controls impact type is highly sensitive to small fluctuations in water depth, reflection 

and interaction with reflected waves meant that nominally identical waves (by height and depth) could 

result in different impact types. Future studies of the erosive potential of individual wave impacts on 

cliffs should therefore consider impact peak velocities as a potential indicator of peak energy transfer, 

alongside other potential indicators (e.g. forcing over the total impact duration).  

Higher Vpeak is due to breaking wave impacts during ‘moderate’ Hs values for which the Hs/h ratio 

facilitates breaking at the cliff toe. Observations of individual wave impacts from Taranaki show breaking 

waves generate highest Vimpact compared to broken or unbroken impacts (see Figure 4-6), consistent 

with physical modelling experiments which have shown that violent breaking waves generate the largest 

impact pressures (e.g. Oumeraci et al., 1993; Hull & Müller, 2002; Peregrine, 2003; Bullock et al., 2007; 

Bredmose et al., 2009b; Kisacik et al., 2012; Kisacik et al., 2017). Wave transformation prior to impact 

depends on the Hs/h ratio (breakpoint) so that when Hs and Hs/h are high, waves break prior to reaching 

the cliff resulting in low peak ground motion velocities. During hours a to e (see Figure 4-6), the incident 

Hs/h values were 0.30 – 0.42, and breaking impacts occurred, whereas, during the storm the incident 
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Hs/h was much higher (1.50) and no breaking impacts were observed. This relationship is supported by 

three consecutive hours of data (c to e) in which a slight increase in incident Hs (c to d) coincides with 

an increase in median breaking Vimpact. As incident Hs remains at 1.5 m and the water depth falls from 

hour d to e, median breaking Vimpact increases again, with Vpeak 3.7 times greater in hour e than d. This 

implies that the process of energy transfer to the cliff is influenced by the amount of energy available, 

shoaling processes, and wave impact type.   

 Wave Impact Types  
The lack of correlation between peak ground motion and incident wave conditions identified in 

Chapter 4 suggested that the wave impact type was a key control on variation in Vpeak. The initial 

classification carried out in Chapter 4 intro broken, breaking, and unbroken impact types indicated that 

the difference in impact mechanism led to variation in ground motion. This analysis was carried out to 

determine if impact type, rather than wave height has potential to be a useful proxy for peak ground 

motion magnitude.  

7.3.1 Wave Impact Classification 
Overall, breaking wave impacts occurred less frequently but generated the highest Vpeak 

magnitudes highlighting their potential importance in understanding cliff erosion processes. Averaged 

metrics neglect the importance of short duration, high magnitude events, and more robust analysis 

should include an individual wave scale and wave impact type. Additional research is needed to assess 

how rare high magnitude cliff impacts affect cliff erosion processes compared to the more numerous 

lower magnitude wave impacts. Nevertheless, it is important to establish what wave conditions produce 

the large peak ground motion velocities (Vann Jones et al., 2015). It is also important to consider how 

future changes in sea level and wave climate will alter the wave impact regime acting on cliffs. The 

results show that high-magnitude peaks in cliff ground motion from breaking wave impacts require quite 

specific wave and tide conditions. Changes in future water levels could result in a higher proportion of 

breaking waves, potentially driving higher erosion rates. However, at some sites water depths may 

become too deep and a greater proportion of wave energy may be reflected (unbroken waves). At the 

Taranaki field site, there is a decrease in Vpeak during transition to high tide levels because more waves 

are reflected at higher water levels. Similarly, during the storm (Hour f, Figure 4-4), all waves broke prior 

to reaching the cliff and resulted in relatively low-magnitude Vimpact. 

At the individual wave scale, wave impact type is a better indicator of peak energy transfer to 

cliffs. This is possibly related to gas pockets and aeration in the wave which generates a rapid pressure 

change in cliff face discontinuities (Trenhaile & Kanyaya, 2007). Physical and numerical modelling 

experiments of wave impact pressures on coastal structures have demonstrated that breaking or near-

breaking impacts which trap a gas pocket produce the highest peak impact pressures, whereas aeration 

(gas bubbles) in the impact act to reduce impact pressures through cushioning (e.g. Bredmose et al., 

2015). Bullock et al., (2007) showed that small gas pocket (low aeration) impacts produce the highest 

peak pressure but of short duration, while high aeration impacts had less extreme peak pressures but 

a longer rise time and the pressure is applied over a larger area. Similarly, Guilcher et al., (2013) used 

a numerical model to simulate wave impacts and found that the biggest difference in impact loading 
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was related to gas cavities; the smaller the trapped gas pocket, the larger and quicker the compression. 

These differences are consistent with our observations of the variation in Vimpact in Chapter 4 between 

impact types on the cliff: breaking impact with a trapped gas pocket (Figure 4-4 - 7) has the highest and 

fastest rise to Vimpact, and shortest duration, whereas the aerated broken impact was smaller, but the 

impact event lasted longer (Figure 4-4 - 8). For these examples, taken from the same hour of data, with 

similar incident wave conditions, Vimpact is still highly variable between wave impacts due to the impact 

type. 

7.3.2 Development of Impact Classification 
The rock coast literature has generally only considered three types of wave: breaking, broken, 

and unbroken (Sunamura, 1992; Trenhaile, 1987). Numerical models of rock coast evolution are 

similarly constrained (e.g. Matsumoto et al., 2016; Trenhaile, 2000; Walkden & Hall, 2005). In contrast, 

the engineering literature has established there is a strong control in the type of breaking impact in the 

shape that a wave makes when interacting with a vertical wall (e.g. Bredmose et al., 2009; Bullock et 

al., 2007; Hattori et al., 1994; Guilcher et al., 2013; Hull & Müller, 2002; Oumeraci et al., 1993). Following 

the convention of wave impact classification in engineering literature, categories of impact type were 

distinguished by aeration. Drawing on this knowledge and from the results found in data analysis in 

Chapter 4 wherein impacts were classes as broken, breaking, or unbroken, a classification scheme of 

eight impact types was developed. Focusing on aeration (gas pocket size and amount of bubbles), 

whether the wave-front was near-vertical, and energy dissipation, combined with the stage of wave 

transformation at the moment of impact, the eight categories were defined.  This resulted in two types 

of broken and unbroken impacts respectively, and four types of breaking, a diagram of which is 

illustrated in Figure 5-1. To comprehensively assess the application of this classification scheme, a 

large dataset of classified wave impacts was developed. The difference between high- and low-aeration 

impacts was manually (visually) assessed by the size of the pocket of air trapped between the 

overturning wave and the wall.  

Although the wave class categories can be clearly defined, there will inherently be overlap 

between classes of the same broad type (broken, breaking, or unbroken), and there is no clear 

boundary between similar classes, such as between WC3 and WC4. A wave impact could fall into two 

adjacent categories from its characteristics so there will always be scatter in the dataset. The dominant 

characteristics of the impact were the focus of the categorization, and the number of impacts classified 

meant that interpretation of the influence of impact type is still meaningful. Being the first classification 

of impact types beyond broken, breaking, and unbroken for cliffed coasts, there is value in categorizing 

wave type at this scale as the dataset reveals the influence of subtypes of broken, breaking and 

unbroken impacts. There is variability in the data amongst classes, but the overall message is clear in 

showing the influence of impact type, rather than solely incident wave conditions on cliff ground motion. 

The hours of data selected for impact classification provided a database which spanned the 

breadth of wave conditions that occurred over the month-long study period. This meant that the wave 

impacts and cliff ground motion for both calm and extreme conditions, and all conditions in between 

(see Table 5-3). The dependency of impact type on breakpoint location relative to the cliff resulted in 
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the presence of all wave impact classes as water depth at the cliff toe and wave height changed. For 

some hours, only one wave class occurred for every impact, whereas some hours had seven of the 

eight classes occur (WC2 – WC8). The different impact classes (apart from WC1) also could be 

produced under variable wave conditions, which allows comparison of ground motion from the same 

impact types with different available energy, as well as between different impact types with the same 

available energy.  

7.3.3 Proportion of Impact Classes 
The H/h ratio is a well-known ratio in coastal science: depth limitation on wave height has long 

been established as a fundamental control on surf zone energy dissipation (e.g. Banner & Peregrine, 

1993; Battjes, 1988; Komar & Gaughan, 1972; Thornton & Guza, 1983). This thesis confirms that the 

ratio is also of primary importance for understanding wave energy delivery to rock coasts, because even 

very small changes in this ratio influences the wave breakpoint relative to the cliff face, and therefore 

energy transfer into the cliff. Within the dataset analysed, the wave impact regime changes as H/h 

changes, both in short spans of time over a tidal cycle, and because of larger differences in incident 

wave height. In addition, changes in water depth occur as a result of variation in beach elevation, which 

creates periods of both deeper and shallower water. During the observation period at Onaero Bay, the 

study site was primed for breaking impacts, because under most incident wave conditions there is a 

point during the tidal cycle (often either side of high tide) at which the H/hbeach ratio at the cliff toe 

facilitates breaking. As can be seen in Figure 5-3, about half (51%) of all the wave impacts in the dataset 

were breaking (WC3-WC6).  

It is also important to consider that changes in incident wave conditions will also influence the 

common impact regimes. If currently during storms, the wave impacts all occur as broken impacts as 

the wave heights are high enough to prevent breaking at the cliff, increases in water depth may alter 

the impact regime under extreme events. For example, in the Onaero Bay dataset, this pattern can be 

observed between two hours during the large storm at the end of the study period. One hour on January 

4th, 2018 (wave group = 112) had completely broken impacts (WC1) from 10 am – 11am, but one hour 

later (wave group, from 12 pm – 1pm) there were mostly breaking impacts of WC3 – WC6 and ~25% 

unbroken (WC7) impacts (see Table 5-4). The Hs for both hours was 3.7 m, however, the average water 

depth over the hour increased from 2.86 m to 3.83 m, thus allowing wave breaking to occur at the cliff 

face. This sensitivity to impact regime under extreme wave conditions will depend on how water depth 

at the cliff may change in the future, as well as whether wave storminess will increase, and as such will 

depend on the current and future site-specific conditions. In this sense, it is important to determine 

areas that are more vulnerable to these changes of water depth on dominant impact regimes in the 

future. Essentially, the use of statistically determining the current impact regime in order to identify areas 

where the H/h ratio will facilitate an increase in proportion of breaking impact types. 

7.3.4 Impact Class and Ground Motion 
The impact displacement generated by each wave impact indicates a strong control of wave 

class on peak displacement values. The highest peaks in ground motion displacement were produced 

by breaking waves, with the highest occurring as WC4 and WC5. The maximum peak displacement in 
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the dataset was a WC4 impact. In general, between WC3 to WC5 the median and upper limits of the 

peak displacement increase (see Figure 5-5) as the size of the gas pocket entrapped by the impact 

increases. WC3 impacts do not enclose a gas pocket, but there is a high amount of aeration in the wave 

front and the wave has broken immediately before reaching the cliff and has not dissipated any energy 

prior to impact. WC4 and WC5 both entrap a gas pocket by the overturning wave. For WC4, this gas 

pocket is enclosed by the plunging breaking wave immediately before impact and this gas pocket is 

compressed by the wave. For WC5 impacts, this gas pocket is trapped between the overturning wave 

and the cliff face itself before compression. The high peaks in ground displacement can be attributed 

to the compression of this gas pocket. This conclusion is supported by data from laboratory 

experiments. Chan & Melville (1988) investigated wave pressures on a vertical wall from plunging 

waves in deep water and found that different impact pressures could be generated by waves with 

identical incident wave heights due to different dynamics in the trapped air. In this thesis, high peaks in 

ground motion were only generated by breaking waves. Breaking wave impacts sometimes produced 

small displacement values, but broken and unbroken impacts never generated the very high peaks 

associated with breaking impacts.  

Compression of a gas pocket is clearly an important control on energy transfer from wave to 

cliff. The size of the gas pocket is influential, as larger gas pockets have more of a cushioning affect 

than thin lenses of air. For the highest 1% of impact displacement peaks, 64% were WC4 and WC5 

(32% each), 27% were WC3, and 3% were unbroken or broken impacts (WC1-WC2, WC7-WC8). This 

has been found in numerous engineering studies using physical model experiments and measuring the 

impact pressure generated by waves of different gas pocket size (e.g. Bullock et al., 2007; Bredmose 

et al., 2009; Bradner et al., 2011; Bredmose et al., 2015). Bullock et al., (2007) found that small gas 

pocket (low-aeration) impacts were dramatic and caused a crack sound and caused the modelled wall 

and caisson to vibrate. Impacts with a larger gas pocket still had high peak pressures, but these were 

less extreme than small gas pocket impacts (Bullock et al., 2007). Similarly, Bredmose et al., (2015) 

found that increased aeration led to a reduction in both the maximum pressure from cushioning. Using 

a numerical model, Guilcher et al., (2013) found that impact pressures from different breaking wave 

impacts depended on the size of the air entrapment; the smaller the gas pocket, the larger and quicker 

the compression. As such, the variable sizes of gas pockets in the dataset results in some impacts 

involving more cushioning so there is a range of peaks in ground motion that WC4 and WC5 impacts 

generated.  

Looking at the impact regime through time over a tidal cycle also illustrates the influence of air 

entrapment in the wave impact through the greater likelihood of gas pocket compression elevating 

ground displacement magnitude (see Figures 5-8 to 5-10). When conditions are relatively stormy (Hs = 

1.4 – 1.5 m), there is more gas pocket type impacts (WC4 and WC5) than the other tidal cycle examples. 

This results in higher peak displacement values. For calmer conditions (e.g. Hs = 0.8 – 0.9 m and Hs = 

0.4 m), the differences in displacement generated by different wave classes are more clearly delineated. 

There are clear boundaries in peak displacement values that a wave impact within a certain class can 
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produce (see Figure 5-9 and 5-10). This is due to the amount of aeration in the wave impact being more 

dependent on the wave class type, rather than bubbles and turbulence from stormy conditions.  

Flip-through impacts (WC6) do not entrap a gas pocket when impacting the cliff, but WC6 impacts 

still produced high peaks in displacement. The rapid focusing of both the crest and trough of the wave 

in flip-through concentrates most of the impact force to a small part of the cliff and prevents air 

entrapment (Bredmose et al., 2015). Some previous work has found flip-through impacts to produce 

the largest forces on a wall in flume experiments (e.g. Hofland et al., 2011). Larroque et al., (2018) also 

measured impact pressures on a breakwater and assumed that very short and intense peaks in the 

measured impact pressures were from flip-through impacts. At Onaero Bay, the flip-through impacts 

that did occur had the capacity to generate relatively high ground motion displacement, but not as large 

as WC4 or WC5.  Analyses of close to 7500 wave impacts showed that for the largest 2% of impacts 

(above 100 µm), 7% were flip through, 34% were WC3, 31% WC4, and 28% were WC5. These 

observations show that while flip-through impacts can generate high impact pressures, they are not the 

dominant class of wave driving high impacts. A similar conclusion was reached by Hofland et al., (2011), 

who only rarely (6%) observed flip-through impacts in a laboratory experiment in a random wave field.  

WC3 impacts have broken immediately before reaching the cliff. In this sense, there is no 

enclosed gas pocket, but the amount of turbulence and air bubbles in the wave front is important for 

impact pressure. Ramachandran (2016) looked specifically at loading from broken waves on a wall in 

a large-scale physical model experiment. They found that broken wave impacts involved high 

turbulence and entrained air, with the initial peak pressure controlled by the thickness of the wave front 

and the amount of entrained air, as well as wave front velocity. The waves described by Ramachandran 

(2016) are more similar to WC3 broken waves than WC2 or WC1 broken waves, because WC3 impacts 

have a high wave front velocity, turbulence, and amount of entrained air relative to broken waves. 

Hence, WC3 impacts allow high peaks in ground displacement (e.g. Figure 5-5) whereas WC2 impacts 

have fully broken by impact, and therefore have less turbulence, aeration, and velocity relative to WC3. 

However, during storm conditions, broken waves did have higher aeration and turbulence, which 

facilitated greater displacement values than WC2 in non-storm conditions.  

Small displacement values result from WC8, because the waves slosh up against the cliff as they 

are too low (relative to water depth) to break and have lower pressure spikes (Bullock et al., 2007). 

Clapotis is a phenomenon wherein a wave reflected by a wall interacts with an incoming wave to create 

a non-breaking standing wave. The term ‘clapotis gaufre’ refers to the diamond-like pattern of standing 

wave crests, and Trenhaile (1987) suggested that these waves have the potential to cause erosion on 

a cliff face. There were no instances of the formation of clapotis within the video data analysed in this 

research. Theoretically, clapotis requires no wave-bottom interaction (i.e. deep water), the wave 

approach to be diagonally at a 45-degree angle to the wall, and the reflected and incoming waves to be 

exactly in-phase (Silvester, 1974). In engineering, breaking or partial clapotis can refer to wave breaking 

induced by the interaction of incoming and reflected waves that induces wave breaking, rather than 

from the water depth (Oumeraci & Partenscky, 1992).These conditions would be rare in a natural wave 

field in the presence of a cliff which is rarely uniformly vertical, especially for a non-plunging type cliff. 
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The phase of incoming and reflected waves would also need to exactly align and be reflected at the 

necessary angle to produce a standing wave. Clapotis did not occur within the dataset of ~7500 waves 

observed for this thesis. 

 Wave Energy Transfer 
Studies of energy transfer from wave forcing on coastal cliffs using seismometers have previously 

focused on metrics such as hourly incident wave energy and the resulting cliff ground motion (e.g. 

Adams et al., 2002; Dickson & Pentney, 2012; Earlie et al., 2015; Norman et al., 2013; Vann Jones et 

al., 2015; Young et al., 2016). No previous study has considered the spectral characteristics of the 

impact of individual waves on rock coastal cliffs. Changes in PSD through time have been related to Hs 

and tidal modulated water depth, but it remained difficult to link cliff ground response to changes in 

wave forcing. Young et al., (2016) explored different metrics of wave-cliff interaction and found that 

increased seismic energy was strongly correlated with water depth at the cliff toe, alongside Hs at the 

cliff toe and the duration of wave impact. Earlie et al., (2018) also found that wave energy delivery to a 

cliff in Cornwall, UK, was dependent on incident wave conditions, cliff toe water depth, and the 

morphology of the beach fronting the cliff. In that study, the beach slope, elevation, and volume all 

influenced breaking patterns and energy dissipation prior to impact. It was concluded that short term 

processes were influential in determining the episodic nature of cliff failure (Earlie et al., 2018). 

Analysing high frequency ground motion generated by individual impacts can provide some insight into 

the influence of wave impact class on power density at different frequencies.  

7.4.1 Frequency and PSD  
Spectrograms of the wave power at different frequencies (Figure 6-1) show general patterns of 

energy density unique to each wave class, particularly when comparing the categories of broken, 

breaking, and unbroken wave impacts. Breaking impacts, especially WC4 and WC5, have higher power 

than broken or unbroken impacts at all frequencies, particularly <200 Hz. In contrast, WC1 and WC8 

(completely broken and completely unbroken) have the least energy at all frequencies. Over a tidal 

cycle, the increased power across all frequencies up to ~400 Hz is apparent from breaking wave 

impacts in comparison to other impacts. The wave impact that generated the highest ground 

displacement over the study period is highlighted in Figure 6-3, and has the highest power at low 

frequencies, with consistently higher power up to 400 Hz. Although, this is not consistent for all breaking 

impacts, where some impacts only have increased power up to ~ 200 Hz. This indicates that breaking 

waves transfer more energy overall and are able to transfer energy at higher frequencies than broken 

or unbroken wave impacts.  

The duration that different frequencies persist in the ground motion signal varies between wave 

classes (Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4). Previous experiments of wave impacts on vertical structures have 

found a similar pattern in the duration of impact pressure peaks for different types of impacts (e.g. 

Weggel & Maxwell, 1970). Bullock et al., (2007) compared the pressure spike for different breaking 

types and found that breaking waves with a small gas pocket (as can be involved in WC4 and WC5) 

created a pressure spike that was high and of short duration compared to waves with a larger gas 

pocket. An assessment of wave impacts using numerical models to investigate the development of 
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pressure and flow fields at three timescales was carried out by integrating Navier-Stokes equations in 

Eulerian and Langrangian approaches (Carratelli et al., 2016). Results highlighted a phenomenon that 

occurred at ‘very short’ timescales where a pressure wave develops and propagates with high speed, 

similar to a classic water hammer (Carratelli et al., 2016). A pressure front is generated at impact along 

the wall that travels with its own celerity; the free surface allows pressure wave of the opposite sign to 

develop and move downward from the impact site (Carratelli et al., 2018). These ‘very short’ timescales 

had not previously been revealed in wave tank experiments as they are shorter than the tenths of 

seconds sampling period of pressure transducers (Carratelli et al., 2018). Dentale et al., (2017) 

undertook a numerical evaluation of wave forces applied to a vertical structure using Reynolds 

Averaged Navier-Stokes and Volume of Fluid models, finding that high magnitude, short duration peaks. 

In this work, wave heights of 1 m created a higher total force than 2 m high waves, because bigger 

waves break before the wall. The sampling rate used by the seismometer for the analysis in Chapter 5 

and Chapter 6 was 1000 Hz, so it is possible that these very short duration pressure peaks exist within 

the dataset.  

Collectively, wave tank and numerical modelling studies indicate that high peak pressures occur 

with a short duration, whereas aerated breaking waves have lower peak pressures, but pressure is 

applied over a longer duration and a larger portion of the structure (Bullock et al., 2007; Ramachandran, 

2016. Moreover, Bullock et al., (2007) advise that multiple classes of wave impact may be important for 

damage to structures. This conceptual model can be applied to a cliff setting where breaking waves 

with a large gas pocket (high aeration) (i.e. WC3 and WC4) generally produce lower peak displacement 

than WC3 impacts, but are more frequent in the dataset. High magnitude impact pressures of a short 

duration were also found by Kirkgoz (1990; 1991; 1995) in a laboratory experiment. However, these 

impact forces from breaking waves were considered to only have a minor and local influence on the 

wall, whereas impacts which last longer should also be considered as important even though the impact 

forces are lower (Kirkgoz, 1990; 1991; 1995). The very short duration impact pressures were not 

considered to be able to cause structural damage to a vertical wall as the wall can only respond to a 

maximum limit, but this may not be true of a natural cliff setting. For example, Weggel & Maxwell (1970) 

compared impact pressures of breaking waves using pressure transducers in a wave tank and suggest 

that high impact pressure of short duration which are highly localized may be important for stability of 

vertical structures such as breakwaters or seawalls.  

7.4.2 Spectral Signatures 
Wavelet analysis of all the wave impact events indicates that the peak magnitude and peak 

frequency differ by wave class.  The highest peak magnitude values were consistently produced by 

breaking wave impacts, particularly within WC4 and WC5. The range of peak frequency values were 

similar for all wave classes, although the spread was notably smaller for WC2 and WC3 suggesting that 

these wave impacts are generally consistent with rare instances of high peak frequency impacts. The 

mechanism of wave impact on a cliff means that the peak frequency may not capture the full picture of 

the energy transfer of the impact. This is because double peaks in impact pressure is a common 

observation in experiments using pressure transducers on vertical structures to measure impact loading 
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(e.g. Cuomo et al., 2010). Previous studies have identified two components associated with the impact 

loading from a wave hitting a vertical structure: a quasi-static pulsating load and impulsive impact force 

(e.g. Bihs et al., 2016; Dentale et al., 2017; Larroque et al., 2018). These two components differ in that 

the quasi-static load is slow-varying, whereas the impulsive impact load is highly dynamic with a high 

peak (Carratelli et al., 2016). Impact loads are short duration and act on the structure for periods that 

are shorter than or comparable with the natural period of vibration of the structure. In contrast, quasi-

static pulsating loads are those that act on the structure for more than twice its natural period of vibration 

(Cuomo et al., 2010).  

Changes in peak impact pressure have been demonstrably linked to impact type, which has a 

strong sensitivity to wave height (e.g. Bullock et al., 2007). In flume experiments, for a constant water 

depth, increasing wave heights will produce violent impacts of flip-through (WC6) and small gas pocket 

(WC5), with impact pressures decreasing for large gas pocket impacts (WC4); further increases in water 

depth result in reflected sloshing impacts (WC7 and WC8) (Bredmose et al., 2009). These very high 

pressures only occur in the impact zone (Bredmose et al., 2009). Although it is also important to note 

that the impact type which causes the largest peak within breaking types remains uncertain, some 

studies found that the highest peaks are produced by a pronounced gas pocket (e.g. Bagnold, 1939), 

whereas some found impacts that trap a thin lens of air are highest (e.g. Hattori et al., 1994). Hull & 

Müller (2002) also found impacts with a large gas pocket (like those of WC4) produced the maximum 

pressure than other breaking impacts, like flip-through (WC6). It is, however, agreed that air entrapment 

is a key control on the magnitude and distribution of impact pressure (Oumeraci et al., 1993). These 

patterns are consistent with the spectral signatures presented in Chapter 6.  Quasi-static double peaked 

loading patterns from loading exerted by waves with a steep vertical face (both breaking and unbroken). 

In a flume test, Cuomo et al., (2010) found that wave loading is sensitive to increases in incident Hs. In 

addition, wave loading is sensitive to the wavelength at the toe of the structure, because longer 

wavelengths increase the wave celerity and increase the shoreward kinetic energy, therefore increasing 

the horizontal wave force.  

It is difficult to distinguish these two loading types using the seismometer record; high frequency 

pressure transducers are usually used to capture this measurement, but waves breaking on structures 

have been found to have a large component of wave slamming load. This slamming load is especially 

important when it occurs in a similar phase to the maximum quasi-static load to amplify it, although this 

will depend on the structure shape and orientation (de Sonneville et al., 2015). The primary component 

of wave forcing from the wave impact is repeatable in flume experiments, but the secondary oscillatory 

component attributed to gas pockets are not due to variation in air entrapment which produces variable 

peak pressures and oscillation frequencies (Chan, 1994).  

Focussing on peak frequency alone does not allow for investigation of energy transfer within 

different frequency bands, which may also be important. For this, the spectral signature of the different 

wave classes can be studied for a detailed exploration of energy transfer. The peaks in energy at 

different frequencies better illustrates the control of wave class on energy transfer. The highest energy 

peak for WC4 is nearly four orders of magnitude greater than for WC8. There are multiple peaks present 
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for all wave classes, rather than just double peaks. Although smaller than the peaks at lower 

frequencies, the peaks in frequencies above 40 Hz in WC4 and WC5 are higher than the largest peaks 

in WC1 and WC8. This aligns with the previously described dependence of the peak impact pressures, 

impact duration, and energy density of events on wave class type. Furthermore, these peak pressures 

have been referred to as ‘shock’ pressures because of their high magnitude and short duration and 

have been associated with breaking impacts since the first laboratory experiments on wave impact 

pressures by Bagnold (1939). These high impact pressures occur in a near-uniform distribution over 

the breaking wave when interacting with the cliff rather than focussing at a point (Blackmore & Hewson, 

1984). Broken impacts, where a significant amount of air was entrained, have less extremes peaks in 

impact pressure compared to the extreme peaks in breaking waves, especially those with a gas pocket 

(Bullock et al., 2007). Unbroken waves are not commonly described in engineering literature as they 

are not seen as important for damaging coastal structures.  

The spectral signatures are the average of the combination of all spectral signatures of each 

impact within a wave class. There are deviations from this average within all wave classes, with some 

impact events producing a spectral signature that diverges vastly from the mean. One mechanism that 

creates a lot of complexity within a wave class is the influence of the presence of air in wave impacts. 

This can differ significantly from impact to impact, even if classified as the same type. It is thought that 

the presence of air softens the pressure due to cushioning effects (Bredmose et al., 2015), but this may 

not be a dominant effect if air is entrained in different ways, such as the influence of a single large 

bubble compared to a column of bubbles (Dias et al., 2010). Generating wave impacts with the same 

pressure magnitude and duration is not easily repeatable, which makes measuring the effect of air on 

pressure difficult (Dias et al., 2010). Even for these identically generated waves in a flume, the impacts 

were not the same, therefore it is understandable that there is variation within the wave classes in the 

dataset in energy density across the different frequencies. Differences in aeration is likely to contribute 

to this variation through gas pocket size, volume and size of bubbles in the wave front, which are further 

complicated by turbulence and reflection. Using the average spectral signature is useful in this sense 

to indicate the overall trend and the most common type of impact for each wave class that occurs more 

frequently in a natural cliff setting.  

It may be possible to use spectral signatures to get a sense of the impact regime for a cliff site. 

This impact regime will depend on the environmental settings: water depth at the cliff toe, wave climate, 

and changes in a beach fronting the cliff (if applicable). A pilot study could be useful using video 

alongside wave and seismometer measurements to study differences in signatures for sites relating to 

variable lithology. 

7.4.3 Available Energy & Energy Transfer 
 As well as just the impact type, the total energy available to be transferred at impact will depend 

on incident wave height. A large wave which has broken prior to impact in stormy conditions could 

transfer a similar amount of energy as a small breaking wave in calm conditions, although with different 

spectral signatures. The efficiency of energy transfer between wave class types can be compared to 

investigate impact events with similar total energy. For example, two impacts that transferred the same 
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total energy and were classed as WC4 and WC7 had wave heights of 0.47 m and 1.65 m respectively. 

There are also cases where the wave heights are relatively small and transfer the same total energy. 

For example, a WC5 and WC8 impact of 0.71 m and 0.39 m heights transferred the same energy in 

total, but the presence of a gas pocket in WC5 meant this energy occurred at higher frequencies than 

for the unbroken wave. The energy comparison for highest similar WC5 and WC1 impacts were 

produced by waves that were 0.82 m and 2.05 m respectively, showing that a breaking wave could 

transfer the same energy as a much bigger unbroken wave. There are rare cases where a WC7 can 

transfer a relatively high amount of energy compared to other WC7 events. These impacts are classified 

as unbroken but may be closer to breaking than other WC impacts. If the wave is starting to shoal and 

develops a steep wave front immediately prior to impact without starting to overturn, this impact would 

still have the capability of producing high peak pressures. For example, flume experiments that waves 

that have steepened to a near-vertical wave front also produce a violent impact with a wall, alongside 

overturning breaking waves (Bredmose et al., 2010). Overall, breaking waves are most efficient at 

maximizing potential energy transfer, but under the right conditions, broken 

 Importance of Impact Type in Cliff Response 
This research was the first of its kind to measure wave impacts on a cliff at the individual wave 

scale to investigate the influence of the wave impact type on cliff ground motion. At this scale, it is 

apparent that alongside wave height, the energy transfer of each impact was controlled by wave impact 

class. It is important to continue investigations into wave impacts on coastal cliffs at this scale to 

accurately attribute observed cliff response to environmental drivers. Wave impacts were highly 

dynamic at this scale, with complexity from a number of parameters such as aeration, turbulence, and 

reflection. Using smoothed metrics of both environmental conditions and wave forcing through hourly 

metrics and averages does not reveal this control of wave impact at the wave-by-wave scale. Linking 

the wave forcing and resultant cliff response through further study of the mechanics of the wave-cliff 

interaction will therefore need to consider this wave impact control.  

7.5.1 Impact Mechanisms of Erosion 
The cliff response to different impact types remains difficult to confidently link as longer-term 

observations are required. Engineering studies into wave impacts focus on vertical structures, such as 

concrete sea walls, which do not behave in the same ways as cliffs as they are engineered to be 

homogenous and without defects: natural cliffs always have defects (e.g. faults, joints, bedding planes, 

tension cracks). Failure mechanisms are also not documented in wave impact studies as the focus is 

to study the highest impact forcing and peak pressure from a single wave impact, and design structures 

to withstand this event accordingly. Some ways in which differences in the mechanism of wave impact 

may influence cliff response are the result of aeration differences between impact classes. It is important 

to establish how these mechanisms occur, and how they will affect cliff retreat. For example, a small 

but violent breaking wave may be capable of causing more damage than large broken waves during a 

storm.  

Breaking waves, water hammer and the compression of air in rock joints exert shock pressures 

that breaks and removes rock fragments: this is known as wave quarrying (Trenhaile, 1987). Shock 
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pressures produced by breaking waves occur at approximately the height of SWL (Sunamura, 1992). 

Further studies of cliff response to different wave impacts should focus on difference in cliff failure in 

response to wave impact regimes. Observations from this thesis show that the spectral signatures and 

energy density of breaking waves (WC4 and WC5 especially) are most efficient at transferring energy 

and are capable of doing so at higher frequencies than broken and unbroken waves. It is likely that 

these waves will result in increased erosion of the cliff face. Hall et al., (2008) observed the loss of slabs 

in the middle and upper cliff face during storms. They speculated that impact pressures on the face 

accentuate fracturing, and induce pressures within vertical joints that lever blocks away from the face. 

Wave induced changes in the geometry of a cliff face from exposure to violent wave impacts, in addition 

to cliff height and shear strength of the cliff material, has been found to bring about the conditions 

needed for failure (Wolters & Müller, 2008). Notwithstanding these important studies, further work is 

needed into the mechanisms and ability of gas pocket compression into discontinuities in the cliff face 

to remove (quarry) rock fragments and blocks. 

Whether cliff recession is driven by rare, high-magnitude events or frequent, moderate events 

is uncertain. Are the occasional extreme peaks in energy transfer from a breaking wave more important 

than frequent inundation by broken waves which transfer less energy per impact? In the study at Onaero 

Bay, the one instance of a breaking wave producing peak displacement that was much larger than any 

other wave in the study illustrates the highly specific conditions needed for this impact. Longer term 

observations are needed to investigate the importance of frequency and magnitude of different impact 

types.  

7.5.2 Importance of Field Investigations 
The subject of wave impacts on vertical structures has been studied extensively in engineering 

literature for the design of coastal structures since the early work of Bagnold (1939). However, the 

mechanics of how a wave impact induces failure remains poorly understood. The aim of many 

engineering studies, to generate the most violent impact possible and designing a structure accordingly, 

is also not suitable for understanding the dynamics of wave impact induced energy transfer for a coastal 

cliff. Many attempts to reproduce wave impacts using numerical or physical models encounter problems 

in applying results to real-world structures due to issues with scaling. For example, Dias et al., (2010) 

used a numerical model to simulate wave impacts instead of physical modelling as Froude scaling 

cannot be applied to gas pockets or entrapped bubbles. The complexity and evolution of breaking wave 

impacts cannot be explained theoretically due to the necessity of using simplifying assumptions in 

analytical solutions used in numerical models (Bihs et al., 2016). This highlights the necessity of field 

observations on wave-cliff impacts to distinguish different wave impact types and study how they 

influence cliff response. There have been recent advances in numerical modelling from developments 

in the implementation of the Navier-Stokes equations for fluid modelling, as well as developments of 

models which incorporate turbulence and bubbles (e.g. Dentale et al., 2017). Deike et al., (2016) 

successfully used direct numerical simulations (DNS) to reproduce the bubble size distribution and time 

evolution of the total volume of air entrapment in breaking waves of different intensities. This can then 

be scaled to the total volume of air using wave energy and wave slope characteristics, as well as the 
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Garrett et al., (2000) bubble break-up model. Although possible, replicating the range of wave impacts 

that occur at a cliff, as well as the influence of interaction with reflected waves has not yet been 

achieved.  

Field observations are important for capturing the complexity and dynamics of the wave impact 

process and are necessary to link observed cliff recession to environmental drivers. Larroque et al., 

(2018) collected field measurements from a breakwater and found that impact pressures could be 45% 

explained by wave height, 8.5% water level, 3.7% wave direction and 0.5% by wave period. Very short 

and intense peaks in impact pressure from moderate wave heights assumed to be flip-through, although 

there was no direct observation of the wave impacts from video data. With only half of the impact 

pressure magnitude explained by wave height, this indicates the influence of other controls likely to 

include wave impact type. Turbulence and reflection are also important in dictating wave breaking and 

energy dissipation processes, which are not well replicated in non-field-based experiments. The 

resulting complexity in the wave field leads to high variability in the dataset in terms of impact ground 

motion and energy transfer. A comprehensive, detailed dataset like the one presented here is necessary 

to capture the range on wave-cliff interactions possible and to produce indicators like wave impact 

regimes and spectral signatures. These metrics can help understand wave energy transfer variation 

and improve understanding of cliff response to wave forcing.  

In-situ measurements of wave impacts on cliffs are difficult to obtain, but important for linking the 

drivers to cliff response. Seismometers have previously been used in field studies on wave impacts on 

cliffs are a good proxy for energy transfer at hourly intervals in relation to incident wave conditions 

(Young et al., 2016). This proxy can be extended for use at an individual wave scale as shown by the 

analyses carried out in this research. Development of fieldwork using seismometers to measure cliff 

response should continue to incorporate impact type control. A useful tool would be to use repeat laser 

scanning of a cliff face for high resolution monitoring of short-term change (e.g. Earlie et al., 2018), 

concurrent wave-by-wave impact scale detection of ground motion, video capture to directly observe 

each wave impact, and cliff-toe wave gauges to log the driving wave conditions.  

 Future Cliff Erosion Under Sea-Level Rise 
Future changes in wave climate and sea level rise will alter cliff-toe wave impact regimes on 

cliffed coasts globally. The current situation at Onaero Bay means that at high tide, the water is generally 

too deep for breaking impacts to occur, therefore further increases in water depth from sea level rise 

would likely increase this period of unbroken wave impact dominance. The future sensitivity to impact 

regime will be site-specific; sites that currently experience breaking impacts, such as Onaero Bay, may 

see an increase in unbroken impacts. Whereas, sites that are currently dominated by broken waves, 

such as Del Mar, California, may see an increasing proportion of breaking wave impacts at the cliff, 

thus changing the mechanism of energy transfer commonly experienced by the cliff. It is useful to 

consider impact regimes and variation in dominant impact type through time, as impact class cannot be 

predicted with Hs/h alone. This thesis has shown that wave impact type is highly sensitive to small 

variations in H/hbeach. This sensitivity means that even in controlled modelling experiments the wave 

impact type cannot be accurately predicted. For example, Kisacik et al., (2012) looked at impacts for 
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near-breaking (flip-through, breaking with small gas pocket, breaking with large gas pocket) and broken 

waves on a vertical wall in a wave flume. They found that they could not repeat the same impact type 

for nominally identical waves in a train: obfuscating factors included turbulence, reflection, and air 

entrapment variability, as well as not being able to define a clear boundary between impact types 

(Kisacik et al., 2012). Using a numerical model, Altomare et al., (2015) tested the applicability of SPH 

to reproduce wave impacts on breakwaters. When comparing the results to physical models, there was 

initial agreeance, but subsequent diversion was caused by reflected waves present in the physical 

model that were not able to be replicated by the numerical model.  

Future prediction of cliff erosion remains difficult due to the complexity of factors that contribute 

to retreat and the highly episodic nature of failure. In order to better constrain future changes in the 

modes and rate of erosion, identifying sites vulnerable to breaking wave impacts is necessary. Energy 

delivery to a cliff via wave impacts is known to drive cliff retreat, with peak wave energy often used as 

a proxy for cliff erosion, but variation in wave height cannot explain variance in retreat (Hackney et al., 

2013). Short-term variations in energy transfer from wave impact may provide a more accurate proxy 

for cliff retreat. A similar approach was undertaken by Hackney et al., (2013) in a model of cliff retreat 

as a function of accumulated excess energy: the amount of energy above a certain threshold which is 

available to cause erosion. This style of statistical approach using excess energy was better at 

predicting erosion of soft rocks cliffs than previous studies using total energy (Hackney et a., 2013). 

Alongshore variability in cliff retreat measured by repeated laser scanning of the cliff face to detect 

change alongside seismometer and wave measurements for two different cliff sites showed that erosion 

volume depended on wave energy delivery (Earlie et al., 2018). This energy delivery was a function of 

incident wave conditions, beach morphology in front of the cliff, and slope steepness, which all alter 

wave-breaking patterns (Earlie et al., 2018).  

 Expected changes in sea level and wave storminess from the effects of global warming will 

alter the wave impact regime experienced by a cliff. The water depth at the cliff toe and the ratio of wave 

heights to this depth, which control wave breakpoint location and therefore the impact type, will both be 

affected by changes in sea level and wave climate. The feedbacks and interactions of these changes 

in water depth, wave height, and energy transfer is illustrated as a theoretical model in Figure 7-1. The 

future change in energy delivery to the cliff will be highly site specific and depend on current and future 

wave heights and water depths. For some sites, increased water levels may start facilitating wave 

breaking at the cliff, whereas some sites may go from a current impact regime dominated by breaking 

waves to one of mostly unbroken waves if the water depth increases. Wave heights will also alter the 

wave impact regime, with increasing wave heights affecting the location of the breakpoint that occurs 

over a tidal cycle. This could increase breaking impacts for sites where the waves are currently 

unbroken and do not break at impact on the cliff. For currently frequent breaking waves, the breakpoint 
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moving further from the cliff face will increase the proportion of broken wave impacts. Changing 

dominance of breaking impact types will subsequently change the energy transfer regime that is 

experienced by the cliff, with increased energy from breaking waves expected to result in more erosion 

of the cliff.  

Figure 7-1. a) Theoretical model showing the relationship between wave height and water level 
which will alter the dominant impact regime; b) Schematic diagram of how this change in water 
depth and wave height could alter energy deliver to the cliff, and subsequently erosion rates.  
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Using this knowledge of wave impacts, cliff sites vulnerable to an increase in breaking wave impacts in 

the future should be the focus of management and mitigation efforts to reduce the hazard of increased 

cliff retreat. The popularity of cliff top development in terms of both residences and infrastructure means 

that cliff erosion poses a risk to public safety. Common interventions that are currently used in the hope 

of reducing erosion are in the form on engineered structures, such as sea walls, rock revetments, and 

breakwaters. These structures reduce energy deliver to the cliff face through forcing breaking further 

from the cliff or by direct protection of the cliff face from wave-cliff interaction. These structures have 

ongoing costs associated to their lifespan and are usually only designed to last between 20 and 50 

years. The effectiveness of these approaches is also unclear. For example, seawalls can also cause 

increased erosion from reducing sediment supply, reducing the width of the active beach, and edge 

effects (Hall & Pilkey, 1991). Cliffs can be an important source of sediment supply to a beach that could 

be prevented with the presence of a protective structure. Appropriate future management should 

therefore incorporate knowledge of wave impact regimes so that decisions can focus on where breaking 

wave impacts will be dominant. Management decisions should also incorporate the knowledge of wave 

breaking dependence on water depth in actions that change the sediment supply, such as beach 

nourishment, groin installation, and river damming. Alteration of the beach volume fronting a cliff is 

important in controlling changes in the water depth and therefore wave breaking processes in front of 

the cliff.  

 Summary 
The results presented in this research show that the relationship between marine forcing and cliff ground 

motion response is complex, and highlights the importance of conditions controlling wave breaking type 

that are not captured by incident wave conditions alone. This dataset offers a novel understanding of 

wave-cliff interactions at a wave-by-wave scale, which highlights the variation in ground motion 

generated by individual wave impacts. This study also illustrates the importance of impact types on 

peak energy transfer to cliffs through the use of video observations. For this study, the use of video was 

crucial in determining wave impact type and interpretation of the seismic record. Future work on marine 

forcing and cliff recession should continue to use field observation as a primary source of data for a 

robust representation of the complexity and range of wave impact processes. This should focus on the 

kinematics and mechanics of impact pressures, with particular attention on gas pockets and aeration 

effects on the wave loading on a cliff. More study sites that include different wave impact regimes from 

water depth, wave climate and nearshore morphology variability, as well as geological settings would 

also be beneficial in expanding the dataset. 

The methodology undertaken in this research was instrumental in facilitating the analysis at the 

scale of an individual wave impact. This was crucial for investigating the influence of wave impact type 

on cliff ground motion. Video collection was vital for this work and resulted in the production of an 

extensive dataset of ~7500 wave impacts with associated wave height, water depth, and ground motion. 

The control of impact type in terms of the stage of wave transformation at the moment the wave reaches 

the cliff was the focus of this work as this has been shown to be important in wave forcing on vertical 

structures. The difference in impact forcing, and the associated difference in energy transfer, was 
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expected to contribute to cliff erosion dynamics in the same way that it affects coastal structures; that 

is, breaking waves are the most violent and therefore have the most erosive potential.  
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 Conclusions 
The role of wave impact class may provide the missing link in understanding wave energy 

transfer to coastal cliff. A long-standing field of research in coastal engineering, the specific type of 

wave impact itself is known to influence impact pressure magnitude on vertical structures (e.g. Bagnold, 

1939; Bredmose et al., 2009; 2015; Bullock et al., 2007; Guilcher et al., 2013; Hull & Müller, 2002; 

Oumeraci et al., 1993). Importantly, violent breaking wave impacts have been linked to the failure of 

engineering structures (Bullock et al., 2007); a natural corollary is that wave impacts could also damage 

cliff rock leading to cliff failure (Adams et al., 2005).  

The observations of individual wave impacts using video records in this thesis offered a unique 

opportunity to directly link wave forcing to cliff ground motion. The impact class was shown to control 

the magnitude of the seismically sensed cliff ground motion. The mechanism of energy transfer from a 

wave impact event was more consistent with impact class variation than with differences in incident 

wave height.  

A pilot study carried out in Del Mar, California, USA, was first undertaken to test the applicability 

of the method. It was important to ensure that wave-cliff impacts were identifiable in the seismic record 

and could be attributed to individual wave impacts observed through video. This short duration (45-

minute) observation period was sufficient to link variation in wave-impact displacement to small 

differences in impact events, without the added complexity of extreme wave conditions, high reflection, 

strong turbulence, and breaking wave impacts which would be present at other sites or over longer 

deployment records.  

A 30-day field study in Onaero Bay, Taranaki, NZ, provided an extensive dataset for analysis 

of wave conditions, wave impacts, and ground motion. Initially, wave impacts were divided into broken, 

breaking, and unbroken impacts aligning with the traditional classifications used in coastal 

geomorphological studies (e.g. Sunamura, 1992; Trenhaile, 1987). From this, it was evident that 

breaking waves were capable of generating greater ground motion than broken or unbroken wave 

impacts. Even under storm conditions where Hs reached 3.7 m, the broken wave impacts did not 

produce peak ground motion greater than violent breaking impacts; the highest peak in the record was 

when Hs = 1.5 m. Previous cliff seismic studies have examined cliff ground motion in the context of 

incident Hs averaged over an hour and shown that ground motion increases as a function of increasing 

water depth and incident wave height (e.g. Earlie et al., 2015; Dickson & Pentney, 2009; Norman et al., 

2013; Vann Jones et al., 2015; Young et al., 2013; 2016). The observations from this thesis show that 

peak ground motion from individual impact events is an important additional tool for assessing wave 

energy transfer to cliffs. Indeed, the influence of wave impact class on ground motion is only revealed 

when looking at individual impact events. Whether frequent, low magnitude impacts are more important 

than rare, high peaks in ground motion for cliff erosion remains to be seen; however, observations 

collected for this thesis clearly show that individual wave impacts drive large and highly variable ground 

motions that probably have significance for understanding cliff erosion.  
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A comprehensive classification scheme was developed to bring together the knowledge of 

wave impact type with studies of coastal cliff ground motion. Eight wave classes were defined covering 

the spectrum of completely broken waves, through different stages of breaking, to completely unbroken 

waves. The foundation of this categorization stems from research into wave impacts on engineered 

vertical walls in which it is common practice to divide impact classes beyond just broken, breaking and 

unbroken impacts via breaking waves into different impact classes (e.g. Hattori et al., 1994; Hull & 

Müller, 2002; Kirkgoz, 1990). 7447 wave impacts from 33 hours of video data were manually classified 

from video observations. Delineating wave impacts in this way meant that energy dissipation and the 

kinematics of wave-cliff interaction were represented in the wave class type. The control of impact class 

on cliff ground motion was revealed by analysing variation in displacement between the eight impact 

types. Only breaking waves that entrapped a gas pocket at impact (WC4 and WC5) were capable of 

producing the highest peak ground displacement.  

Spectral properties of individual wave impacts revealed by CWT analysis highlight the 

differences in the mechanism of impact between classes. The density of energy at different frequencies 

was class-dependent, with breaking wave impacts consistently having higher power. This pattern was 

evident especially at low frequencies (< 200 Hz); moreover, only breaking (WC4 and WC5) impacts 

generating elevated PSD values at high frequencies relative to broken and unbroken impacts. Using 

wavelets to reproduce the spectral signature common to all impacts within a class illuminated the 

variation in magnitude at different frequency bands. Breaking waves (WC4 and WC5), were markedly 

higher in peak magnitude across the frequency spectrum, illustrating that overall, these waves transfer 

a greater total amount of energy and that this energy is highly concentrated within frequency bands. 

The use of spectral signatures for wave class may constitute a valuable and convenient proxy of impact 

type when video data is not available. This thesis has provided the first detailed spectral analysis of 

impacts on a natural coastal cliff by individual impact events. The presence of signatures representing 

different impact classes points to the prospect of using the seismic signal to discern wave climate at the 

cliff toe as the nearshore transformation of waves is complex.  

The ratio of water depth and wave height (H/hbeach) controls the location of the breakpoint 

relative to the cliff face. This relationship is fundamental for understanding energy dissipation and 

energy transfer to the cliff. Small variations in this ratio between successive waves (e.g. due to reflection 

and differences in incident wave height) resulted in large differences in impact class and therefore cliff 

ground motion. However, for given incident wave conditions, observations over a 30-day period confirm 

that there are periods during the tidal cycle when different wave classes tend to dominate, owing to the 

H/h ratio, which creates distinctive impact regimes. Future changes in sea level or wave climate will 

change the cliff-toe H/h ratio, and therefore alter impact regimes. If cliff ground motion represents a 

reliable proxy for cliff erosion, then results from this thesis suggest that accelerated erosion is likely in 

areas where changes in sea level or incident wave conditions lead to transitions in wave impact regimes 

towards greater breaking (WC4 and WC5) impacts. In contrast, future cliff erosion rates are likely to 

decrease in areas where breaking impacts transition toward unbroken impacts (WC7 and WC8). 

Existing numerical models of rock coast evolution do not consider the detailed nature of wave impacts 
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at the cliff toe. Future model development could attempt to incorporate these effects to increase the 

potential of these models to usefully predict future cliff erosion rates under climate change.     
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